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Mobile Devices as Secure eID Reader using Trusted

Execution Environments

Maximilian Stein

secunet Security Networks AG

Alt-Moabit 91c

10559 Berlin

Maximilian.Stein@secunet.com

Abstract: This work presents a prototype implementation of a smartphone as secure
eID reader using NFC technology. The presented approach aims to reach a security
level close to standalone smart card readers. This security level will be allowed by
the means of a trusted execution environment (TEE) which allows strong isolation and
separation for critical applications and provides trusted, not interceptable user input
and output. The prototype supports the German eID (nPA) and follows the relevant
guidelines.

1 Introduction

Mobile internet devices (smartphones, tablets) have become the omnipresent companion in

the modern society. The capabilities and processing power of today’s devices is enormous.

Especially high-end devices featuring quad-core CPUs and high definition graphics can

compete easily with mid-range PC systems while being smaller, more energy-efficient

and portable. They can satisfy nearly all needs of an ordinary PC user like access to the

internet, e-mail and social networks, music and video playback or other entertainment.

In the long run mobile internet devices may replace the PC for such users and use cases

completely.

National electronic ID cards are emerging slowly but surely. In Germany there are yet

few citizens using their eID in online processes and there are still not many applications

available. Nevertheless electronic IDs are believed to become more important and will

be essential in future citizenship. To gain more acceptance from citizens though, it is

important to provide low-threshold access to technology and knowledge for the usage of

electronic IDs. The necessity of an additional, expensive reader device to make use of eID

cards is not likely going to raise acceptance.

Since a few years mobile internet devices feature near-filed-communication (NFC) tech-

nology. Among others the NFC specification is based on the standard for contactless

smart cards [ISO11]. Therefore NFC-devices are technically enabled to communicate

with proximity cards like national eIDs. By this they can be used as card reader for eIDs

and other smart cards. This has already been implemented for the German eID in [Hor11]
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and [Mor12]. Both showed a proof of concept that the eID can be accessed using the

PACE protocol through a NFC-enabled mobile phone (Nokia 6212 & Openmoko Neo

FreeRunner customized smartphone). The security established through PACE depends on

the secure input of the PIN on the device. The security in both approaches relies only

on the assumption that the used mobile devices are trustworthy and no user input can be

intercepted by a software of an attacker. However, since mobile devices gained popular-

ity, more sophisticated attacks and malware for such devices emerged. For this reason

smartphones and tablets have to be regarded as potentially untrustworthy and malicious.

The present work presents an approach to use a NFC-enabled mobile internet device as se-

cure embedded reader for the German eID card by using a trusted execution environment

(TEE). The remainder of this work is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly presents

related work. In section 3 the basic principle of a trusted execution environment is de-

scribed. Section 4 presents the current embedded smart phone reader implementation.

Finally section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Related Work

Horsch [Hor11] implemented the eID application MONA as Java MIDlet on a Nokia 6212.

It is capable of performing an online authentication with the German eID card. In [Mor12]

Morgner implemented an embedded eID reader with PACE support on an Openmoko Neo

FreeRunner customized smartphone with SHR Linux operating system. The implemen-

tation relies on OpenPACE [MO12], an open source implementation of PACE based on

OpenSSL. An efficient implementation of the PACE protocol for mobile devices has been

proposed in [WHB+11]. Alternative solutions for the security concerns regarding the

mobile use of eID and eSignature were proposed in [BHW12] and [BHWH11], respec-

tively. An open source eID application for the German eID for Android devices is available

through the Open eCard project [Ope12]. This app supports multiple methods to access the

eID card. It is possible to use an external reader or the internal NFC interface, if available.

The Governikus Autent PINApp [bre12] provides PIN management functionalities on An-

droid devices for the German eID. The NFC Tag Info app [Hag13] is capable of reading

electronic passports (eMRTDs) via basic access control (BAC) but does not provide PACE

capabilities.

3 Trusted Execution Environment

A trusted execution environment (TEE) is a separate execution environment that runs

alongside the Rich OS (i.e. regular mobile device OS). The TEE provides security ser-

vices for the rich environment and isolates access to its hardware and software security

resources from the Rich OS and its applications [Glo11].

Figure 1 depicts the TEE architecture as envisioned by the GlobalPlatform industry forum.

It was designed for mobile and embedded devices but could be used for PCs as well if
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all requirements are met. The three depicted TEE APIs in figure 1 were specified by

GlobalPlatform in 2010 and 2011, respectively.

Rich OS Application Environment Trusted Execution Environment

Client Applications

Rich OS

Hardware Platform

Trusted Applications

HW Secure
Resources

TEE Kernel

GlobalPlatform
TEE Functional API

GlobalPlatform TEE Client API

GlobalPlatform TEE Internal API

Trusted Core
Environment

Trusted
Functions

Secure Storage
Trusted UI (Keypad, Screen)
Crypto Accelerators
Secure Element

Figure 1: Architecture of the TEE as specified by GlobalPlatform

The security of the TEE relies on hardware extensions that help isolating the two envi-

ronments. The hardware architecture to enable TEEs on ARM based mobile devices is

the ARM TrustZone technology [ARM02]1. The TrustZone extensions are integrated into

the SoC and comprise an address space controller, memory adaptor, interrupt controller,

reserved secure cache, and hardware keys. These features are available for ARM Cortex-A

processors if and only if they were included by the SoC manufacturer. Secure operating

systems can be implemented on top of the TrustZone hardware2. The physical CPU is

presented as two virtual CPUs to the secure OS via TrustZone. One CPU dedicated to the

rich environment and the other one to the trusted environment. In TrustZone terminology

the rich OS application environment is referred to as Normal World (NWd) and the TEE as

Secure World (SWd). The secure operating system controls the virtualisation, the security

extensions, and provides the TEE.

A TEE can host multiple trusted applications. These applications are executed in the

trusted environment where the TEE guarantees isolated execution between different trusted

applications, protection, confidentiality and integrity. Trusted application binaries are

stored in the file system as cryptogram and they are verified by the TEE each time be-

fore their execution. The root of trust for the TEE is established at boot time through a

chain of trust: a hardware anchor verifies the boot loader which in turn verifies the TEE

loader which verifies the TEE system image.

Current TEEs based on ARM TrustZone were MobiCore by Giesecke & Devrient and

Trusted Foundations by Trusted Logic Mobile. However, both decided to merge their

products in a joint venture named Trustonic3 together with ARM. The TEE developed

1Other hardware architectures with similar features are for example Aegis, XOM, and SecureCore.
2TEEs can be implemented through pure software virtualisation as well (XenARM, SIVARM), but lack the

additional security through hardware support.
3http://www.trustonic.com/about-us/who-we-are
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by Trustonic is called <t-base. Sierraware implemented the SierraTEE and SierraVisor

TEE solution which is freely available under the GNU GPL v2 license for the Samsung

Exynos 4412 and nVIDIA Tegra 3 SoCs. So far Giesecke & Devrient’s MobiCore was

integrated in the Samsung Galaxy S3 and the Galaxy Note II. Since Samsung is hardware

integrator and device maker partner of Trustonic it can be expected that Samsung will

integrate <t-base in upcoming high-end devices too.

4 Implementation

The prototype device used for the implementation is a Samsung Galaxy S3 (GT-i9300)

NFC-enabled smartphone running Android 4.1.1. The device combines all necessary com-

ponents for the use of an eID card in one entity. Table 1 shows the analogy of components

in the mobile eID reader system.

Original Component Counterpart in Mobile Scenario

Host Computer GT-i9300 NWd with Android

eID Application Android App (e.g. Open eCard)

eID Reader Hardware GT-i9300 SWd virtual CPU

eID Reader Firmware Trusted Application (Trustlet)

eID Reader Driver Trustlet Connector

Table 1: Analogy of components in the embedded eID reader system

A regular smartphone has the same capabilities of using an eID securely as a regular PC. It

requires a smart card reader with a PIN pad, that is connected via the USB interface, and it

needs to run an eID application. The already mentioned Open eCard project provides such

an open source eID application for the Android OS. It is capable of using external smart

card readers via USB and the internal NFC interface.

The here described eID reader implementation is an embedded smart card reader, which

consists of a firmware part and a driver part. So far, this is identical to regular standalone

eID readers. The difference is, that the firmware of a standalone reader resides inside the

reader hardware. As shown in table 1, the reader hardware in this approach is physically

the same as the host computers hardware, therefore it is called an embedded eID reader.

The smartphone is split up into two virtual devices by the TEE. The eID application re-

sides in the so called normal world with the Android OS. The embedded reader firmware

resides in the secure world. By this, the embedded reader can be treated as if it had its own

separated hardware. The implemented prototype can be categorised as seen in table 2. The

depicted categorisation for the reader categories Cat-S and Cat-C is taken from [BSI13]

and shows the properties an eID reader has to have to be categorized as standard reader

(Cat-S) or comfort reader (Cat-C). The prototype currently implements a standard reader

with an additional display. So it can be categorized as Cat-S with additional functionality.

Regardless of certification issues, the prototype can be enhanced in future to implement
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Cat-S Cat-S+ Cat-C

Interface to the host computer ! ! !
Contactless interface according to ISO/IEC 14443 ! ! !
Contact interface according to ISO/IEC 7816 !
PIN pad (secure PIN entry) with PACE support ! ! !
Display (2x16 alpha-numeric characters) ! !
Qualified signature with contact cards !
Qualified signature with contactless cards (e.g. identity card) ! !
Firmware update ! ! !

Table 2: Overview of Smart Card Reader Categories (source: [BSI13])

the properties of a signature terminal. In this way it implements the same properties as a

comfort reader only without a contact interface. As it is unlikely that smartphones will be

equipped with contact interfaces for smart cards, embedded readers like the presented pro-

totype will only be capable to implement the properties that are presented here as Cat-S+.4

The system architecture of the embedded reader and the associated components is de-

picted in figure 2. The shown eID reader Trustlet represents the reader firmware. The

Figure 2: Architecture for a device using the eID Reader Trustlet

reader driver is implemented through the so called Trustlet Connector. The Trustlet Con-

nector implements the PC/SC IFD handler interface through which it can be accessed by

any application, that is PC/SC aware. Generally the Trustlet Connector provides the se-

curity services of the Trustlet to regular applications in the NWd. Any information that

is proccessed inside the Trustlet will not be accessible for NWd applications unless pro-

vided through the Trustlet Connector. The PIN Pad API, the Secure Display API, and the

Cryptographic API are provided by the TEE itself. The PIN Pad and Secure Display API

together provide a trusted user interface which is immune to interception and manipulation

by other software.

4Please note that no new reader category is proposed here. The name Cat-S+ is only chosen to symbolize the

enhanced functionality compared to a Cat-S reader.
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4.1 Trustlet

The embedded eID reader firmware is implemented as trusted application – a so called

Trustlet as depicted in figure 2. The TEE is capable to isolate the execution of Trustlets

and grants access to a secure user interface. In this way it is guaranteed that: (i) all process-

ing results and the execution of the Trustlet itself is safe to interception and manipulation

by malicious software (neither Android Apps nor other Trustlets), and (ii) a PIN can be

entered directly inside the protected environment.5

The Trustlet implements the PACE protocol by using the internal cryptographic API that

is provided by the TEE. The NFC interface is not (yet) available for Trustlets due to lack

of driver support by the TEE. However, the GlobalPlatform TEE roadmap shows that

additional peripheral devices like the NFC interface will be included in future versions

of the specification. Currently the APDUs are transmitted from the inside of the TEE

to the eID card through the Trustlet Connector via the Android NFC API. However, all

secret information and processes of the PACE protocol – the PIN, key material and key

generation – are isolated inside the TEE. The APDUs are transmitted encrypted through

secure messaging between the endpoints Trustlet and eID. The security of this solution

relies on the security of the PACE protocol. This is because the interface between the

Trustlet and the eID can be assumed to be as insecure as the air interface in a regular

PACE establishment process. The encrypted APDUs are interceptable from the NWd,

because they are forwarded by the Trustlet Connector and the Android NFC API. Since the

PACE protocol for key-agreement has been proven to be secure [BFK09], the implemented

transmission of APDUs via the normal world can be considered to be secure as well.

It is intended to implement extended access control (EAC v2) in the future to use the smart-

phone as signature terminal for the German eID as well6. The mobile eID reader can reach

a security level comparable to a physically separated standalone card reader device through

the hardware backed detachment of NWd and SWd. A security and conformity certifica-

tion according to the technical guidelines of the German Federal Office for Information

Security [BSI13, BSI11] seems possible at the moment. However, this highly relies on the

certifications for TrustZone hardware implementations and TEE systems, which is a future

challenge.

4.2 Trustlet Connector

To access the eID Reader Trustlet from any application in the NWd, a counterpart is re-

quired – the so called Trustlet Connector. In the prototype implementation the Trustlet

Connector is an Android app that bundles two native C/C++ libraries, the native NFC

wrapper and the actual Trustlet Connector library.

The Trustlet Connector is a standalone Android application with access to the Android

NFC API. This is necessary because the Android NFC API is only accessible from Android

5As of the writing of this paper the secure UI functionality is not yet available, see section 4.3
6The certification of such a solution poses a greater challenge than the actual implementation.
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applications with the appropriate Android permissions. It can not be accessed directly by

native C/C++ libraries or executables. The Android app “catches” the eID when it is placed

on the device and provides access to it for the Trustlet Connector library. This is achieved

by providing transmission methods to the native NFC wrapper library via JNI. This native

wrapper provides a RPC server for the actual Trustlet Connector library. It should be

mentioned, that the NFC interface can not be used to actively poll for contactless cards

and to initialize connections manually. This functionality is encapsulated by the Android

NFC framework. Therefore apps can only wait for the NFC API to notify them, once an

eID – or some other NFC tag – is available. This implies, that it is impossible for the

embedded reader to power down the NFC interface or reset the connection with a present

card. The eID has to be moved from the device and then replaced manually to achieve this.

The Trustlet Connector library implements the PC/SC IFD handler interface. The IFD

handler is the driver of the embedded reader for the PC/SC interface. The IFD handler

is loaded by the PC/SC daemon, which makes the reader available to any PC/SC aware

application. In a regular PC environment this would be enough to provide access to the

embedded reader. But there exists no standard implementation of PC/SC for Android.

Therefore applications that rely on PC/SC may include the PC/SC library and daemon

locally. This is the case for the Open eCard App. In this case, the location of the driver for

the embedded reader has to be provided to the PC/SC daemon by a configuration file, to

make the reader available for the application. For the prototype, the corresponding class of

the Open eCard App was customized and a configuration file for the embedded reader was

added. The Trustlet Connector library resides in the data folder of the Trustlet Connector

app, the configuration file only points to the location of the driver library.

The Trustlet Connector library further contains an interface for the communication with

the Trustlet. This interface uses the systems TEE driver to communicate with the Trustlet.

The functional interface between the Trustlet and its Trustlet Connector can be defined

freely. Basically both components have access to a shared buffer and are able to notify each

other, if the content of this buffer has changed. Through this buffer, a RPC interface was

implemented to allow the Trustlet to execute specific functions of the Trustlet Connector

and vice versa. It should be noted that the shared buffer is not protected in any special way,

nor does it reside inside the TEE. Therefore no unencrypted secret information should be

written to it.

In short the Trustlet Connector app works as follows. When a contactless card is placed

on the NFC interface, the Trustlet Connector app will be notified by the Android event

manager and can be chosen to handle the event by the user. It will check if the present card

is a German eID and start a background service that will listen to the native NFC wrapper

library. The NFC interface can now be accessed via the native wrapper RPC server. If a

PC/SC daemon has already loaded the Trustlet Connector library, the IFD handler will be

informed, that there is a card present at the NFC interface. A PC/SC aware application is

now able to use the embedded eID reader.

The Trutlet Connector library is the hub of the implementation. It handles the function

calls from the PC/SC interface, from and to the Trustlet and to the native NFC wrapper.
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4.3 Discussion

It has to be noted that the security of the overall implementation is highly depending on

the secure and correct implementation of the TEE and the proper implementation of the

Trustlet itself. For example it is crucial to implement the interface between the Trustlet and

the Trustlet Connector very carefully. Since the Trustlet Connector resides in the NWd, it

could be replaced by a malicious Trustlet Connector which tries to read secret information

from the Trustlet by manipulating pointer locations or input data.

The implemented reader was successfully tested to be usable by the Open eCard Android

app as external reader via PC/SC. The integration of the secure reader into an eID ap-

plication requires some effort as there is not yet a default smart card reader interface for

the Android OS.7 The integration via PC/SC allows the usage of the embedded reader on

unrooted off-the-shelf devices, because no special access rights like for the USB interface

are required for the application.

As of the writing of this paper the author is not aware of any off-the-shelf smartphones with

support for extended length APDUs. This is the same for the prototype device. Therefore

the prototype only allows PIN management functionalities for the German eID and is not

capable to perform an online authentication.

As of the writing of this paper the trusted UI functionality is not yet available, but is ex-

pected to be ready soon. The prototype therefore contains workarounds. In its current

form it can not be regarded as secure or trustworthy because the trusted user interface,

especially the secure PIN entry is the main feature that prevents unauthorized access to the

eID. As a workaround, for each of the two UI APIs an Android Activity was implemented

to simulate a PIN Pad and a “Secure” Display, respectively. When the Trustlet normally

would access the secure APIs, it currently calls the Trustlet Connector to start the appro-

priate Android Activity and to either return the entered PIN or display the given certificate

holder information.

5 Conclusion & Future Work

The present work showed the possibilities of using mobile internet devices as trustworthy

and secure card reader for eIDs. It further gave a short introduction to trusted execution

environments for mobile platforms as specified by the GlobalPlatform industry forum.

The general concept and advantages of a TEE were described. It was presented how an

embedded eID reader was implemented on an unmodified (but rooted) Samsung Galaxy S3

using a TEE. With the given implementation it is possible to use the eID in a mobile

scenario, meaning that it is accessed by applications residing on the mobile device itself.

Subject of future work is the usage of the smartphone eID reader as external reader for PC

systems. Furthermore the conformity and security certifications of the embedded reader

implementation pose the next steps in this working field.

7An implementation of a smart card reader API has been achieved by the SEEK for Android project, but is

not applicable due to system manufacturer restrictions
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Abstract: Classic two-factor authentication has been around for a long time and has
enjoyed success in certain markets (such as the corporate and the banking environ-
ment). A reason for this success are the strong security properties, particularly where
user interaction is concerned. These properties hinge on a security token being a physi-
cally separate device. This paper investigates whether Trusted Execution Environments
(TEE) can be used to achieve a comparable level of security without the need to have a
separate device. To do this, we introduce a model that shows the security properties of
user interaction in two-factor authentication. The model is used to examine two TEE
technologies, Intel’s IPT and ARM TrustZone, revealing that, although it is possible to
get close to classic two-factor authentication in terms of user interaction security, both
technologies have distinct drawbacks. The model also clearly shows an open problem
shared by many TEEs: how to prove to the user that they are dealing with a trusted
application when trusted and untrusted applications share the same display.

Keywords: trusted execution environment, Intel Identity Protection Technology, IPT,
ARM TrustZone, two-factor authentication

1 Introduction

Two-factor authentication, based on “something the user knows” and “something the user

has”, is a mature technology that has been around for a long time1. Classic two-factor au-

thentication technologies2, based on one-time password or challenge/response algorithms,

have favourable properties from a user interaction perspective. Figure 1 shows an abstract

model for user interaction in classic two-factor authentication. It shows a security token

on the left and the user’s regular device (e.g. laptop, tablet, . . . ) on the right. The model

clearly shows the strict physical separation between the trusted environment (token) and

the untrusted environment (laptop, etc.). Whenever a user interacts with one of the two

devices it is always clear whether they are dealing with a trusted device.

Smart cards (also often used as authentication tokens) are an exception to this model. Most

cards lack a display and a means to input data3. This means that the user has no (or only

1For example, the first RSA SecurID token was introduced in 1987.
2For a comprehensive overview of two-factor authentication solutions we refer to [vRvD11].
3There are exceptions, e.g. NagraID cards http://www.nidsecurity.com/
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Figure 1: User interaction in classic two-factor authentication

a weak) assurance about the integrity of the data displayed on their screen and about the

confidentiality of data entered and sent to the card (e.g. their PIN).

One solution to this problem is to use smart card readers with an integrated keypad for PIN

entry and a display. These provide more assurance that the user is interacting directly with

the card. A downside is that this requires the reader to be a separate device; this is less

attractive because of cost and users needing a reader everywhere they use their card. It also

precludes using the readers commonly integrated in modern laptops and smart phones.

In this paper we discuss a different approach to user interaction in two-factor authenti-

cation: the use of a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE). We investigate if the security

model of classic two-factor authentication can be approached for smart cards without the

burden of requiring a separate trusted card reader with its own I/O. To do this, we ex-

plain what we mean by a Trusted Execution Environment in section 2 and introduce two

examples, one from Intel and one from ARM. We then show abstract models for user in-

teraction using these two approaches to a TEE. The paper ends with a comparison of these

two approaches and the classic two-factor model and gives directions for future research.

Our contribution We introduce a conceptual model for user interaction with Trusted

Execution Environments, which we apply to two concrete TEE technologies (Intel IPT

and ARM TrustZone). We show that the model enables us to reason about the security

aspects of the interaction between the user and a TEE. The model also clearly illustrates

the open problem of how the user can ascertain that they are really dealing with a trusted

application on a display that is shared between trusted and untrusted applications.

2 Trusted Execution Environments

Many definitions for a TEE are influenced by the Trusted Computing Group’s (TCG) point

of view, as the TCG-specified Trusted Platform Module (TPM)4 is the most pervasive

approach to trusted computing currently on the market.

4http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org/developers/trusted_platform_module
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Vasudevan et al. [VOZ+12] provide a more technology-neutral description, describing a

set of features that enable trusted execution5. These can be summarised as follows:

• Isolated Execution – ensures applications execute completely isolated from and

unhindered by others and guarantees that any code and data is protected at run-time.

• Secure Storage – protects persistently stored data (e.g. cryptographic keys) belong-

ing to a certain application from being accessed by other applications.

• Remote Attestation – enables remote parties to ascertain they are dealing with a

particular trusted application on a particular TEE.

• Secure Provisioning6 – enables communication by remote parties with a specific

application on a specific TEE while protecting integrity and confidentiality.

• Trusted Path6 – a channel for the user to input data to the TEE and for the TEE to

output data to the user; the channel protects against eavesdropping and tampering.

The remainder of this section examines two TEE technologies, Intel’s ITP and ARM’s

TrustZone.

2.1 Intel Identity Protection Technology (IPT)

It is hard to find technical documentation about IPT. The only public documentation con-

sists of marketing materials and high-level white papers [Int12, Car12, Smi11]. Careful

reading of these, however, paints a picture of what IPT is. Intel markets IPT as a number

of applications; we describe these below based on Intel’s documentation.

One-time Passwords (OTP) The IPT OTP application resembles OTP tokens sold by

vendors such as RSA (SecurID) and Vasco (DigiPass). Intel provides a basic implementa-

tion based on the OATH time-based OTP algorithm [MMPR11]. Several vendors of classic

OTP solutions have also ported their OTP algorithms to IPT (see [Int12], p. 8).

PKI In [Int12] Intel claims that the PKI application7 introduces hardware protection

for RSA keys. The IPT PKI application integrates with Windows applications using a

Cryptographic Service Provider (CSP) provided by Intel for Microsoft’s CryptoAPI. This

is similar to how PKI-enabled smart cards are usually integrated in Windows applications.

5Note also that a TEE is much more than just a TPM, which would fulfill only some of the features listed.
6Note: secure provisioning is I/O with a remote party, a trusted path is local secure I/O with the user.
7Intel sometimes refers to IPT with PKI as Platform Embedded Asymmetric Token (PEAT) (e.g. [Smi11]).
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Protected Transaction Display (PTD) PTD is not really an application but rather a

feature that supports IPT applications. In documentation Intel describes how this feature

can be used to secure PIN entry by the user. The “How It Works” video on Intel’s website

also shows PTD being used for confirming transactions (e.g. of a bank transfer).

NFC Intel also includes NFC as one of the technologies under the IPT umbrella, but

insufficient information is available for us to make any claims about NFC and its relation

to IPT, so we have chosen to ignore it in our discussion.

2.1.1 Architecture

IPT platform middleware ➐

ApplicationInstallerIPT
applet ➌

Operating SystemManagement Engine ➊Secure
Storage ➎

(TPM?)

Display ➏ Java VM ➍

Trusted

Untrusted

IPT
applet

IPT
applet

Main CPU (x86_64)ME CPU ➋

System Local Bus

MixedApplication

Figure 2: IPT abstract architecture (for a detailed explanation see §2.1.1)

Figure 2 shows an abstract architecture of IPT. It shows the different components iden-

tified in Intel’s documentation and what environment these components belong to. The

paragraphs below provide more detail on each component. Notably absent in this archi-

tecture is a trusted path for user input, this is discussed in more detail in section 4.

Management Engine The Management Engine ➊ (ME) appears to be the core of IPT.

Based on the naming of the ME it is very likely that Intel re-uses the ME included in their

Active Management Technology (AMT)8. Assuming this is the case, the ME runs on a

separate CPU (an ARC4 RISC processor, shown as ➋ in Figure 2) that runs the Nucleos

Real-time OS9. IPT applications run as applets ➌ on a Java VM ➍ inside the ME.

Secure Storage ➎ The OTP and PKI application rely on secure storage for key material.

It proves difficult to determine if a single subsystem fulfills this function. For OTP Intel

[Int12] mentions that one-time passwords are based on a machine-specific key generated

by the Intel chipset, but there is no indication of how and where this key is stored. For PKI

they [Car12] mention that keys are stored on the hard drive and are wrapped with - what

8A technology for remotely managing systems, for instance desktop systems in a large enterprise

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intel_Active_Management_Technology)
9http://www.mentor.com/embedded-software/nucleus/
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Intel calls - a Platform Binding Key. All operations on keys then take place in hardware

where the key is unwrapped before use. The documentation does not explicitly state this,

but it seems likely that the underlying technology used for this is (similar to) a TPM.

Display ➏ It is unclear how the secure display feature integrates with the rest of the

system. The examples [Int12, Car12] show that the untrusted OS “sees” black boxes where

trusted content is rendered on the screen. This implies that IPT either relies on memory

protection for the graphics frame buffer that prevents the untrusted OS from accessing

protected parts of the frame buffer, or that the trusted environment has its own frame

buffer that is overlaid on frame buffer data from the untrusted OS. It is highly likely that

this feature only works with an integrated graphics processor that is part of the chipset.

IPT platform middleware ➐ Communication between applications running in the reg-

ular OS on the main CPU and IPT applications in the ME requires some sort of channel.

Intel has middleware components that provide such a channel to applications.

Applications that run in the IPT ME can be installed at will. This requires a conduit for

installing applications into the ME, a role also performed by the IPT platform middleware.

Attestation and secure provisioning A system with IPT can perform remote attestation

to prove that the IPT implementation is genuine using the Enhanced Privacy Identifier

(EPID) scheme [BL07]. IPT can also set up a mutually authenticated secure channel with

the issuer of the attestation identity using Intel’s SIGMA protocol [WL11]. This mutually

authenticated secure channel can, for instance, be used for secure provisioning.

Developing for IPT As already mentioned, Intel works with independent software ven-

dors to port their OTP solutions to IPT. This implies that there is a software development

kit available for IPT. We inquired with Intel as to the availability of an SDK. Intel indicated

that such an SDK exists, but that access to the SDK requires a contract with Intel.

IPT and TEE requirements Intel does not market IPT as a TEE. The architecture de-

scribed above, however, when combined with the description of IPT applications and fea-

tures in section 2.1, aligns well with the five requirements for TEEs introduced in section

2. Based on this we think that the underlying technology of IPT must be viewed as a TEE.

2.2 ARM TrustZone

ARM offers a technology platform that is similar in its applications to IPT, called Trust-

Zone. Where IPT currently seems to be mostly geared towards use in PC or server class

systems, ARM TrustZone is aimed at system-on-a-chip (SoC) architectures used in mobile

devices such as smart phones and tablets. This section provides a high-level overview of

TrustZone, mostly based on [ARM09].
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2.2.1 Architecture

ARM specialises in providing designs for (parts of) so-called Systems-on-a-Chip (SoCs).

This is reflected in the TrustZone architecture. The core of TrustZone is a “two worlds”

paradigm, with a normal world and a secure world. This concept shows up all through the

architecture. At the hardware level the two worlds are separated on the system bus. What

is in effect a special 33rd address line on the bus determines whether bus transactions are

part of either one of the worlds. Devices connected to the bus set this address line during

a read or write action to indicate whether they are operating in the normal or the secure

world. The bus mediates access from bus masters to slaves such that a secure master may

access both secure as well as normal slaves whereas a normal master may only access

normal slaves and will trigger a bus error if it attempts to access a secure slave.

Normal
User Mode

Normal
Privileged Mode

Normal world

Secure
User Mode

Secure
Privileged ModeMonitor

Secure world

Figure 3: Security Extensions abstract model

ARM has also created extensions to its

CPU cores called ARM Security Exten-

sions. These allow a single CPU core to

run both normal world software and secure

world software. Figure 3 shows an abstract

model of the Security Extensions. Switch-

ing between the two security worlds is

managed by the monitor, a process that

runs in the secure world. The monitor pro-

cess can be entered by a number of trig-

gers, either programmatically (by execut-

ing a special instruction) or by a number of hardware triggers such as interrupts.

2.2.2 Software and TrustZone

ARM does not directly provide any software to execute in the secure world. Developers

of systems based on ARM IP either have to develop their own solutions or can choose

to use existing secure micro kernels like MobiCore from Trustonic10. Trustonic has re-

cently certified that its secure µ-kernel implementation meets the Global Platform Trusted

Execution Environment specifications11,12.

There are also efforts to create open source secure µ-kernels that use the capabilities of

TrustZone. Especially worthwhile are the efforts of IAIK (part of the TU Graz). In

[Win08] they propose a framework for secure applications on top of TrustZone by exe-

cuting a modified Linux kernel in the secure world. They also propose an open source

development environment for TrustZone [WWPT12] and their own µ-kernel on top of a

cheap development board with a Samsung SoC [Win12].

10http://www.trustonic.com/about-us/who-we-are/
11http://globalplatform.org/specificationsdevice.asp
12http://www.trustonic.com/news/release/trustonic-is-first-to-qualify-a-globalplatform-compliant-tee/en
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2.2.3 TrustZone and TEE requirements

The list below revisits the requirements for a TEE from section 2 and examines how Trust-

Zone meets these requirements and where additional effort by SoC designers is required:

• Isolated Execution – the ARM Security Extensions allow separation of a CPU core

into a secure and a none secure world. That in itself is insufficient to provide iso-

lated execution; a secure µ-kernel that supports isolated execution and a memory

management unit in the SoC that supports memory protection are also required.

• Secure Storage – TrustZone does not include any means for secure storage. Adding

something like a Secure Element or a TPM to the SoC design can address this.

• Remote Attestation – TrustZone does not provide remote attestation capabilities.

This requirement can be fulfilled by introducing a Mobile Trusted Module (MTM)

[EK07], implemented in hardware (SE/TPM) or in software (in the secure µ-kernel).

• Secure Provisioning – Again, this is not explicitly specified as a part of TrustZone,

but would most likely be implemented in the secure world µ-kernel.

• Trusted Path – Establishing a trusted path is addressed explicitly in TrustZone.

In section 3.2 of [ARM09] ARM explains how the bridge between the peripheral

bus and the system bus can be used to secure interaction with peripherals like a

keyboard. In the example system design in the same document ARM also makes

suggestions how the same can be achieved for the display.

3 Related work

Much of the research into trusted execution focuses on aspects of TPMs and cryptographic

means to support trusted execution (e.g. attestation). Specific references are not provided

as it is easy to find entries into the large body of work around this topic.

Section 2 already references the work by Vasudevan et al. In addition to providing a good

definition for a TEE, they argue that TEE facilities are mostly not available to applica-

tion developers for various reasons, and give recommendations on how to improve this

situation. Zhou et al. [ZGNM12] outline an approach for establishing a trusted I/O path

between the user and an application on commodity x86 hardware by proposing modifica-

tions to the system’s I/O architecture.

Finally, there are two implementations of authentication tokens that mimic the behaviour

of a PKI-enabled smart card inside a TEE. Brasser et al. [BBFS12] demonstrate a token

running on the user’s PC on top of Intel TXT. Tamrakar et al. [TEL+11] take a different

approach and emulate a smart card on a smart phone that can interact with a PC as if it

were a real smart card.
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4 Models for secure user interaction using TEEs

In section 1 we introduced an abstract model for user interaction in classic two-factor au-

thentication (Figure 1), which shows the clear, physical, separation between the trusted

and the untrusted environment. In this section we construct similar models based on Intel

IPT and ARM TrustZone as TEEs. The models clearly illustrate how IPT and TrustZone

differ from the classic approach and also highlight the common issue shared by any ap-

proach using a TEE: how to convince the user that they are interacting with a TEE. Note

that we do not address securing communication between a TEE and a smart card; existing

secure channel solutions provide sufficient means to achieve this.

Virtual Disp. #1 Virtual Disp. #2

CPU #1

User input

CPU #2

Driver SW

Display

merge

Trusted

Untrusted

Mixed

Virt. Display #1 Virt. Display #2

CPUVirtual CPU #1 Virtual CPU #2

User input

Display

* * merge or
switch

Physical
Boundary

(a) Intel IPT (b) ARM TrustZone

User User

Figure 4: Models for user interaction

4.1 Intel IPT

Based on the features Intel markets under the IPT umbrella (see section 2.1) we have

constructed the model shown in Figure 4a. The model shows the trusted environment in

gray, the untrusted environment (i.e. the normal OS) in white and components that are in

a sense part of both worlds in interleaved gray and white.

The model clearly shows the weakest link in the chain when using IPT: user input does not

flow through a trusted path. This is best illustrated by how Intel implements its Protected

Transaction Display feature. For PIN entry, the software running in the trusted environ-

ment randomises the layout of the PIN entry pad. This is done to prevent applications

running in the regular operating system from recording mouse clicks to steal the PIN.

The display at the top of the model is shaded to indicate that it contains content from both
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the trusted as well as the untrusted environment. We assume that merging of secure and

non-secure elements on the display takes place under supervision of the secure environ-

ment (although this is not explicitly stated in the available Intel documentation).

4.2 ARM TrustZone

Figure 4b shows a similar model for ARM TrustZone. Because ARM TrustZone is a set

of building blocks and not a stand-alone technology, we have made assumptions (reflect-

ing the most desirable situation that can be created using TrustZone) about the specific

configuration, namely

• there is a trusted path to the display, e.g. as suggested in section 3.2 of [ARM09];

• all user input goes through a TrustZone-aware peripheral bus;

• there is a Memory Management Unit (MMU) that supports protected memory sepa-

ration between the secure and normal world.

Under these assumptions the model shows that a fully trusted path can be created all the

way from user input to output on the display. The model reflects that there may be multiple

implementation options for a trusted display; the display may show either content exclu-

sively from the secure world or the normal world (indicated by “switch” in the model), or

it may show a mix of the two just like Intel IPT (indicated by “merge” in the model).

4.3 Local attestation
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Mixed
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Execution
Environment

Untrusted
SystemDisplay
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Figure 5: Local versus remote attestation

The models highlight that IPT and Trust-

Zone share a common issue: the dis-

play is used for communication by both

the trusted and the untrusted environment.

This makes it hard for users to ascertain

whether they are dealing with a trusted ap-

plication or not. In fact, all trusted exe-

cution environments that allow direct user

interaction have this problem.

To remedy this situation the trusted envi-

ronment will need to provide some form of

proof to the user that the data displayed be-

longs to the TEE and can be trusted. Sec-

tion 2 mentions remote attestation (prov-

ing to remote parties they are dealing with a genuine application and TEE). In keeping

with this naming we will call proving trustability to the local user local attestation. Figure

5 shows the relation between local and remote attestation.
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There are a number of approaches to implementing local attestation. One approach is to

set the colour of the title bar of application windows such that all the windows belonging

to a single application have the same colour (this approach is taken by Qubes OS13). The

colour is set by a secure layer of the OS. This approach, however, does not stop malicious

applications from spawning windows with content similar to a trusted application. Another

approach is personalisation of the trusted environment with something specific to the user

(e.g. a picture of their family). This personal item is then shown every time the TEE uses

the display. The problem with this approach is that it is vulnerable to phishing. The user

can, for instance, be tricked into thinking they are reconfiguring their trusted environment

and unwittingly submit their personal item to a malicious application. There are also

proposals for using a separate trusted device that the user can rely on to perform local

attestation of a TEE (e.g. [Toe09, MPSvD07]). Finally, a truly convincing solution is using

a hardware indicator on the device that shows the status of the TEE. An example could be

an LED that only lights up when the TEE is active. Texas Instruments has submitted a

patent application for this [CD02]. Note that this only works well if the entire display is

controlled by the TEE.

Neither IPT nor TrustZone provide a clear way to perform local attestation. The examples

in Intel’s documentation seem to indicate that they hope to achieve this with consistent

branding; from a security perspective that has no use, though, since it is trivial for an

attacker to observe this branding and to falsify it. TrustZone itself does not address local

attestation, but online demonstration videos suggest that Trustonic’s MobiCore supports

personalisation.

5 Conclusions and future work

Classic two-factor authentication has very desirable security properties but also has prac-

tical problems. Users may forget their security token or may lack the infrastructure to use

their token (for instance when the token is a smart card that requires a reader). Zooming in

on smart cards we already outlined that their security properties are less favourable since

they commonly lack a secure display and trusted input device.

We wanted to examine if Trusted Execution Environments can provide secure user inter-

action similar to classic solutions. It would be particularly interesting if TEEs can also

be used to secure interaction with a smart card (given the less favourable properties of a

smart card when compared to classic security tokens). To illustrate this we introduced an

abstract model for user interaction. We described two TEE technologies (from Intel and

ARM) and applied the same abstract model to these two TEE technologies. When we look

at how the models for these TEEs compare to the classic model we can conclude that they

can approach the classic model up to a certain extent. They do, however, both have signif-

icant drawbacks when compared to the classic model. Intel IPT has a serious issue where

there is no trusted input path for the user to enter data. ARM TrustZone requires careful

selection of the right components by the system-on-a-chip designer that puts the parts of

13http://qubes-os.org/
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the TEE together to guarantee that it can be trusted. An added disadvantage of TrustZone

is that - unlike IPT - it does not come with a dedicated software implementation, further

complicating the choices for designers of a TrustZone-based TEE. Finally, both technolo-

gies share a common issue, which is how to prove to the user that they are dealing with a

trusted application.

It is clear then that these technologies cannot provide a drop-in replacement for classic

two factor authentication solutions. This does not mean they do not have their benefits.

The convenience of a built-in two-factor authentication solution, such as e.g. Intel IPT can

offer, makes it much easier to deploy the solution, thus lowering the threshold for using

something that is more secure than the age-old username/password paradigm. Note that

a TEE is effectively an embedded smart card, a fact that is capitalised upon by Intel IPT

and by the two examples mentioned in section 3. Furthermore TEEs could be leveraged

to secure interaction with the user when using smart cards, thus improving the security

properties of smart cards when used as a two-factor authentication token. This would also

mean that no special secure card reader is required and the built-in smart card readers that

appear in more-and-more laptops, tablets and smart phones can be used.

Finally, we note that it proved hard to find detailed public documentation about the spe-

cific technologies we investigated, particularly about Intel IPT. Although we feel that this

did not impact the conclusions of our research unduly, this is worrisome from a security

perspective; public scrutiny is essential for a good understanding and acceptance of these

kinds of technologies.

Future work A consortium of partners14 is currently working on a privacy-friendly au-

thentication technology implemented on smart cards called IRMA15. One of the open is-

sues in the project is secure user interaction (both for showing and confirming transaction

details and for secure PIN entry). We would like to investigate if a TEE can help solve this

issue, which motivated the current paper.

Another question for future research concerns the problem described in Section 4.3: what

are alternatives for the personalisation approach that are less likely to be phished?

Finally, it would be worthwhile to investigate and compare the size of the Trusted Com-

puting Base (TCB) for IPT and TrustZone-based TEEs, as their security to a large extent

depends on the size of the TCB.
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Abstract: Providing support for unlinkability in a decentralized, multiple-identity
social network is a complex task, which requires concepts and solutions on the
technical as well as on the user-interface level. Reflecting these diverse levels of an
application, this paper presents three scenarios to impede the linkability of multiple
identities in decentralized social networking. Solutions cover a communication
infrastructure which allows referencing to multiple identities; analysis of user
content and sharing history to present linkability warnings; and user interface
means allow for a privacy-ensuring management of partial identities. The di.me
userware research prototype of the EU FP7 funded digital.me (di.me) is introduced
to show the integration of the solutions accordingly.

Introduction

Social networking and personal information management are closely connected fields for
end-user applications: personal content, and information describing the person, is
organised within diverse applications and services, and shared or disclosed when
communicating and collaborating with others. However, in the Social Web, privacy and
data protection are an issue often debated and criticised by data protection
commissioners and citizens. Several technological trends and initiatives aim to empower
users to have more control over personal data, e.g. emerging implementations of
decentralised social networks [YL09]. Diverse initiatives base on the approach to
provide personal servers as collection centres for the user’s data (e.g. FreedomBox1,
Friendica2, Cunity3, VRM4).

1 http://freedomboxfoundation.org
2 http://friendica.com/
3 http://www.cunity.net/
4 http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/projectvrm/Main_Page
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The di.me platform for decentralised social networking

The European funded project digital.me5 (di.me) adopts the approach of decentralisation
for social networking.

The research prototype “di.me userware”, developed as the major outcome of the project
and published as open source,6 provides decentralised social networking and privacy-
enhanced social functionalities based on a semantic model as its key features. A running
prototype environment is currently hosted by the di.me consortium, and tested within the
evaluation phase of the project.7

Figure 1: di.me userware network with di.me servers
hosting 1 or up to N Personal Services (PSs) for users

The di.me userware is subdivided into three packages: (1) the di.me server, containing
the main functionality, (2) the di.me client, providing user interfaces (UI) for accessing
the di.me server and (3) the di.me cloud, incorporating the necessary infrastructure
required for setting up a decentralized network of di.me servers.

The decentralized approach is realized as a network of di.me server nodes
communicating via HTTPS REST interface (REST-API). Each server is able to
transparently host Personal Services (PS) for a number of users (Figure 1). The di.me PS
represents the virtual personal node of a user.

This flexible solution allows for different hosting setups: a user may either use a single
PS on a self-hosted server or apply for a user account as a tenant on a server provided by
a trusted third party.

5 http://www.dime-project.eu
6 https://github.com/dime-project/meta
7 For the evaluation environment see http://www.dime-project.eu
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On the application level, the PS provides networking functionality. Messaging,
document and profile sharing is supported between di.me PSs and also by use of external
communication channels, e.g. by sending messages to twitter. Personal information from
other sources (e.g. LinkedIn, Facebook, etc.) can be integrated by service adapters and
semantic data representation standards. Based on this, the di.me userware provides pro-
active functionalities [SC12] to the user, such as trust warnings, merge recommendations
and situation detection. The case of recommendations to avoid content-based linkability
is presented below in this paper.

At an architectural level, the di.me userware has been built upon a multi-layered
approach native to dynamic web applications, providing a decoupled component schema
that benefits future scalability requirements. For secure information management, the
reference implementation provides a rich subset of semantic models, in compound with
access control, processing components (such as the Sesame framework), and higher-
level access APIs.

Like for PS-to-PS communication, also the UI clients connect to the PS accessing the
di.me server’s REST-API. The API establishes a generic way to access the user’s PS.
This supports clients with different functionality scope and running on various operating
systems. Within the scope of the digital.me project a web-client and a client for Android
mobile phones have been developed and are included in the OS publication.

Multiple partial identities

Many (centralised and decentralised) social networks offer advanced privacy settings,
allowing for the filtering of information shown to contacts. With these settings – often at
the level of the UI – the users can adjust which parts of their identity information are
shown to others. While this can be considered as support of partial information sets
linked to a root identity, di.me supports partial identities [PH10] which are potentially
fully distinct information sets that can be shown to communication partners. In the
process of sharing information, a partial identity can be used to control the specific set of
personal data to be shared with individual contacts or groups. Such identities might
become linkable to each other or to the person in real-life and could therefore possibly
threaten users’ privacy by revealing more information than intended. Consequently, the
provision of unlinkability support is an essential feature for the di.me userware.
Following the definition of [PH10], we define unlinkability of two items as the inability
of an attacker to decide if they are related or not. In the case of di.me, such items are e.g.
profiles which are indirectly representing an identity of a di.me user, and their attributes,
in particular unique attributes like e.g. email address.

Unlinkability support in di.me

The following sections describe the unlinkability support in di.me, based on multiple
identities. We focus on the following three different scenarios where identity linkability
may be impeded with different technical means:
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(1) Scenario 1: Linking (partial) identities to each other or to the person’s root
identity8 by analysing the technical communication protocol (e.g. IP
address discloses a physical location). This reduces the anonymity possibly
leading to the revelation of the “real-life identity”.

(2) Scenario 2: Linking a digital (partial) identity to the person’s root identity
because of disclosed information by the person him-/herself or by others9
(e.g. the user’s real-life or email address, his/her current geo-location, etc.).

(3) Scenario 3: Linking different (partial) identities to each other, because the
same information is contained or shared via those identities (e.g. the same
document shared under two pseudonyms).

The next section describes the requirements background of di.me with focus on the
threats analysis. Based on this, the following sections detail di.me concepts and solutions
for the scenarios of unintended linking of identities. Di.me combines solutions on the
network and application communication level, as well as user recommendations and UI
means to support the user.

Requirements background and threats analysis

A further requirements-driven analysis mainly based on the comparison of existing
social networking led to the identification of five high-level requirements categories (cf.
[TB12]) candidate to demonstrate innovation: (Category 1; C1) Integrated Personal
Information Management, (C2) Secure, Privacy-respecting Sharing of Personal
Information, (C3) Intelligent User Support with Context Sensitive Recommendations
and Trust Advisory, (C4) Transparent Multi-Platform UI, and (C5) Integration of
Existing Services. In the focus of this paper are the categories C2 and C3 by considering
interdependencies to the other categories. The di.me open trust, privacy, and security
infrastructure fulfill the major security goals, namely, Confidentiality, Integrity, and
Availability also acronymised as the CIA Security Triangle. According to Santen in
[S06], from the three major goals, confidentiality “is one of the most practically difficult
to achieve whereas integrity and availability can be achieved by means of standard
software engineering techniques.” Confidentiality goes beyond protecting the content of
messages to protecting communication relationships in general (e.g. by means of
anonymisation, i.e. pseudonimity), as this could reveal a lot about involved parties in
such communications, i.e. the identities of senders and receivers allowing for different
forms and degrees of linkability. Further, Santen also states that the interpretation of
confidentiality (and the other protection goals) depends on application circumstances and
scenarios to be supported: They can be classified by defining the attacker model within a
threats analysis. Such model can be defined by answering the question “who may gain
information and who must not”. Thereby it is important for the stakeholders (i.e. all
involved parties) to have some idea of who might assume the role of an attacker and

8 For simplicity we use the concept of a root identity reflecting unique attributes of the respective person’s real-
life. In di.me the root identity is defined by the superset of the established partial identities.
9 For instance a contact disclosing in a status update where s/he is and with whom by using real-life attributes
(„I m with Bob and Marry in Rome“). Such information could lead to linking these real-life attributes to used
pseudonyms, e.g., if represented on a map functionality offered by the social network by using pseudonyms
representing partial identities of Bob and Marry and their contact
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what kind of behaviour (malicious or not) to expect from an attacker by performing a
threats analysis. In this respect, correlations among protection goals and stakeholders
(e.g. end-users, provider(s), and legislative)10 could lead to conflicts, which is a classical
multilateral security concern [R00]. As di.me supports multiple-identities it is crucial to
integrate unlinkability support within. Linkability as non-functional requirements
(NFRs) may conflict with other competing NFRs such as providing collaboration
awareness11 (in the UI) or negatively affecting user experience (in terms of performance
penalties by using anonymity networks). The security requirements and threats analysis
with respect to tasks of C2 and C3 was carried out by following the AFFINE
methodology [BB10]. This enforces the early consideration of multilateral security
requirements along with other (N)FRs by involving all stakeholders, negotiating, and
aligning their potentially conflicting interests in the design12 and development process.13

The requirements for our scenarios 1, 2, and 3 are addressed with a set of approaches
solving specific linkability problems and implemented within di.me’s open trust,
privacy, and security (TPS) infrastructure. In the following, these solutions are
summarized by showing how the TPS infrastructure enables di.me users to securely use
and share personal data by considering respective threats analysis.

Avoiding linkability on a network and application communication level (scenario 1)

Derived from the first scenario of linking information items or persons, an important
technical requirement is that the IP of the di.me server hosting the PS of a user must not
be revealed as part of the communication protocol. Otherwise, the number of potential
owners of an identity can be drastically reduced by the potentially low number of users
hosted on a single di.me server.

Although the application of a PS is bound to a specific di.me server, the role of the
server is transparent for the communication between two di.me PSs. Therefore, the
information about the physical location of a PS is not required on this level of
communication (e.g. when connecting for exchange of information, for sending of
liveposts or for sharing). However, to hide a di.me server’s location in the
communication flow, when accessing a foreign PS, is a non-trivial task. Based on three
main iterations, a solution for this has been developed for the di.me system (see also
[BH12], [FH12], and [SB13] respectively):

10 This is also the case in di.me since different parties from academia, research, and industrial fields are
involved
11 Social, group, and workspace awareness answering „who“ is collaborating with „whom“, „where“, and
„when“
12 The solution’s design process compromises consideration of an attacker model and threat analysis
13 Santen begun the motivation of his work by citing from Viega and McGraw 2001 who stated that “Bolting
security onto an existing system is simply a bad idea. Security is not a feature you can add to a system at any
time”. He further argues that “the discipline of “Security Engineering” is far from mature today, and that, in
practice, it still is not an integral part of the engineering processes for IT systems and software is based on the
fact that security awareness results from reports on attacks – and not from the latest security feature that
would make an application even more secure than it already was before”
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• Addressing of identities by use of a unique ID: at the level of the platform
design as an internal reference to a specific identity was introduced, the
Service-Account-ID (SAID).

• Hidden resolving of the SAID within a di.me proxy layer
• Concealing network communication flow by using the Tor14 network

Figure 2: di.me proxy layer hides IP address of the PS providing a resource.

As alternative to an initial realisation relying on the Tor network, in which the attacker
model does not trust any party, in the di.me environment [BH12], a di.me proxy layer,
acting at the same time as an anonymity network has been designed (Figure 2). This
flexible solution enables di.me to support end-users as well as business anonymity needs
for (decentralised) social networking scenarios. It allows tailoring the anonymity degree
according to needed privacy degree in the respective scenarios as a means for meeting
multilateral security. A parallel usage of the Tor is still possible.

In order to actually contact another person’s PS the corresponding SAID needs to be
resolved. Therefore, a specific di.me DNS has been developed, allowing the translation
the unique identifier to a network address, which can be either an IP, a forwarding proxy
or a Tor-Onion address. As described in [FH12], it is also possible to be reachable over

14 https://www.torproject.org
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different channels at the same time. Therefore, it is possible to use the direct IP address
for communication with close friends, while an anonymous/pseudonymous identity uses,
for example, the Tor network.

A second important requirement is that IDs used internally as references to shared items
must not be re-used when sharing via different identities. Otherwise, a receiver that is
receiving shared items from two apparently independent senders is able to link these
identities by comparing the IDs, even when the shared content is not unique. To resolve
this, a concept of masquerading of shared internal IDs was developed: IDs used
internally are mapped to anonymised IDs used for sharing as a single identity only. For
further communication between PSs and the used name services and proxies, the
anonymous credential system (anonymity at application layer) allows for balancing some
linkability risks and threats as described in [PB13]. At the technical level, we leveraged
idemix [CL00] along with OAuth for showing how other users could be retrieved within
the di.me environment from a user’s PS. The described technical solution is agnostic
from the underlying social networking protocol used for enforcing authorisation in the
respective server resources (e.g. OAuth). Special focus was also put on the support of
mobile devices for future identity management scenarios since those devices are still
have restricted anonymity support at the network as well as the application level.

User recommendations to avoid content-based linkability (scenarios 2 and 3)

Even though di.me is a decentralized solution unwanted information disclosure and
linkability issues cannot be not completely avoided (accidental or intentional).15 Santen
[S06] points out that also user errors, in particular disclosing linkable information, may
be used by attackers. The approach followed within di.me consists of (1) increasing the
awareness of users by warning them during risky information sharing activities; and (2)
engineering the system to securely process data and to help detect potential threats, e.g.
when aggregating contact’s information.

To sustain unlinkability of multiple identities of a single user, an approach is to control
the potential linkability of partial identities. Therefore, the di.me userware analyses
profiles and published information in order to find identifiability sets (a set of attributes
identifying an individual user within a set of other users [PH10][Br05][Cl94]) and
provides recommendations to the user based on that. This technique can also be applied
even before information is shared in order to warn the user about potential privacy risks
(e.g. when two contacts receiving different information might be the same person). In
both cases, the di.me userware utilises techniques like semantic matching and semantic
lifting to analyse textual information (see [CS12], [BR12] and [HB13]). This is used on
the one hand to detect similarities in profiles of contacts and trigger a merge
recommendation. On the other hand, profiles are compared and the user is warned
accordingly, when linkability risks occur.

15 By the users themselves or by others, e.g. by third parties (s. above example or someone disclosing
information about his/her contacts)
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Further, semantic analysis is applied on text and status messages written by the user to
detect privacy threats because of shared information. For this, messages are decomposed
into named entities and matched to identify persons, places, activities, etc. This text-
analysis can be used to present privacy-enhancing recommendations to users. A
prototype implementation shows warnings to the user that potentially sensitive
information about third persons is being shared if contact names together with place or
activity information is contained in a written text.

User-awareness on partial identities in the UI (scenario 3)

Many studies (cf. [CG06] and [KF10]) show that the UI plays a central role in handling
privacy preferences and interpreting privacy notifications in threat situations like
intentional or accidental information disclosure. Within a system offering multiple
partial identities, the UI is a central mean to support the user’s understanding of the
segregation of identities [AW13], their distribution in the social network, and for
avoiding undesired linkability (scenario 3). The di.me UI shall foster the user’s
awareness of multiple identities, the privacy preferences, and sharing history, and offer
means to manage and control them. For representing identities within a user’s PS, a UI
object “profile card” has been chosen [HS13]. By selecting a profile card, e.g. for
sharing an information item via it, the user selects the identity information shown to the
recipient, and the SAID representing the identity on the network level. The decision to
combine the selection of the SAID with the profile card was taken in order to reduce the
UI complexity (for a discussion of usability and test results see [HS13]).

In the di.me approach the system supports the user in selecting the appropriate profile
card (and this way implicitly the identity) to be used for sharing or communicating.
Heuristics for that cover several rules, like suggesting profile cards already known to a
recipient, profile cards already used for sharing a particular information item, or – based
on di.me’s recognition of contexts [SC12] – profile cards related to a current situation or
sharing context. However, complex cases cannot easily be covered by heuristics. E.g.,
when multiple recipients are selected, no single profile card may be identified as sharing
identity.

For such cases, di.me provides linkability warnings based on the sharing history: The
system shows warnings that a selected profile card was never shared to a recipient
before, or that a profile card (and other information item) will be shared outside the usual
groups.

Summary and Outlook

The requirements for supporting unlinkability scenarios in a decentralised, multiple-
identity social network comprise efforts on the technical level, the level of the UI and
pro-active support e.g. in terms of recommendations and warnings. For three scenarios,
di.me implements approaches to impede the linkability of multiple identities: A proxy
layer as communication infrastructure is combined with SAIDs which allows reference
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to identities independent from the IP address of the corresponding PSs. As result of this,
analysing the technical communication protocol to link shared information to a root
identity is inhibited. On the level of user content, di.me analyses the messages and
profile information to find identifiability sets. Based on this, warnings about potentially
critical content are presented. Warnings are triggered when information is being shared
in order to make the user aware of potentially unintended linkability of partial identities
and the root identity. Finally, the UI is designed to avoid privacy and linkability risks:
Based on the UI object “profile cards“, representing the user’s partial identities, the user
shall be enabled to control, and manage partial identities. To further support the user
avoiding unintended disclosure of identities, warnings based on the sharing history are
provided.

For the di.me userware as decentralised social network, these solutions form an
integrated approach to avoid linkability of the offered multiple identities. To evaluate the
approach, a prototype has been developed and implemented within a testing
environment. The current version comprises of support for SAID resolving, sharing and
communication using profile cards, and warnings based on sharing history and context.
Further solutions, e.g. additional context-based heuristics for user recommendations,
shall be incorporated and tested within the main demonstrator and the open source
project. Recently started evaluation activities offer the prototype to a larger group of test-
users and aim at gathering usability results as well as general feedback to the acceptance
of the presented solutions for privacy-ensuring social networking. While preliminary
results on the general concepts appear promising, further results on linkability advisory
and other specific features are pending.
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Abstract: The storage of data on remote systems such as the public cloud opens
new challenges in the field of data protection and security of the stored files. One
possible solution for meeting these challenges is the encryption of the data at the
local device, e.g. desktop, tablet, or smartphone, prior to the data transfer to the
remote cloud-based storage. However, this approach bears additional challenges
itself, such as secure encryption key management or secure and effective sharing
of data in user groups. Including an additional encryption layer and security checks
may additionally affect the system’s usability, as higher security requirements and
a group sharing workflow increase general overhead through the complete
organization of processes. To overcome such issues, we propose a solution which
is based on highly secure and attack-resistant hardware-based encryption applied
through the use of the Austrian citizen card public key infrastructure. As the citizen
card infrastructure is already deployed and available to a wide population, the
service overhead and additional requirements of our proposed solution are lower in
comparison to other approaches, while at the same time synergistic and networking
effects of the deployed infrastructure facilitate its usage and further potentials.

1 Introduction
The quantity of digital information increases steadily as businesses improve processing
and managing of information by digitizing and structuring them. Additionally, the
amount of data stored by private users is boosted by high quality multimedia files and
constantly declining storage prices. The way of accessing data ought to be independent
of location and device, especially with the rising popularity and broader usage of mobile
devices such as smartphones and tablets. These factors contributed to increased demand
for storage capabilities e.g. for archiving or backup purposes. From that point, many
subjects identified public cloud storage services as adequate or optimal means to lower
costs and increase service flexibility and potential by outsourcing data storage and
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providing file synchronization across multiple clients. Popular examples of such public
cloud storage services are e.g. DropBox1 or Google Drive2.

While insensitive information and data can simply be stored on such public cloud
providers, security and confidentiality plays an inevitable role if sensitive data needs to
be stored in the cloud. Most cloud providers cannot easily fulfill such requirements, as
the providers usually are able to inspect the stored data. Even if the cloud provider
encrypts the data and stores it in encrypted format, the provider is always in possession
of the decryption key.

To still be able to store sensitive data securely and confidentially in the cloud, some
cloud providers offer solutions where data is encrypted on client-side prior to its transfer
to the cloud. We introduce such solutions briefly in Section 2. However, most of those
solutions have the drawback that the encryption and decryption process relies on
software-based keys, which are stored on the respective client device and under some
conditions could be accessible by unauthorized parties. To bypass security issues raised
with that approach, we propose a solution which uses a hardware-based key pair kept on
a smart card to protect data stored in the cloud. Our solution therefore relies on the
Austrian citizen card, which represents the official eID in Austria [HKR+08]. The usage
of the Austrian citizen card has the advantage that it is based on a solid and independent
Public-Key-Infrastructure (PKI). Hence, data can be practically encrypted for each
Austrian citizen and securely stored and shared in the cloud. In this paper, we present the
implementation of this approach and compare it with existing solutions.

2 Related Work
As importance of security and privacy concerning cloud storage services increased,
several designs enhancing these properties have been proposed. In this section, we firstly
introduce two different designs for cloud storage, namely “cloud storage services” and
“encryption middleware”. Secondly, we describe related work in the area of encryption
middleware designs, as our proposed solution also fits into this design approach. Finally,
the related work will also serve as a basis for our evaluation in Section 5.

Cloud storage services usually consist of a user-friendly client application and server-
side software to store data. Some of these services also provide a web interface and a
service API. The aim of cloud storage services is to provide cost-effective solutions for
users to store and backup their data remotely, which should be easily accessed by
different clients. Variable amount of storage can be bought as packages, while limited
space is available for free. All information is redundantly stored in different places in
order to increase availability of files. The client application creates a specific folder in
the user's home directory. File actions within this directory trigger automatically the
syncing to the cloud storage. Furthermore, if available, files can be accessed and
managed through a web interface. Typical features of cloud storage services are backup,

1 https://www.dropbox.com
2 https://drive.google.com
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synchronization, and sharing. Typical implementations of cloud storage services are
DropBox, Google Drive, Microsoft SkyDrive3, Wuala4, or SugarSync5.

Encryption middleware describes an encryption interface between client and cloud
storage provider, with the purpose to ensure security and confidentiality, independent of
the cloud storage provider. As many users doubt the security features of cloud storage
providers, encryption middleware tries to resolve this issue. It provides an additional
security layer in the form of client-side file encryption, which is performed before files
are uploaded to the cloud storage service. This process involves management of required
encryption keys, which are required for the en/decryption process.

In the next sub-sections we briefly describe the encryption middleware implementations
Boxcryptor6, CloudFogger7, and Viivo8. An evaluation of these solutions as well as of
our proposed approach is given in Section 5.

2.1 Boxcryptor

Boxcryptor is available for multiple platforms, e.g. Windows, Mac OS X, iOS, and
Android. Boxcryptor provides support for the cloud storage services Dropbox,
SugarSync, Microsoft SkyDrive, and Google Drive. A basic version of BoxCryptor is
offered for free. Additionally to this free version, Boxcryptor can be purchased in an
unlimited version, which enables filename encryption. Storage is managed in volumes,
where each volume is mapped to a specific cloud storage service. Copying files into a
volume invokes encryption and the encrypted file is copied into a corresponding
subfolder of the cloud storage service directory. For example, copying files into a
volume mapped to DropBox will store the encrypted files into a Boxcryptor specific
subfolder of the DropBox folder.

2.2 CloudFogger

CloudFogger is freely available for Windows, Mac OS X, Android, and iOS platforms.
Supported cloud storage services are DropBox, SkyDrive and Google Drive. Users need
to specify which cloud storage services they wish to protect, with the option of disabling
protection for subfolders. Protected cloud storage service directories can be accessed and
manipulated as usual. However, before uploading files to the cloud storage, CloudFogger
encrypts each file and uploads the encrypted file instead.

2.3 Viivo

Viivo is a free product and available for iOS, Android, Mac OS X, and Windows
platforms. As of April 2013, DropBox is the only supported cloud storage service. When
copying files into the Viivo folder within the user’s home directory, it causes the
encrypted versions of those files to be stored into a specific subfolder of the DropBox

3 https://www.sugarsync.com
4 http://www.wuala.com
5 https://www.sugarsync.com
6 https://www.boxcryptor.com
7 http://www.cloudfogger.com
8 http://www.viivo.com
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directory, which are subsequently uploaded to Dropbox servers. The opposite way
around, encrypted files added to the DropBox subfolder are decrypted automatically and
consequently stored in the Viivo home folder.

3 Citizen Card Encrypted (CCE)
The following two sub-sections explain the concept of the Austrian citizen card and the
Citizen Card Encrypted (CCE) software, which takes use of the Austrian citizen card
functionality for encrypting and decrypting data.

3.1 The Austrian Citizen Card Concept

The Austrian citizen card [HKR+08], the official eID in Austria, constitutes a core
element within the Austrian e-Government concept. The main aim is to facilitate
electronic communication processes between citizens and public authorities. Moreover,
by the help of the Austrian citizen card such electronic communication processes can be
accelerated and secured at the same time.

In general, the term “citizen card” is more seen as a concept rather than a card. The
Austrian e-Government Act [EGovG], which defines the Austrian citizen card in legal
terms, emphasizes especially its technology neutrality and its independence of technical
components. Due to declared technology neutrality, different implementations are
possible and do already exist for the citizen card. Currently, the most dominant citizen
card implementation in Austria is a smart card. For instance, each Austrian citizen gets
issued a health insurance card (e-card), which can easily be activated to use citizen card
functionality. Nevertheless, another emerging citizen card technology is based on mobile
phones. In this implementation, a server-side hardware security module stores the
citizens’ secret keys, which can be activated by the use of the citizen’s mobile phone.

In general, the most important functionalities of the Austrian citizen card, as regulated in
the Austrian e-Government Act, are (1) citizen identification and authentication,
(2) generation of qualified electronic signatures and (3) data encryption and decryption.
By using the Austrian citizen card, citizens can be uniquely identified and securely
authenticated at governmental or private sector online applications. Additionally, the
Austrian citizen card contains a qualified signature certificate according to the EU
Signature Directive [EP95]. Hence, electronic signatures created with an Austrian citizen
card are legally equivalent to handwritten signatures. Besides this signature certificate,
an additional key pair is stored on the card, which can be used for the secure encryption
and decryption of data. Thereby, the public encryption keys of every Austrian citizen are
available through a central LDAP directory. Hence, data can be encrypted for each
Austrian citizen and stored confidentially. In the remainder of this paper, we focus on the
encryption and decryption functionality of the Austrian citizen card only.

3.2 The CCE Software

The CCE (Citizen Card Encrypted Software) is a platform-independent and open source
software developed by A-SIT (Secure Information Technology Center – Austria). The
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software is available through the JoinUp platform, a service initiated and supported by
European Commission9. CCE especially supports the public authorities demanding high
data security and easy and flexible data management. Basically, CCE allows for the
encryption and decryption of arbitrary data and the management of files or directories
both for single and multiple users.

For file and directory encryption and decryption CCE relies on hardware-based keys,
which are stored on the Austrian citizen card. However, also software-based keys can be
used within CCE. Particularly the use of the Austrian citizen card enables a highly
secure and confidential data exchange since the required keys are stored in hardware and
thus cannot be read out by an application. CCE currently supports the smart card-based
implementation of the Austrian citizen card only, as no encryption and decryption
functionality is provided by the mobile phone signature at the moment. However, other
smart card implementations can be easily integrated by implementing an application
interface for a particular implementation.

CCE relies on the well-known and established S/MIME [RT04] standard as container
format for storing data. S/MIME is also widely integrated in several e-mail clients for
encrypting e-mails. In the following, we briefly explain main features of the CCE
software.

• Smart card as secure decryption unit
The CCE software supports the use of smart cards to decrypt the keys used in
S/MIME containers. The process of decryption is directly carried out on the
smart card, initiated by the user entering a personal PIN.

• Support of group encryption
Files and directories can be encrypted for multiple users, which can be
organised in a group-like hierarchy. The management of groups is handled
manually by the users on their own. However, the support of multiple users also
allows for the inclusion of appropriate backup keys.

• Support of the Austrian PKI infrastructure
Asymmetric public key encryption facilitates encryption procedures of users
and groups. The public keys of recipients are hence publicly available through
the Austrian PKI infrastructure by querying the central LDAP directory.
Nevertheless, CCE also enables the integration of arbitrary PKI infrastructures
(e.g. from an enterprise context), which can be done by extending its open-
source application interface to support the new infrastructure.

4 Architecture and Implementation
In this section we explain the architecture and implementation of our smart card-based
approach for storing data securely and confidentially in the public cloud.

9 http://joinup.ec.europa.eu/software/cce/description
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4.1 Architecture

For our solution the CCE software has been extended in order to be able to store data
also at public cloud providers and not only on the local storage. Citizens can thereby
select between different cloud storage services where data should be stored. The current
implementation supports the providers DropBox and Google Drive.

Fig. 1 illustrates our architecture for secure encryption and decryption of data by using
the Austrian citizen card functionality and storing the encrypted data in the public cloud.
In this architecture, in fact three different entities are involved: (1) the citizen who wants
to store some file or directory securely in the public cloud, (2) the Austrian citizens the
files or directory should be encrypted for and, (3) the public cloud provider where the
encrypted files will be stored.

Figure 1: Architecture for securely storing data in the public cloud using the Austrian citizen card

Fig. 1 also illustrates the encryption process using CCE and subsequently the process of
storing the encrypted data in the public cloud. In a first step (Step 1), the citizen selects
the files and directories she wants to store securely and confidentially in the cloud. In the
next step (Step 2), the citizen selects one or more other persons (Austrian citizens) the
chosen files or directories should be encrypted for. If citizens’ encryption certificates are
not known by CCE yet, they can be queried from the central LDAP directory10. In this
directory, all public certificates of every Austrian citizen registered in the system are
stored. Before starting the encryption process, the validity of the encryption certificates
of the selected persons is checked. Finally, in Step 3 the data are encrypted for the
intended citizens and transferred to the selected public cloud provider. Authentication
credentials for accessing the public cloud provider need to be provided during the

10 The querying of the external LDAP service is not necessary if the users have exchanged the certificates, e.g.
using email or by using organizational certificate store. It is also possible to include own LDAP server.
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configuration and setup of CCE. During the data transfer, the credentials are retrieved
from the CCE configuration and provided to the public cloud provider automatically.

The decryption process is similar to the encryption process; hence the decryption process
will not be illustrated. In the decryption process, the encrypted data are downloaded
from the public cloud into the local file system by the user. Afterwards, the data are
decrypted by using CCE and invoking the citizen’s citizen card. Now, the citizen is able
to inspect the plain data.

4.2 Implementation

For supporting public cloud storage as an option, CCE had to be amended and extended
accordingly. In particular, emphasis was put on flexible adding of additional public
cloud providers besides DropBox and Google Drive. For adding an additional cloud
provider, the server communication with the cloud provider and its configuration
management needs to be implemented. Hence, the modular internal architecture of CCE
allows for an easy implementation of new providers.

The creation of a new public cloud provider configuration requires a smart card because
the smart card is linked to credential information necessary to access cloud provider
services. The credential information for the cloud provider is thereby encrypted by the
affiliated smart card, stored in the local file system, and assigned to the corresponding
person. Hence, an automatic mapping between smart card and cloud provider
authentication credentials is achieved. The advantage of this approach lies in the fact that
cloud specific authentication data need to be entered once during configuration; it is then
accessed automatically during each subsequent cloud data transfer.

In details, configuration of authentication credentials for cloud provider access is as
follows. Authentication at the cloud provider is based on the authorization protocol
OAuth11 for both cloud providers DropBox and Google Drive. Required authentication
tokens of OAuth are ascertained during the configuration of a new cloud provider in
CCE. This requires the input of the authentication credentials from the user, which in
turn adds CCE as trusted cloud application and gives CCE access to the user’s cloud
account. Subsequently, CCE receives an access token from the cloud provider for the
secure access to the cloud storage. According to the OAuth protocol, this access token
can be continuously used for cloud provider authentication, so that additional provision
of user authentication credentials is not required anymore.

To store data confidentially, users are able to select their desired storage location. The
default location is the local file system, whereas users are now able to also store
encrypted data at different cloud providers, which are linked with their citizen card.
During data upload, saved cloud provider credentials are decrypted by using the user’s
smart card and are used for cloud provider authentication.

Besides extending the pure CCE application, integration into the operating system’s file
system has been implemented too. In this case, users are able to copy files into a specific

11 http://oauth.net
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folder of the personal HOME directory and files are then automatically encrypted and
transferred to the cloud. When moving files into this specific folder, the CCE wizard
starts automatically. Recognition of moved or newly created files in this specific folder
is implemented using WatchServices12, which observes file system operations. Using the
CCE wizard, not only files can be automatically encrypted but also desired recipients can
be selected. For distribution of encrypted files the existing mechanisms of the respective
cloud provider can be used.

5 Evaluation
In this section we evaluate encryption related features and functionalities of middleware
implementations for cloud storage in terms of encryption and data sharing.

5.1 Boxcryptor

Boxcryptor encrypts files using the AES-256 encryption algorithm. The encryption
scheme is volume specific, where all files inside one volume are encrypted with its
particular key. This volume-specific key is generated randomly, encrypted with the
master key derived from the user's password, and placed in the volume's root. Therefore,
in this approach encryption keys are derived from the user's password, which may be
leaked through phishing attacks, caught by Trojans, or accidentally published to vicious
third parties. Another disadvantage of Boxcryptor's approach is the fact that filename
encryption is performed only in the unlimited and retail version of the software. The
standard and free version of the software does not obfuscate filenames, which poses
additional security risk and information channels for attackers.

Sharing in Boxcryptor is possible only for entire volumes mapped to a specific provider.
In order to gain volume access, it is required for the user to share the password, which is
not considered as a highly secure practice.

5.2 CloudFogger

During a new account creation on the CloudFogger service, a user specific RSA key pair
is generated locally on the user's device. The private key is then encrypted with a user
provided password, using AES-256 and uploaded together with the public key to
CloudFogger servers. In this approach, the encrypted private key information is always
downloaded and decrypted with the user's password locally on the user’s device,
allowing access to protected files. This way, CloudFogger is never able to gain
knowledge of private key or password information, making it possible for the user to
consume the service on different devices. Each file is individually encrypted using AES-
256 whereby AES-keys are encrypted with the user's public key and embedded in the
file. Due to file encryption based on user passwords, phishing and Trojan attacks, as well
as password leaking, are viable threats to the security of this approach.

As AES-keys are embedded directly in each of the encrypted files, they can easily be
shared with other subjects. For such purpose, embedded AES-keys files are encrypted

12 http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/nio/file/WatchService.html
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with the public keys of invitees13. This allows the invitee to locally decrypt shared files
with her private key. Sharing can be handled independent of the underlying cloud
storage services. However, all participants are required to be registered to CloudFogger.

5.3 Viivo

Similarly as for CloudFogger, RSA key pairs of the users are created locally during the
process of account registration. Both public and encrypted private keys are stored on
Viivo servers. The encrypted private key is downloaded on the user's client device and
decrypted by providing the corresponding password. Moreover, each file in the system is
encrypted using the AES-256 encryption algorithm, whereby AES-keys are encrypted
with the private key associated with the user. As the encryption approach of Viivo is
basically similar to the one of CloudFogger, they both share similar disadvantages from
the security perspective. Having the encryption keys derived from user passwords,
attacks ranging from phishing and Trojan attacks to information leakage are possible for
both of the approaches. As all the keys and files depend on one master user password, its
leakage may render the whole service and system unusable.

The sharing of files with others is performed by inviting the respective user, which has
to manually allow sharing of particular files. Creating a share invokes generation of new
AES-keys for all files in the share. These keys are in then encrypted with the public key
of every invitee. Then, the encrypted keys are sent by the inviting user to each invitee.

From the user's perspective, sharing of a file stored on DropBox is done in two activities.
Firstly, the file has to be shared through the DropBox sharing mechanism. Secondly, the
sharing of specific files has to be allowed by the invitee through the Viivo interface. In
contrary, when access to shared files is revoked, the shared files are not re-encrypted.
Instead, new keys are created. New keys ensure that newly created files are no longer
accessible by the previously invited user.

5.4 CCE

CCE uses a slightly different approach for file encryption than other evaluated
solutions. Instead to create RSA key pairs for new users each time they register, and
store them on (potentially insecure) local storage prior to the encryption, CCE relies on
the existing Austrian citizen card PKI infrastructure. This way, it uses independent,
third-party smart card and secure hardware based encryption.

The containers in CCE, which can hold files and directories, are encrypted with AES
symmetric keys. These keys are further encrypted using the public RSA key of the
Austrian citizen card, taking the public RSA key of each user being allowed to access the
container. The containers itself are stored in S/MIME format, which is compatible with a
broad range of other applications, including popular e-mail clients. For the decryption of
encrypted files, the Austrian citizen card in the form of smart cards is used. This
presumes that encryption keys are encrypted with the user's public key and are decrypted
in the smart card, using the securely stored private key.

13Invitees – persons having access rights on the file
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The advantage of this approach is that the private keys are never loaded into the
computer system, nor can they be directly accessed or read. Instead, they are contained
in the smart card and operations involving them are executed on smart card hardware
only when necessary conditions are met (e.g. PIN-based authentication). However, CCE
is not limited on the use of Austrian citizen cards only. It can support other PKI
infrastructures or smart card implementations, or can rely on software-based keys too.

The sharing of files in CCE is performed in two steps. First, the user selects intended
recipients during the encryption process. CCE encrypts files for these users by
encrypting and storing the symmetric key in the container for each particular user, using
her public key. The public key of the user can be stored locally or retrieved from the
public LDAP directory of the Austrian citizen card PKI. Furthermore, it is possible to
encrypt files for not previously known or contacted users, where prior key exchange or
establishing of contact is not necessary. In the second step, the user enables access to the
underlying cloud storage for intended users and performs upload of the encrypted
containers or synchronization with the local directory with the containers.

The credentials to access remote cloud services in CCE are stored in secure manner.
They are encrypted and stored in a local XML file. In order to enable access to remote
cloud services, the user has to insert her smart card used during credentials initialization.
This approach prevents the leakage of the cloud credentials to unauthorized third parties.

5.5 Summary

In the previously presented evaluations and based on summarized comparison in Table
1, we demonstrate the advantage of our CCE-based solution. From the security
perspective, our solution relies on hardware-based encryption, where the private key
used for decryption never leaves the smart card. This case does not require the usage of a
master password and consequent key derivation as it is the case for BoxCryptor,
CloudFogger, and Viivo. The CCE approach is prone to phishing and keylogger
attacks14, which may render the complete system unusable in the case the master
password is compromised. From the broader sharing and usability view, our solution's
advantage lies in the fact that it relies on a third-party public PKI infrastructure.

The Austrian citizen card is available to all persons living in Austria as a part of several
implementations, including bank cards or social health insurance cards, which are
basically most widely deployed. As the software is open-source, the support for other
PKI infrastructures can be easily implemented by extending the application interface.

Thus, the existing, already present and widely deployed infrastructure is used without
incurring additional costs or overhead. That enables the exploration of networking
effects, as there are already many users having their public certificate enabled and
reachable through the public LDAP endpoint. Users can simply encrypt and exchange
encrypted files between each other without the necessity to maintain prior contacts and
engage in secure key exchange.

14 If PIN-Pad smart card readers are used.
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Feature \ Middleware BoxCryptor CloudFogger Viivo CCE

Encryption

AES support √ √ √ √

RSA support - √ √ √

Volume-based encryption √ - - -

File-based encryption - √ √ √15

Container-based encryption - - - √

File names securely stored - √ √ √

Software keys supported √ √ √ √

Hardware keys supported - - - √

User master password
derivation based encryption √ √ √ -

Encryption keys stored locally - - - √

Encryption keys stored
remotely √ √ √ -

Phishing attack prone √ √ √ -

Keylogger attack prone √ √ √ -

Sharing

Prior key exchange necessary √ √ √ -

Public LDAP Key discovery - - - √

Encryption for unknown users - - - √16

Volume based sharing √ - - -

File/directory based sharing - √ √ √

Feature \ Middleware BoxCryptor CloudFogger Viivo CCE

Relies on third-party PKI - - - √17

Multiplatform support √ √ √ √18

Table 1: Comparison of middleware encryption and sharing features

15 Possible by encrypting one file per container
16 Using public LDAP endpoint for searching/browsing recipients
17 Using the Austrian citizen card public key infrastructure. Can be extended with a private PKI.
18The mobile versions of the software are not publicly available, however, they are currently in the
development phase (iOS and Android platforms)
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6 Conclusion and Further Work
The storage of data in the public cloud is becoming popular and a widely used scenario.
As the cloud market is intensively growing and providing many new and innovative
service and integration solutions, it can be expected that the necessity to store personal
or business data in the public cloud will grow even further in nearly future. However,
storing data in remote public cloud systems brings new challenges and security risks.

In our work, we focused on data confidentiality and general security aspects of cloud
storage in the multi-group and multi-provider scenario. For such purpose we extended
the file encryption tool CCE, which acts as an encryption middleware on the local user
computer. This extension includes the support for data encryption and sharing via public
cloud services. Furthermore, we analyzed publicly available middleware encryption
solutions, compared their features, and provided an overview of the features of these
tools. Based on this evaluation, we demonstrated that our solution provides significant
advantages in terms of data security and resistance to several popular attack techniques.
As the proposed solution is based on already deployed and widely used infrastructure, it
requires minimal costs or overhead in order to be applied.

There are several directions which could be taken for further development of our work.
Currently, there are two versions of the software for iOS and Android in development.
We plan to integrate them with the desktop solution presented in this work. Another
possible task for the future is the integration of the tool into the web browser, which may
provide additional quality in user experience and broader platform support. In addition,
we evaluate possibilities to provide cloud storage redundancy at the middleware level,
meaning to store data distributed on different cloud services. Finally, we try to integrate
our solution in the user's operating system, so that the data can be visible, accessed, and
manipulated directly at the operating system level.
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Abstract: The present paper introduces an extensible client platform, which can be
used for eID, electronic signatures and many more smart card enabled applications.

1 Introduction

Against the background of various electronic identity (eID) card projects around the globe

there have been numerous initiatives in the area of research, development and standard-

ization of eID cards, smart card middleware components and related services. Neverthe-

less, whenever a new eID project emerges, new software is often developed from scratch.

This happens despite all similarities of the systems and requirements. The present paper

introduces a modular and extensible client platform, which can be extended for the use

with eID, electronic signatures and many other smart card related applications. The de-

sign of this extensible platform is a refinement of the architecture of the Open eCard App

[HPS+12], which in turn is based on the eCard-API-Framework (BSI-TR-03112) and its

integrated international standards, such as ISO/IEC 24727 [ISO08a, ISO08b] and OASIS

Digital Signature Services [Dre07]. The design and implementation of the platform has

been based on previous work [Hor11, Pet11] and realized as a joint effort of industrial and

academic experts within different projects, such as ID4health1, SkIDentity2, FutureID3,

and Open eCard4.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the

proposed client platform. Section 3 describes the extension points of the client platform.

Section 4 presents the design of the add-on framework and its mechanisms to dynamically

load missing functionality. Section 5 closes the paper with an outlook on the next steps

and future development.

1See http://www.id4health.de.
2See http://www.skidentity.de.
3See http://www.futureid.eu.
4See http://www.openecard.org.
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2 Overview of the extensible architecture

The proposed client platform is aligned to the eCard-API-Framework (BSI-TR-03112)

which integrates major international standards (e.g. [ISO08a, ISO08b, Dre07]) in order

to provide a common and homogeneous interface for a standardized usage of different

smart cards. The architecture depicted in figure 1 is designed to separate the overall func-

tionality of an eID application in suitable components, reuse of common modules and to

provide means for expandability. The modular approach and the platform-independent im-

plementation of the core modules in Java allow the Open eCard App to be used on various

computing platforms, such as desktop systems running on Windows, Linux and Mac OS X

as well as mobile systems running Android for example.

Figure 1: Extensible architecture of eID-client-platform

The components of the extensible eID platform are described in the following:

Interface Device (IFD) The IFD provides a generalized interface for communication

with arbitrary card terminals and smart cards according to ISO/IEC 24727-4 [Fed12b,

ISO08b]. It abstracts from specific interfaces and physical properties like contactless in-

terfaces. Furthermore it provides expandability for the integration of secure channel estab-

lishment protocols which protect the communication between the eID client and the smart

card.
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Event Manager The Event Manager is responsible for managing card terminal and card

events. It periodically asks the IFD for the current status of terminals and cards and de-

termines changes like the connection and disconnection of card terminals and smart cards

by comparing status reports over different time periods. Furthermore, the Event Manager

performs the card recognition to determine the type and the functionality of the card as

explained in section 3.2.

Service Access Layer (SAL) The SAL provides a generic interface for common smart

card services according to ISO/IEC 24727-3 [ISO08a, Fed12c], which allows to manage

data that is stored on the card for example. In detail, the SAL comprises Connection

Services, Card Application Services, Named Data Services, Crypto Services, Differential

Identity Services and means for accessing card application services in an authorized man-

ner. Furthermore, the SAL provides an interface for integrating arbitrary authentication

protocols, which provides expandability without changing other parts of the implementa-

tion (see section 3.3).

Dispatcher The Dispatcher provides a centralized communication component for han-

dling incoming and outgoing messages.

Add-ons Add-ons provide additional functionality to the basic eID platform. Signature

functionality and PIN Management, for instance, can be realised as an add-on to provide

additional functionality and allow customisation. The Add-on Registry provides a service

to search and retrieve add-ons. Such a registry can, e.g., be realised based on the Java Net-

work Lauching Protocol (JNLP) [Her11]. After an add-on is loaded, the Add-on Manager

takes over the management of the add-on instances and enforces the compliance with the

defined security policy by a sandbox mechanism.

Bindings The Binding component comprises modules for message transport. The com-

ponents implement a particular protocol like HTTP or SOAP to transmit messages from

external applications to the client.

Crypto The Crypto component encapsulates common cryptographic functions, which

are used by other components. It is based on the Bouncy Castle crypto library [The]

which makes it easy to port it to platforms without support for the full Java Cryptography

Architecture (JCA) [Orab], such as Android for example.

Graphical User Interface (GUI) The GUI component provides an abstract framework

to develop user interfaces and interactions. This allows the exchange of GUI implemen-

tations and therefore providing platform-specific GUI implementations, while leaving the

other components unchanged.
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3 Extension Points

This section describes the extension mechanisms of the eID platform, which allows en-

hancing the application’s functionality on different levels. In detail, it allows adding ar-

bitrary protocols to the IFD and SAL component, supporting various card terminals and

smart cards as well as enhancing the application functionality by add-ons.

In general, we use the term add-on to describe a software component which enhances the

functionality of the basic eID platform. Furthermore, we distinguish between plug-in and

extension.

Plug-ins depend on the context in which the user uses the application. Performing an

authentication to a service using a particular smart card, for instance, requires a plug-in

which is capable of providing such functionality. Subsequently, plug-ins require a com-

munication with bindings to interact with external applications and services. Furthermore,

we distinguish between IFD, SAL and application plug-ins, which are described in detail

in the following sections.

Extensions are independent from the context. Moreover, they are directly integrated into

the user interface and can be executed by the user. For instance, an add-on that provides a

PIN change functionality for smart cards is classified as an extension.

3.1 IFD Plug-ins

The IFD provides a generalized interface for communication with arbitrary smart cards

and card terminals. It also can be extended by plug-ins, i.e. protocols which perform

a user authentication and/or establish a secure channel between a smart card and a card

terminal to protect the communication from being eavesdropped.

Each protocol must have a unique identifier in form of a URI. The URI must be associ-

ated with the actual implementation as described in section 4.1. In addition, each proto-

col plug-in must implement the IFD Protocol Interface and must define protocol-specific

AuthenticationProtocolData used in the EstablishChannel call5 and cor-

responding response message.

The Password Authenticated Connections Establishment (PACE) protocol is one example

of a protocol which is executed in the IFD layer. It is a password-based protocol that per-

forms a user authentication, based on a PIN, and establishes a Secure Messaging channel

(cf. [ISO]) to ensure that only the legitimate user can use the card and that the communi-

cation is encrypted and integrity protected. The details of the PACE-protocol are specified

in BSI-TR-03110 [Fed12a].

ISO/IEC 24727-4 Interface An IFD-protocol will be executed by an EstablishChannel

IFD API call. The function call includes a SlotHandle to address an established con-

5See http://ws.openecard.org/schema/ISOIFD-Extension.wsdl.
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nection and a protocol-specific extended AuthenticationProtocolData element.

Java Interface The IFDProtocol interface defines functions for IFD protocols (cf.

figure 2). Each protocol must implement the establish function that executes the pro-

tocol. The function gets as input an EstablishChannel request that includes protocol-

specific data. The parts which are necessary to communicate with the eID application are

handed over to the implementation in the init function. The context ctx contains the

user consent implementation, which allows a protocol to perform user interaction, e.g.

to receive PIN entries. In addition, the interface specifies the functions applySM and

removeSM to apply and remove Secure Messaging. The establish function returns

an EstablishChannelResponse. The IFDProtocolFactory provides a fac-

tory class which also proxies the protocol interface. The usage of the class name decou-

ples the actual loading of the class and prevents execution of plug-in code outside of the

sandbox.

Figure 2: IFD-Protocol-Interface UML diagram

3.2 CardInfo Files

In order to support a broad range of smart cards, the eID platform supports CardInfo files

(CIF) according to [ISO08a]. A CIF is an XML file that describes the data structure and

the functionality of smart cards in a standardized way. Besides the abstract definition of

the card, it also contains information how to recognize the specific card type.

To provide a sophisticated recognition of smart cards it is prudent engineering practice

to construct a decision tree based on the set of available CIFs (cf. [Wic11]). While the

construction of the tree could be performed by the eID application on demand, this task

is better performed by a central CardInfo repository, which performs the construction and

only distributes the decision tree (cf. [Fed12e]). To make the eID application capable of

recognizing new smart cards, only the corresponding CIFs and an updated version of the

decision tree have to be added.
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3.3 SAL Plug-ins

The SAL provides a generic interface for common smart card services comprising different

services, such as the Crypto Services and the Differential Identity Services. The SAL

can be extended by plug-ins, which provide implementations of protocols for the Crypto

Services and the Differential Identity Services [Fed12d, Section 4] as required for the use

of specific signature cards and electronic identity cards for example.

The plug-in concept is quite similar to the one that is used in the IFD layer (cf. section

3.1). Each SAL protocol must define a unique identifier (URI). In contrast to the IFD, the

SAL supports protocols with multiple steps and allows the definition of more sophisticated

user interfaces including a sequence of interaction steps to represent information dialogues

and general user consents.

One example of a SAL protocol is the Extended Access Control (EAC) protocol which is

used for the authentication with the german eID card. The protocol-specific messages are

specified in [Fed12d, Section 4.6].

ISO/IEC 24727-3 Interface A protocol execution is triggered by invoking an action

within the Crypto Services or Differential Identity Services API (cf. [ISO08b, section

3.5 and 3.6]). The functions includes an AuthenticationProtocolData element,

which is extended in a protocol-specific manner.

Figure 3: SAL Protocol Interface UML diagram

Java Interface Each protocol must implement the SALProtocol interface. A con-

venience abstraction which works for the common protocol flows is realized in the class

SALProtocolBaseImpl. An internal data object is used for the exchange of data be-

tween the different protocol steps. A protocol step is represented by the ProtocolStep

interface which defines a FunctionType defining a Crypto or Differential Identity Ser-

vice and a perform function to execute the step. The control of the application flow is

performed automatically after being triggered by incoming Crypto or Differential Identity

Service requests. The instantiation is performed through the SALProtocolFactory
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similar to the IFD protocols explained in section 3.1.

3.4 Application Plug-ins

Application plug-ins provide a mechanism to add additional functionality to the eID ap-

plication with which external applications can communicate. Depending on the type of

the underlying binding, this could be a browser, a PKCS#11 module or even a remote

application.

Protocol bindings realize the connection to the external world. While a broad variety of

transport protocols could be supported, the most obvious choices are HTTP and SOAP,

as they are stipulated by [Fed12d, Section 3.2] for example. Given the properties of the

activation mechanism, HTTP and SOAP, as well as similar transport protocols, the abstract

requirements for a protocol binding are given as follows: A protocol binding must support

1. a request-response semantic,

2. a mapping mechanism to identify the appropriate plug-in for a request,

3. messages comprising a body, named parameters and attachments,

4. an error delivery mechanism, and

5. a redirect semantic.

Figure 4: Application-Plug-in-Interface UML diagram

Figure 4 shows the interfaces and the data model of the application plug-ins. On the plug-

in side it is easy to see that all properties are fulfilled. The interface AppPluginAction

provides an execute function with a strict data oriented semantic, meaning no callback
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code can be injected for asynchronous responses. The second property is fulfilled by a

named identification of the action which is discussed in detail in section 4.1. The data

structures for body and attachments can be seen on the right side of the diagram. Named

parameters have no particular ordering and no special type so a string of characters can

represent either key and value. These three elements form the input parameters of said

execute function and are part of the result. The body element carries exactly one DOM

node. This representation has the advantage that it can carry strings as well as more com-

plex XML elements. That makes it suitable to provide the content of a SOAP body, JSON

data converted to an XML representation or string based entities. Attachments are included

to transport binary files. The data structure is modelled to support the most important fea-

tures of MIME messages such as Multipart MIME messages (cf. [FB96, Section 5.1]).

The fourth and fifth requirement are fulfilled by providing predefined response codes and

auxiliary data for the specific type of action. In case of an error, a localized message may

be attached to the result. A redirect needs a redirect target value in the auxiliary data.

It is up to the receiving application how to interpret and perform the redirect. The open

character of the auxiliary data makes it easy to add new capabilities for further use cases

to the bindings without the need to change the Application Binary Interface (ABI) of the

interface.

While different transport protocols (e.g. HTTP on localhost, LiveConnect, SOAP) may be

used to realize bindings for the different add-ons (e.g. eID Activation, Status, Signature

PKCS#11) we will explain the general concept using the example of a signature plug-in

with the localhost binding according to BSI-TR-03112-7 [Fed12d] in the following.

Given the containers parameters, body and attachments, the plug-in can define its interface.

A signature plug-in can be modelled in two ways. Either via an RPC-style interface where

the properties of the plug-in are transported in parameters, or via an OASIS DSS [Dre07]

like interface where the properties are transported as a structured object in the body.

Suppose the variant with the simple parameters is used, the following HTTP request (list-

ing 1) and response (listing 2) messages can be modelled. The simple model might be

desirable when the signature functionality is limited to a few base cases and thus the full

OASIS DSS capabilities are not needed.

1 POST /signature?signatureType=XAdES&cardType=... HTTP/1.1

2

3 Content-Type: multipart/form-data; boundary=AaB03x

4

5 --AaB03x

6 Content-Disposition: form-data; name="files"; filename="data.xml"

7 Content-Type: text/xml

8

9 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>

10 <Data xmlns="myns">to be signed</Data>

11 --AaB03x--

Listing 1: RPC-Style Sign Request

In order to sign to a document, at least the signature type and the data to be signed is

required. To take away the responsibility of the user to select a signing entity, e.g. a specific
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1 HTTP/1.1 200 OK

2

3 Content-Type: Multipart/mixed; boundary=AaB03x

4

5 --AaB03x

6 Content-Disposition: attachment; name="files"; filename="data.xml"

7 Content-Type: text/xml

8

9 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>

10 <Signature xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#">

11 <SignedInfo>...</SignedInfo>

12 <SignatureValue>...</SignatureValue>

13 <KeyInfo>...</KeyInfo>

14 <Object Id="dataId">

15 <Data xmlns="myns">to be signed</Data>

16 </Object>

17 </Signature>

18 --AaB03x--

Listing 2: RPC-Style Sign Response

smart card, this information may be given as well. The parameters signatureType and

cardType as given in listing 1 line 1 represent the latter choices. The document itself

is included as a named part shown in line 5 ff. in the HTTP body. The representation

as multipart/form-data according to [RLJ99, Section 17] has been chosen so that

typical browsers can issue requests easily. Named parts can be matched to the attachment

type of the interface as well as to the body. To resolve the ambiguity, the body can simply

be an attachment with a special name value, but other schemes may be allowed as well to

capture other communication patterns.

1 POST /signature?cardType=... HTTP/1.1

2

3 Content-Type: application/xml

4 Content-Length: ...

5

6 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>

7 <dss:SignRequest xmlns:dss="urn:oasis:names:tc:dss:1.0:core:schema">

8 <dss:InputDocuments>...</dss:InputDocuments>

9 <dss:Document>

10 <Data xmlns="myns">to be signed</Data>

11 </dss:Document>

12 <dss:OptionalInputs>

13 <dss:SignatureType>urn:ietf:rfc:3275</dss:SignatureType>

14 </dss:OptionalInputs>

15 </dss:SignRequest>

Listing 3: OASIS DSS-Style Sign Request

A more sophisticated data exchange for a signature plug-in is shown in listing 3. The

example uses OASIS DSS SignRequest messages to specify what kind of signature

should be performed and what should be signed. The signing entity is chosen as in the

previous example. The example also shows that the request is nearly identical to a SOAP
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request, so the parameters can be mapped by either the localhost binding or a SOAP bind-

ing.

3.5 Application Extensions

Extensions enhance – similar to plug-ins – the basic eID platform and provide additional

functionality, but they do not depend on the context in which the eID application is used.

Further, extensions are included into the user interface and can be started directly by the

user. Similar to application plug-ins, the AppExtensionAction interface, as shown

in figure 5, contains an execute function. However, this function does not have any

parameters nor does it have a result. Therefore, it cannot be used with a binding and only

be triggered manually.

Figure 5: Application Extension Interface UML diagram

4 Add-on Framework

4.1 Add-on Anatomy

Add-ons are described by the data model shown in figure 6. This model is the represen-

tation of the XML structure of an add-on’s manifest file. It contains general information

such as the name, the textual description and configuration entries for changeable settings

of the add-on, and its contained actions which represent the interfaces shown in section 3.

The settings are saved in an add-on specific storage location and are loaded as Java prop-

erties by the add-on framework. Each action has one or more entries which identify it

unambiguously. The IFD and SAL protocol plug-ins are identified by their protocol URI,

whereas the application extensions and plug-ins are identified by the add-on id and action

id, or resource name respectively. A reference to the action class makes it possible for the

framework to find and load the implementation dynamically.

Based on the add-on manifest, bundles can be formed which can be integrated into the base

application with zero configuration overhead on the user side. The structure of a bundle

is largely dictated by the Java archive (JAR) file specification [Oraa]. A single JAR file
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Figure 6: Add-on Description data model UML diagram

bundles the add-on and all dependent libraries. The manifest describing the add-on must

be present in the META-INF directory with the name addon.xml.

4.2 Secure Retrieval and Execution

When a request message is received, the AddonRegistry (cf. figure 7) can be con-

sulted to retrieve an applicable add-on for the requested resource. If an applicable add-on

is found, it’s JAR file will then be downloaded and a ClassLoader for subsequently

loading the plug-in in a secure manner is returned. The ClassLoader will then be used

in the factory responsible for the plug-in’s type to load the class files.

Furthermore, a custom security policy implementation is set in the JRE and will there-

fore automatically be consulted every time a security relevant operation (e.g. reflection,

classloader creation, filesystem access etc.) is performed. This policy allows to differenti-

ate between signed add-ons, add-ons from a trusted origin and add-ons from an untrusted

origin. Depending on the trust level, the add-ons may be granted different privileges.

By the use of privileged actions in a AccessControler.doPrivileged() call,

trusted add-ons are permitted to call functions of the eID application that themselves do

security relevant operations which the add-on would otherwise not have the appropriate

rights for and therefore would fail.
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Figure 7: Plug-in Manager and Registry UML diagram

5 Conclusion

The new add-on mechanism of the eID application proposed in the present paper provides

an extensible framework which makes it easy to build tailormade eID and similar smart

card based applications without re-developing basic functionality again from scratch. The

proposed platform provides a set of well defined extension points and the initially provided

modules ensure that existing installations can be utilized without modifications. With an

App-Store like distribution method, it will be easy for third party vendors to provide their

own add-ons. Paired with restrictive security measures, the App-Store model does not

sacrifice the security and privacy of the user.
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Abstract: Although eID technology has undergone several development cycles
and eID have been issued to citizens of various European countries, it is still not as
broadly used as originally expected. One reason is the absence of compelling use
cases besides eGovernment. Current Research focuses mainly on the needs of the
user and technical aspects. The economic perspective is often disregarded. This is
especially the case for the service providers that play a fundamental role in the
adoption of the technology. The requirements of these stakeholders certainly have
to be considered in the development of viable business models. So far, however,
little empirical evidence on these requirements exists. We therefore performed a
survey-based empirical analysis in two industries from the leisure sector to gain
first insights into this topic. Results show that the service providers in our sample
don’t see a pressing need to change their currently used authentication method.
However, they think that certain eID features could be valuable for their services.
Our analysis of the hurdles showed that there is no ultimate reason that keeps
service providers from implementing the eID technology.

1 Introduction

eID (Electronic Identity) infrastructures have been implemented with various strategies
and expectations in many European Union Member States. In some cases, Governments
have issued eID cards on a large scale basis to their population [Eu12]. However, the
actual usage lacks behind the original expectations and eIDs are still not used on an
everyday basis [RZ12]. One of the reasons for this is the lack of real-world use cases and
applications that are perceived as beneficial by users [Ro09]. Currently, most research
efforts are focused on the technical aspects of the technology [St13] However, creating a
technology that is only shaped by the technical aspect will not bring long term success. It
is necessary to create a well-rounded product including the economical and societal
aspects as well [ZR12]. In [ZiRo12] an economic analysis has illustrated how the
relationships between users and relying parties are significantly influenced by indirect
network effects. In detail, the indirect network effects lead to a common problem found
in multi-sided markets, “the chicken or egg” problem [CJ03]. When there is a lack of a
user adoption or a user base, the motivation for service providers to assist or implement a
new product or service is insignificant. On the other side [ZR08] argue that “for a user
to gain meaningful reduced sign-on capabilities across the web, a system has to be
widely adopted, and its underlying protocol implemented by a wide range of service
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providers”. Therefore, the existence of promising services is an essential requirement for
the success of eIDs. This requires co-operation by the service providers, which have to
perceive a benefit in adopting eID technology. One of our main motives in this paper is
to derive an empirical investigation in order to grasp a better understanding of the
motives and needs and to identify potential roadblocks for the service providers. Our
results will only show first insights of these perspectives, as our results will only reflect
two industries in the leisure sector. As this side of the two sided marked has been mostly
disregarded, we think that this examination can nevertheless serve as a starting point for
further work. The article is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the economic
perspective on the eID technology in greater detail. In section 3 we describe our
empirical analysis before presenting the survey results. We conclude in section 4.

2 An economic perspective on the eID technology

In this paper we take an economic perspective on eIDs and look at the service providers
as important stakeholders for the success of the eID technology. Therefore it is important
to look at the structure of the market first. The challenge eID solutions are facing is that
the market is multi-sided. According to [Ev03] and [Ha07], “A market is said to be two-
sided if firms serve two distinct types of customers, who depend on each other in some
important way, and whose joint participation makes platforms more valuable to each. In
other words, there are indirect network externalities between the two different customer
groups.” There are three major actors in the market for eIDs: the end-user, the service
provider or relying party and the Identity Provider. We now see a multi sided market,
where the success of the Identity Provider depends on the amount of users of relying
parties. Furthermore, the relying parties themselves benefit, if the Identity Provider has a
large installed user base. In addition, the attractiveness of the Identity Provider increases
with the amount of available services that are perceived as beneficial by the users. This
can result in a positive feedback and thus an exponential growth once a critical mass has
been reached. However, all this can also happen the other way around, resulting in a
negative feedback [ZiRo12] [MR99]. When no services are supporting eID, the
usefulness for the user is presumably low. And when no users have adopted the product
yet, service providers’ motivation to implement it is quite minimal. Empirical analysis
for the Alexa Top 300 websites seems to support this model for the relationship between
relying parties and Identity Providers [LM12]. In order to utilize the full potential of
eIDs, the technology needs to be adopted on a wide basis. As it is a multi-sided market,
this will only be achieved if all participating parties perceive a benefit in adopting the
technology. For the user-side, [RZHM14] have shown in their experimental analysis that
there is indeed a willingness to pay for Identity Management Solutions. They find,
however, that the acceptable price varies heavily from 3 to 48 Euros per year depending
on the individual’s psychographic and demographical aspects. The price aside, the
authors also examine the importance of several other issues that are of potential
importance to the users. Interestingly, they conclude that sophisticated privacy and
security features are not valued by prospective users as much as suggested by previous
research. As they focus on the user-side the perspective of the service providers is
largely neglected. Our argumentation illustrates the significance of the service providers
being just as important as the other stakeholders in the market for eID technology. Thus,
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it seems to be reasonable to shed light on the motives and needs of the service providers
in regard to the success of this technology – especially as there is so far a lack of
research in this area.

3 Empirical analysis

3.1 Study design

We chose the method of a short quantitative survey to gain insight into a so far relatively
unstudied field. Additionally, to integrate qualitative and quantitative methods as
recommended by Gable [Ga94] for Information Systems Research, we are conducting
qualitative semi-structured interviews with stakeholders in the research area to gain a
deeper understanding. As the qualitative part of the research project isn’t yet completed,
we present only the quantitative results at this point.

Our target populations are the adult entertainment industry and the tourism industry.
There are several reasons why we chose these two industries. The adult entertainment
industry is quite heterogenic, consisting of numerous small and medium size enterprises
as well as a few larger companies. As the vast majority of the companies are privately
held, no reliable data on the exact value of the adult entertainment exists. Nevertheless,
various sources speak of a quite substantial market, generating several billion dollars in
revenue in the United States alone (the only market for which such figures can be found)
[Do08] [Da13]. In Western Europe, the online market for adult content generated 540
million euros of revenue in 2009 [Bu09]. Moreover, users of adult content have proven
to be very open to innovations in the past. Adult entertainment companies have
pioneered innovations in the online and offline world such as VCRs, DVDs, or the
internet itself. It has also been stated that the market demand for adult entertainment
products is the main driver behind the success or failure of new technologies [Da13],
[An07] ,. In the past, consumers of adult content have shown a high willingness to pay as
well [AKTC06] [Co98]. For the study of the eID technology especially relevant is the
specific aspect that users of adult content are very sensitive in terms of their privacy
[CD01], making it a promising field for privacy enhancing credentials [HZPD09]. Thus,
the inclusion of this industry into the target population of the survey can be justified. The
second industry in the sample is the tourism industry. In various countries all over the
world this is the leading industry sector. It is dominated by small and medium sized
enterprises [WR04]. The tourism industry constitutes a natural use case for cross border
identification and authentication services. This is because in many cases the transactions
involve the demand for services outside the borders of the home country of the person
requesting the service. Moreover, electronic, mobile and especially personalized
location-based services have been becoming more and more popular in the tourism
industry over the last years and provide the basis for a range of novel applications and
business opportunities to service providers [RZ12]. Existing work has shown how
information intermediaries are a suitable infrastructure component for offering services
to an installed base of travelers, when they provide information from various sources in a
concise manner. The availability of attractive services that are compliant with privacy
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settings is according to this argumentation one factor that determines customer
satisfaction [Bu98]. Examples could be mobile hotel reservation services provided by
local authorities to promote the local tourism sector or other location-based services
provided. For these services some form of reliable authentication or identification is
necessary [RZ12] [SMR09] As this can be made possible with the eID technology, the
tourism industry is a quite suitable sector for this survey. To maximize the response rate
and reduce nonresponse bias, the short survey was designed according to various
recommendations that can be found in the literature on surveys in the corporate context
[Di07] [HH04] [RL98]. Potential respondents were found on two International trade
fairs in late 2012 and early 2013 and in online databases. Questionnaires were distributed
on the fairs as paper versions and as a link to a digital version via e-mail. Follow-up e-
mails were used to raise the response rate. Through this approach we received a total of
56 usable questionnaires. The data were analyzed using SPSS. The profile of the
respondents included in our survey is shown in Figure 1 to Figure 3. The vast majority of
the companies’ headquarters of the respondents is located in Europe. More than half of
them (55 percent) are located in Germany. About two thirds of the companies offer their
services internationally (45 percent globally, 25 percent all over Europe). About one
third is focused only on the German market. This makes clear that it can be assured that
the eID technology is available for most (if not all) of the companies in the sample, as
Germany and other European countries have already issued eIDs to their population
[Eu12].

Figure 1: Country statistic of sample companies

Figure 2 shows the size characteristics of the sample companies. Our data reflects what
has been written before about the structure of both industries. Very small and small
companies constitute the largest groups in our sample.
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Figure 2: Size statistics of the sample companies

While 42 percent of the companies employ less than 10 employees and about two thirds
of the companies achieve just 0 to 2 million Euros in turnover, only 10 percent of the
companies have more than 250 employees and 12 percent of the companies achieve
more than 50 million Euros in turnover. The distribution into the focus sectors
“Tourism” and “Adult Entertainment” are quite balanced. This will later allow us to
compare the results from both sectors. The hierarchical position of the respondents
permits us to see them as key informants with sufficient expertise and insight into the
topics in question. The key informant approach is a well-established method for
conducting survey-research [HKRS12]. We can conclude that for a preliminary study the
sample is relatively balanced and suitable to give us first insights into a relatively
unexplored topic.

Figure 3: Industries and functional areas represented
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authentication methods used are presented. Afterwards, we compare the requirements for
eID solutions and the hurdles to their implementation. Finally we show the costs they
expect to arise from the transition to eID technology. To get a first impression of the
empirical evidence for the research field, data was analyzed using frequency statistics
and for the Likert-type scale items using analysis of means. Moreover, the results of the
two focus sectors were compared. We show where this revealed substantial differences.
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Figure 4: Frequency of (user generated) errors in user authentication management1

Problems in user authentication management don’t seem to be a major difficulty for the
respondents (Figure 4). Only about 12 percent agree or strongly agree to the general
statement „We often encounter problems in our user authentication management“.
Focusing more on user generated errors, e.g. incorrect user address, only about nine
percent of the respondents agree to the given statement. Judging from these results, it
appears that user authentication management doesn’t seem to be a major issue in our
sample industries.

Figure 5: Different types of problems encountered due to user errors

Looking at the different types of user errors we notice certain differences between the
sample industries (Figure 5). All in all, typing errors seem to be the most important
cause of error, especially for the tourism industry where almost two thirds of the cases
report this problem. However, for the adult entertainment industry this problem is a
major problem as well, with almost half of the cases reporting it. The second biggest
cause of error is password loss. Here we can recognize an even larger contrast between
the two industries, more than half of the respondents from the adult entertainment
industry report this problem, whereas only 13 percent of the respondents from the
tourism industry do so. The next two types of problems are interpretation error and false
information, both of which are reported from about one quarter to about one fifth of the
respondents. Therefore, they seem to be of some relevance, but not of major relevance in
this context. The striking differences between the two sectors with the first two types of
errors can be explained through the consideration of the authentication methods that are

1 In order to facilitate the readability and as the results don’t vary significantly, Figure 4 shows the numbers for
both industries combined.
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used for the services provided (Figure 6). Here we see that passwords are only rarely
used in the tourism industry (14 percent of the cases) whereas most services can be used
without any necessary authentication (91 percent of the cases). In the adult entertainment
industry, however, we find the opposite situation. The authentication with username and
password are possible or even required for about two thirds of the services, while only
about a quarter can be used without any authentication. It comes as no surprise that for
firms that don’t require the authentication with username and password, lost passwords
don’t pose a major problem. Therefore, as this authentication method is more widely
used in the adult entertainment industry as compared to the tourism industry, the former
industry sees lost passwords as a bigger problem. Login with Facebook is somehow
common in the tourism industry, with little more than one quarter of the services in the
sample offering this method. However, it is not surprising that no respondent from the
adult entertainment industry offers this method for his service, as customers might be
hesitant to connect an adult entertainment website with the social network of their
friends and family. One fifth of the adult entertainment services offer the possibility to
authenticate with a national eID card, whereas in the tourism sample this method is non-
existent. Here we might see that the adult entertainment industry is indeed very open to
new technologies (see above). The same might apply to the methods Google ID / Open
ID that are supported by 13 percent of the services from the adult entertainment industry
in the sample.

Figure 6: Authentication methods for services provided

The results above show that eID solutions are not supported by a substantial number of
services in the sample (only 20 percent in the Adult entertainment Industry which
corresponds to 6 percent of the valid total cases). Moreover, the service providers in our
survey do not report to have lots of problems with their currently offered authentication
methods. Therefore, to contribute to a broader success of eIDs, it could be valuable to
assess what eID-features they would see as beneficial in order to develop these features
further and promote eIDs by highlighting these aspects. Results from the part of the
survey, that assessed the importance of certain eID features for the service providers’
services, again show some differences between the two industries in the sample (Figure
7). Unsurprisingly, having a certified age verification is of very high importance
(average score of 6.4) for the respondents from the adult entertainment industry. Here
the eID technology could be of great value. For the tourism industry, this feature doesn’t
have that much relevance (average score of 4.9), but still seems to be desirable.
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Respondents from both industries regard the possibility to certify the user address as
quite important (average scores of 6.1 and 5.8). The certification of user age and user
address appear to be the most important features for the respondents. Next, we asked for
the importance of the feature that allows offering services to the user anonymously. This
doesn’t seem to be as important for the respondents, somehow more to the adult
entertainment industry (average score of 4.9 as compared to the tourism industry (4.3).
One could have expected that this feature would be of higher relevance in the adult
entertainment industry. The feature that allows obtaining certified information about
users’ attributes is only of medium importance to the respondents of both industry
sectors (average scores of 4.5). Of greater importance is the possibility to achieve higher
transaction security, which can be achieved with eIDs. This feature is even a bit more
important to the respondents from the tourism industry (average score of 5.6) than to
those from the adult entertainment industry (average score of 5.1).

Figure 7: Importance of eID features for service providers’ services

The outsourcing potential that is provided through eID solutions is the feature with the
lowest importance by the respondents. For the adult entertainment industry (average
score of 2.9) even less than for the tourism industry (average score of 3.7). More
important, but still not of great importance, seems to be the possibility to approach an
already established user network. For this feature, as for the next two, no substantial
differences between the two industries can be found (adult entertainment industry 4.5,
tourism industry 4.9). About the same importance scores achieves the possibility to
reduce user support costs (adult entertainment industry 4.9, tourism industry 4.5).
Finally, as the last feature the ability to enable legally binding transaction was assessed.
Although one could expect this feature to be of high importance for the respondents, it
achieves only fairly mediocre scores (adult entertainment industry 4.8, tourism industry
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5.0). The last paragraphs made clear that the respondents indeed think that eIDs can
provide some useful features for their services. At the same time, the diffusion of the eID
technology remains low. Therefore, it seems to be reasonable to look at the hurdles to
the implementation of eID technology (Figure 8). This shows even greater differences
between the two focus sectors than when looking at the features. The respondents from
the tourism industry score the hurdles higher than the respondents from the adult
entertainment industry. At first we asked for the familiarity with eIDs. On average,
respondents from both industries claim to have a medium knowledge. The level of
unfamiliarity with the technology in the adult entertainment industry (average score of
3.6) is, however, substantially lower than in the tourism industry (average score of 4.7).
Maybe this can be connected to the next finding that shows that the tourism industry
perceives no need to change its authentication services (average score of 5.6), whereas
this score is considerably lower for the adult entertainment industry (average score of
4.7).

Figure 8: Hurdles to the implementation of eID technology

The adult entertainment industry might be more open to innovations (see above), be
better informed about the valuable features of eIDs (see study results above), or due to
its specific need for age verification be unsatisfied with the currently applied
authentication methods. Nevertheless, it has to be noted, that the overall need to change
the authentication service is only mediocre to low. Looking at the expectation that the
respondents have concerning the inconvenience of the transition to eIDs we see as well
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that this hurdle is scored substantially higher in the tourism (average score of 4.5)
compared to the adult entertainment industry (average score of 3.4). High costs are also
seen as a bigger problem in the tourism industry (average score of 4.9) compared to the
adult entertainment industry (average score of 3.5). In terms of the usability, both
industries have the same impression of eIDs (average score of 3.8). Thus, a lack of
usability doesn’t seem to be an essential problem for neither of the industries in the
sample. Compared to that, the additional hardware that is needed by the users is seen as a
somewhat higher hurdle. However, with scores of 4.4 (tourism) and 4.5 (adult
entertainment industry) this shouldn’t be decisive. Next, we wanted to see whether the
service providers expect the users to demand the support of eIDs. The respondents of the
tourism industry are a bit more skeptical towards the user demand than the respondents
from the adult entertainment industry. The average score for the item that says that there
won’t be a high demand is 4.7 for the tourism and 4.3 for the adult entertainment
industry. This shows that the end users are not seen as a major driver for the diffusion of
the eID technology. Another interesting aspect could be, if the respondents feel not
comfortable with the eID technology. The results show, however, that this isn’t a
substantial hurdle for the average respondent from both industries (3.8 for the tourism
and 3.6 for the adult entertainment industry). However, in total 20 percent of the
respondents partially or strongly agree to the statement that they are not comfortable
with the technology. So partly, for some respondents, the negative attitude towards eIDs
could play a role. Especially for the respondents from the tourism industry an uncertainty
about regulations regarding eIDs seems to be a problem for the adoption of this
technology (average score of 5.2). Interestingly this aspect is of much less importance
for the respondents from the adult entertainment industry (average score of 3.2). The fear
of a reduced ability to acquire information about users isn’t a major issue for the
respondents (3.8 for the adult entertainment industry and 3.6 for the tourism industry).
Respondents also don’t fear a reduction of the quality of user data respondents (3.7 for
the adult entertainment industry and 2.5 for the tourism industry). Finally, we asked for
the expected costs for the transition to eIDs. Here we could not find any substantial
differences between the two industries. The vast majority of the respondents (about 61
percent) did not have any idea of the costs. The second largest group (about 16 percent),
however, expected costs of about 3.000 – 10.000 EUR. Judging from our experience
with past projects, we would say that this is price range is relatively realistic.

Figure 9: Expected costs for the transition to eIDs
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4 Conclusion

Our empirical analysis of the requirements that service providers in the tourism and adult
entertainment industry have for eID solutions has revealed several issues. The service
providers in our sample don’t see a pressing need to change their currently used
authentication method to support eID technology – which seems understandable, as they
don’t encounter many authentication problems at the moment. However, they think that
certain eID features could be valuable for their services. In particular, for the adult
entertainment industry the possibility to obtain certified information is seen as a plus. An
increase in transaction security is also seen positively. Thus, further development and
marketing of the eID technology, as well as corresponding sample business cases should
especially focus on these features. Our analysis of the hurdles showed that there is no
ultimate reason that keeps service providers from implementing the eID technology.
Only a few aspects from the tourism industry stand out. Respondents from this industry
don’t really see a need to change their services and are uncertain about the regulations in
the eID context. They also fear that the transition might be inconvenient and expensive.
All in all, the adult entertainment industry is more positive towards the eID technology.
This fits quite well, as this industry is often an early adopter of new technologies.
Focusing use cases and marketing on service providers of this industry when trying to
introduce eIDs could therefore maybe help to establish the technology. The positive
feedback resulting from the indirect network effects through an established base of users
and service providers could then help to solve the “chicken and egg problem” and
encourage the diffusion to other industries. As with any research approach our findings
are subject to certain limitations. Noteworthy to this quantitative survey study are
especially the comparatively small sample size, and the sample selection, which might
lead to a possibly biased sample. The representativeness of the sample for the population
of the two industries might therefore be reduced. However, we made the structure of our
sample transparent and this study is only a first empirical analysis of the subject. The
industry focus also has to be highlighted as a possible limitation, as the findings can’t or
only to a certain extend get generalized to other industries. So while these limitations are
legitimate concerns given the chosen research methodology, they should not impact this
papers ability to give a first empirical insight into the subject. Moreover, they open
possibilities for further research. It would certainly be valuable to extend the analysis to
other industries and to extend the sample size. It also seems advisable to contrast the
quantitative findings of this study with qualitative data, generated through in-depth
interviews. The results of this survey can serve as a basis for this approach.
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Abstract: An important future application of the German electronic health card
(elektronische Gesundheitskarte, eGK) is the national Personal Health Record
(PHR), because it enables a citizen to store and retrieve sensitive medical data in a
secure and self-determined manner. As the stored data is encrypted with an eGK-
specific certificate and retrieving the encrypted data is only possible after TLS-
based authentication, the citizen needs to use a so called “PHR Citizen Client”,
which allows to use the eGK for strong authentication, authorization, and
decryption purposes. Instead of building such an application from scratch, this
paper proposes to use the Open eCard App and its extension mechanism for the
efficient creating of a PHR Citizen Client by developing an Open eCard Plug-in
for accessing the German national Personal Health Record.

1 Introduction

Usually the implementation of smart card based applications is fairly challenging,
because it requires a profound knowledge of several technologies: communication with
diverse card terminals, reading and writing data on various smart card models and
performing cryptographic operations for authentication, signature and encryption.
Furthermore, such a smart card based application should remain usable and secure if new
types and generations of smart cards and terminals as well as operating systems come
into market.

Due to several emerging application domains around e-government and e-health in
Germany based on the electronic identity card (neuer Personalausweis, nPA) or the
electronic health card (elektronische Gesundheitskarte, eGK), providing smart card
based applications is a key objective for many software vendors. Against this
background an important question is how software vendors can provide smart card based
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applications without focusing on smart card technology and security infrastructures but
mainly on their application-specific expertise.

In 2005 the Federal Government of Germany launched the eCard strategy [HoSt11] – a
plan that aims at harmonizing different smart card based governmental IT projects.
Based on this preparatory work, the specifications developed by the German Federal
Office for Information Security (Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik)
[BSI-TR-03112] and first-hand experiences from projects in the context of the electronic
health card, the project ID4health was started. The project group of ID4health develops a
comprehensive architecture for federated identity management for the public health
sector. Part of this architecture is a set of secure services that allow for using the
electronic health card and the electronic health professional card. These services rely on
the platform independent open source implementation of the eCard-API framework – the
Open eCard App [HPS+12].

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the ID4health approach, the German national
Personal Health Record (PHR) was chosen. In this paper we present our approach on
how to securely access electronic health information about individual patients using the
electronic health card and the extensible Open eCard platform.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we briefly introduce the
German national PHR according to the health card act, highlight the key aspects, and
give a short overview of its architecture and security aspects. In Section 3 we briefly
describe the extensible Open eCard platform including the architecture, the interfaces,
and sketch how the extension mechanism works. In Section 4 we present our approach to
integrate the Open eCard App with a PHR application for the citizen to fulfill the
security requirements of accessing a PHR without implementing the security
mechanisms in the PHR-specific desktop or mobile application. In Section 5 we discuss
our solution and provide an overview of the next steps.

2 German national Personal Health Record

In 2009 the German Federal Ministry of Health initiated an R&D project on the design
and prototypical implementation of a German national PHR. Project participants were
the Fraunhofer Society, the Federation of German Clinical Research Networks (TMF),
and the University Medical Center Göttingen (UMG). Associated contractors have been
the German Hospital Federation (Deutsche Krankenhausgesellschaft, DKG), the German
Medical Association (Bundesärztekammer, BÄK), and the Society for Telematic
Applications of the Healthcare Card (gematik) which designs and provides the
infrastructure for health data services usable with the health card. Currently, the R&D
project is in its second phase, covering the three-year period from 2012 to 2014.

Major requirements of the special kind of an electronic health record (EHR) included
advanced security and privacy mechanisms and a generic platform semantics that allow
for operating various patient-centric e-health applications within the PHR. Another
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prerequisite was to strongly focus on innovative care scenarios, stable business models,
and better patient participation.

2.1 Focus areas

The German health card act (§ 291a SGB V) mentions the electronic health card as an
enabler for patient records. The PHR project assesses implementation options and puts
the focus on use cases and scenarios that do not solely rely on the defaults of the health
card act. That is why additional use cases stretching beyond the health card act with a
particular focus on enabling medical research are elaborated, too. The patient record is
regarded as a platform for patient centric applications (medication plan, diary etc.).
Security aspects play an important role in order to ensure privacy and patient rights. The
last thing put into focus is the information model that must support semantic data
selection for different applications.

2.2 Key concepts

The PHR project pursuits several key concepts that are introduced subsequently.

2.2.1 Power of disposal of the citizens’ data

The basic idea of the PHR is that it is understood as a “tool of the citizen” (the project
does not speak of a patient since it is expected that the citizen can store its own data that
is outside of a running treatment). The citizen does not regularize the flow of data
between systems of health service providers, but initializes and controls it. Essentially,
the citizen acts both as a source and target of flows of data and is furthermore a
beneficiary of his medical data. The approach taken by the project members does not
define a virtual integration of the data, but rather a transmission of copies from medical
data into the PHR.

2.2.2 Platform for target group specific record systems

Every citizen has specific needs with regard to a concrete definition of his record. Needs
result from his current living situation and mirror in expectations of record features.
Vendors should be able to provide target group specific records systems and product
variants. This in mind, the PHR has to have support of different interaction and
communications patterns (i.e., synchronously and asynchronously communication – an
online PHR supports solely synchronously patterns whereas an offline one must support
asynchronous communication comparable to email) as well as different authorization
mechanisms (ad hoc, in advance, interactively). This offers maximum design flexibility
for vendors.
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2.2.3 Binding of online records and decentralized data storage

It was recognized that a citizen might want to store data on own decentralized storage
devices (e. g., USB flash drives) or rely on secure online storage. In order to meet the
individual requirements of the citizens, the project provides a solution for both the
binding of online records and decentralized storage devices. The difference is abstracted
away from the primary system of the health care provider that accesses the PHR.

2.2.4 Communication of normalized information objects

Besides normalized interfaces, medical data objects need to be interoperable, too. So the
last key concept defines a model for a unified handling of different content structures
based on Semantic Signifiers developed by the Retrieve, Locate and Update Service
(RLUS) standard [RLUS]. This functional standard developed by the Object
Management Group (OMG) was chosen to be used on top of a service-oriented security
architecture. The introduced level-based concept for step-by-step implementation of
normalized content structures (e.g., for a medication summary or a vaccination
certificate) relies on the Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) by Health Level Seven
(HL7) [HL7 CDA] for the interoperable processing through primary and record systems.
Fallback documents (e.g., PDF/A as a standardized version of a Portable Document
Format (PDF)) are supported, too.

2.3 Architectural overview

As a design rule, the project idea separates application services from security aspects.
This enables reuse of functionalities in other application contexts and provides flexibility
for operator models. Security services comprise a central authentication service, a local
authorization service, and PKI services. Application services are the mailbox service for
communications initiated by the citizen and the communication service that might cache
requests from health service providers for offline PHRs.

On the patient side RLUS services encapsulate existing PHR systems (e.g., Microsoft’s
HealthVault) or simple medical data storage devices (e.g., USB cards). The PHR Core
System and the Citizen Client are non-normative and their design/implementation is
solely in the responsibility of the respective operators.
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Figure 1: Architectural Overview of German national PHR system

The exchange of medical data is encapsulated in two container formats: Request objects
are used to formulate specific information needs. This need is logically expressed as a
dedicated object to address the significant decoupling of systems of health service
providers and citizens. Request objects must be interpreted by the primary systems.
Contrary, a provisioning object represents a logical container for any information
provided in the communication flow between the health service provider systems and the
PHR. A provisioning object can be regarded as a response to a previously asked
information request (synchronous and asynchronous) submitted either by the health
service provider or the citizen.

From the health service provider perspective the RLUS operations are safeguarded by
SAML assertions [SAML] that carry authentication and authorization data. The
architecture allows for both pushing and pulling XACML policies [XACML]. Pushing
of policies is used for ad hoc authorization with an electronic health card. In this case an
XACML policy is generated on demand by the citizen and pushed in a SAML assertion
to the RLUS services within the SOAP security header.

2.3.1 Semantic signifiers

For interoperability reasons, classification and description of the (medical) data must be
available in order to ensure the processing in primary systems. A PHR must identify
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requested data and must be able to transfer local data into interoperable return types.
This is due to the fact that the exchange format can differ from the format stored in the
PHR – the exchange format may not be exactly the same as the one stored in the PHR.
Search requests and filters should point to the specific information model depending on
the content type. These demands feature the so-called semantic signifiers specified by
RLUS that have an analogy to a WSDL document for a web service description. They
describe an underlying information model instead of services. A semantic signifier's
essential elements include its name, its description, and a normative data structure that
describes instances of it – for example, implementation guidelines, schemas, and
specifications for validation.

From the implementation independence view there are no explicit requirements for data
storage and information models. However, each vendor must implement functionality for
the mapping between internal and external structures defined by semantic signifiers. A
further advantage is that any contents and structures might be described. Conversely,
each semantic signifier must be explained in detail in order to prevent unchecked
distribution.

2.3.2 Capability list

Similar to the capability object that is stored in the inbox of an OBEX (Object Exchange
Protocol) server in order to provide capability services for Bluetooth clients, the
capability list contains information about the features the PHR provides. This
XML-based representation of a capability list includes address information with an
Endpoint Reference according to WS-Addressing [WS-Add], a supported public key to
be used for hybrid encryption of provisioning objects according to XML Key
Management Specification (XKMS) [XKMS], supported communication patterns, and
supported semantic signifiers. The capability list is digitally signed by the issuing
service.

3 Open eCard App

The Open eCard App is a fully modular and platform-independent implementation of the
eCard-API framework [BSI-TR-03112] which can be further extended by plug-ins and
add-ons. The architecture of the Open eCard App is depicted in Figure 2.

Access to card terminals, smart cards and the functions they make available is provided
by the following three components of the Open eCard-Framework:

• The Interface Device (IFD) module provides a generalized interface to access
arbitrary card terminals and smart cards and an interface for password-based
authentication protocols (e.g., PACE [BSI-TR-03110]). It is specified in part 6
of [BSI-TR-03112] and part 4 of [ISO24727].
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• The Event Manager monitors the IFD for incoming events (e.g., insertion or
removal of smart cards) and triggers the card recognition. Registered
components are notified by the Event Manager if an event occurs.

• The Service Access Layer (SAL) manages all available smart cards and executes
all kinds of protocols (e.g., the Extended Control Access protocol
[BSI-TR-03110]). It is specified in part 4 of [BSI-TR-03112] and part 3 of
[ISO24727].

Figure 2: Extensible architecture of the Open eCard App

The Open eCard platform provides different extension points to support newly issued
smart cards, new protocols and new application specific functions. A detailed description
of the architecture as well as the plug-in mechanism of the Open eCard platform can be
found in [WHP+13].

The PHR plug-in described in the next section will basically utilise the SAL for all
operations that include access to the electronic health card, support the establishment of
TLS channels with client authentication using the health card and provide a simple
application interface which allows to access the plug-in via the localhost binding. In this
binding, which has been introduced in part 7 of [BSI-TR-03112] for purposes of eID-
activation, a function is called by performing an HTTP GET request to http://127.0.0.1/
(localhost) and parameters may be provided in URL-encoded form. See [WHP+13] for
more information on application plug-ins and corresponding binding mechanisms.
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4 Approach

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of using the Open eCard platform for health care
applications, we consider the following scenario as depicted in Figure 3:

Figure 3: Solution scenario for using the Open eCard App to access the PHR system

A citizen wants to access his PHR via his desktop computer or mobile device. The
citizen has his electronic health card and a smart card reader, which is connected by
means of USB for example.

The PHR Core System is operated in a secure environment by a PHR provider. The
environment can be accessed via an RLUS interface over a secure point-to-point data
channel. This data channel is established by a mutual authentication which is performed
using the PHR provider’s certificate and the X.509-certificate (C.CH.AUTN) deployed
with the citizen’s health card.
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4.1 Architecture

The linkage of a citizens PHR application with the PHR Core System is realized by
using the Open eCard platform and developing a plug-in which

1. uses the smart-card functionality and cryptographic features of the framework
and

2. provides a PHR-specific application interface, which can be used by application
services.

The following layer model depicts the relationship of the logical components that ensure
the secure communication of PHR applications and PHR core system using the extended
Open eCard App.

The system comprises three main components:

1. PHR Application, which provide tailormade user interfaces

2. Open eCard Framework with PHR specific plug-in

3. PHR Core System, which in particular contains the repository service.

The PHR Core System provides the PHR client with personal medical data. The PHR
client is realized by a PHR-specific plug-in for the Open eCard platform. It has an

Figure 4: Accessing the PHR Core System with the extended Open eCard App
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interface following the RLUS standard [RLUS] and exchanges messages via a mutually
authenticated TLS channel.

Third-party applications can utilise the PHR plug-in to store and retrieve information
from the PHR Core System. For this purpose the PHR plug-in provides two operations:
the getInformationObject function for information retrieval and the
putInformationObject function for information storage. Both functions are
available through the localhost binding of the Open eCard framework.

The information retrieval from the PHR Core System works as follows:

A third-party application calls the getInformationObject function with a
parameter identifiying a certain semantic signifier that classifies the requested
information. If the electronic health card is inserted in the card terminal the personal
identification number is requested in order to read a special container (EF.Verweis) on
the card that stores the service reference to the PHR Core System. Otherwise the citizen
will be prompted to insert the smart-card. The service reference includes a provider ID
as well as a record ID. The provider ID can be used to determine the service location of
the PHR Core System. The plug-in establishes a mutually authenticated TLS channel to
the PHR Core System using the C.CH.AUTN certificate, which is an X.509 certificate
stored on the health card carrying a pseudonym of the citizen. The capability list of the
PHR is initially requested which includes the supported record types (i.e., semantic
signifiers) as well as a the public key of the record instance which can be used to protect
symmetric document keys that in turn encrypt information objects submitted by the PHR
plug-in to the PHR Core System. Afterwards, the specified content, addressed by a
parameter of the getInformationObject function, is requested from the PHR Core
System using the RLUS LIST operation which returns the requested data as an encrypted
provisioning object. The plug-in decrypts the retrieved provisioning object by means of
the health card’s key material and returns it to the calling application as a Base64-
encoded string.

To store information in the PHR Core System, the following steps are performed:

A third-party application invokes the putInformationObject function with the
Base64-encoded information object and a semantic signifier. The plug-in decodes the
information object and generates a symmetric document key. In order to secure the
information object, the plug-in encrypts it by means of that document key. The
document key is secured using the public key of the capability list (which was retrieved
by a former call). Finally, both the (symmetrically) encrypted information object and the
associated encrypted (symmetric) data key are used to create a provisioning object which
is embedded as a payload in a RLUS PUT message and sent to the PHR Core System in
order to store the information object.

The Open eCard App implements all cryptographic components and integrates smart
card terminals, which may or may not include a display and key pad for secure PIN
entry. The PHR plug-in mirrors a much simpler version of the PHR Core System
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interface to the PHR client-application and provides high-level operations for encryption
and signing based on the smart card currently in use.

5 Summary and conclusion

The present paper briefly described how the extensible Open eCard platform can be used
for securely accessing sensitive medical information, which is stored in the German
national Personal Health Record according to § 291a SGB V. This demonstrates not only
the feasibility of the ID4health approach but also underlines the power of the
extensibility of the Open eCard platform. As the supported extension mechanisms are
both independent of the used smart card and the implemented application logic, it may
be expected that this approach can easily be carried over to entirely different application
scenarios.

Future work will include the support of record initialization (including key generation
and secure transmission) as well as the investigation of the complementary use of the
identity card for health professionals in consideration of signing and decrypting medical
data. This is very useful when the Open eCard plug-in is deployed in primary systems of
health service providers. Such scenarios require e.g. the issuing of authorization
assertions that are digitally signed by the electronic health card (named ad-hoc
authorization). Hence, the access control system of the PHR Core system can verify the
eligible use of the patient data by health professionals.
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Abstract: LDAP directory services are widely used to store and manage information
about the assets of organisations and to ease the administration of IT infrastructure.
With the popularity of cloud computing many companies start to distribute their com-
putational needs in mixed-cloud infrastructures. However, distributing an LDAP direc-
tory including sensitive information to partially trusted cloud servers would constitute
a major security risk. In this paper, we describe an LDAP replication mechanism that
allows for a fine-grained selection of parts of an LDAP directory tree that are repli-
cated to another server using content-based filters, while maintaining the availability
and performance advantages of a full multi-master replication. We discuss sufficient
conditions on replication topology and admissible operations such that the replication
mechanism provides eventual consistency of selectively replicated data.

1 Introduction

Directory services with LDAP interface are widely used to store and manage information

about infrastructure and assets of organisations. Multi-master replication (MMR) mecha-

nisms are readily available for directory services, providing high availability and eventual

consistency of directory data on different servers via optimistic replication. However, ex-

isting MMR mechanisms provide only limited options for configuring a master to replicate

only selected parts of the LDAP directory tree. Besides full replication, typically only the

division of the LDAP directory into disjoint subtrees is supported. However, with the pop-

ularity of cloud computing many companies start to distribute their computational needs in

mixed-cloud infrastructures. Groupware, typically supporting the collaboration between

employees, are deployed in the cloud to realise a highest level of availability while data

and programs constituting the assets of a company should be kept on in-house installa-

tions. To ease administration there is a need for uniform mechanisms to administer the

in-house installations as well as the various installations in the cloud. A naive approach

would distribute a common LDAP directory to all the individual installations causing a

major security hole as this common LDAP directory contains also the information needed

∗This work was supported by the German Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology under grant/project

SATCLOUD.
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to access in-house installations and thus to access the assets of the company. Consequently,

the security of these assets would depend on the security of the LDAP directory stored in

the cloud.

Therefore, we aim to develop more flexible mechanisms for selective multi-master repli-

cation, giving organisations the ability to select which parts of the directory to replicate

to which (cloud) server, while maintaining the advantages of full MMR. In this paper, we

describe such a mechanism where each LDAP master has an associated view on the LDAP

directory defined in terms of a set of LDAP filter expressions. We discuss sufficient con-

ditions on replication topology and admissible operations such that the replication system

provides eventual consistency of replicated data.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe an example

application scenario for our replication mechanism. In Section 3 we give a formal model

of LDAP directories, operations and filters. We describe the replication mechanism in

Section 4 and define its consistency guarantees in Section 5. Section 6 describes related

work in the area of optimistic replication. Section 7 concludes the paper with a summary

and directions for future work.

2 Example scenario

As a typical application scenario for infrastructure and identity management based on

LDAP directories, consider a large organisation with several local branches in different

cities. There is a central LDAP master server at the organisation’s headquarters that hosts

the full LDAP directory tree, so that the top level management has an overview over the or-

ganisation. In addition, every local branch office has an LDAP master of its own that only

receives and maintains information about its own employees and its used infrastructure.

Such a scenario is typically implemented by modelling the local branches as organisational

units (OUs) and configuring the branch masters to replicate their respective OU informa-

tion. This is possible with existing implementations of LDAP directory servers, e.g. Active

Directory, provided that the directory is partitioned into disjoint subtrees.

Now consider the situation where two branches start a joint project and require a group-

ware server where the employees working on the project can organise appointments and

share documents. In order to avoid having to operate additional infrastructure, they decide

to set up the groupware server at a cloud provider. There are several possible approaches:

• Set up a groupware server in the cloud without connection to the enterprise’s identity

management. The disadvantage is that manual creation of accounts is required and

there is no password synchronisation.

• Set up an identity provider for single sign-on at a central enterprise server and con-

figure the groupware server to make use of it. However, only server software that

supports the chosen framework for single sign-on can be used in this case.

• Set up an LDAP directory server on the groupware machine and configure it to

replicate identity data for employees working on the project. Replicating the whole

LDAP directory of the enterprise or even of both branches is not acceptable for
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performance and security reasons. Replicating only the data of employees in the

project using a content-based filter is only supported in read-only (slave) mode in

existing LDAP implementations. However, this implies a limited availability if the

connection between the groupware server in the cloud and the LDAP server in the

enterprise network is temporarily broken. If a user then wants to change his address

information, for example, or wants to define a text for an absence notification on

the groupware server, then this would fail. If write access is required during a login

process, for example due to a mandatory password change, then even the login fails.

In this paper, we describe a mechanism for selective multi-master replication that allows

one to specify which parts of an LDAP directory to replicate based on its content. For

example, the organisation described above could specify the employees that work on the

joint project and should get access to the groupware server by assigning a corresponding

value to the “project” attribute of their LDAP entries. The replication component on the

groupware server can then be configured to replicate those and only those LDAP entries.

Any application with LDAP support can then be configured to read and possibly write this

data. Modifications, for example the change of a password by a user, are replicated back

to those LDAP masters that can see that part of the LDAP directory tree, e.g. the central

LDAP master and the local master of the user’s branch. We envision that such a replication

mechanism can give organisations more flexibility and control over their replication setup

according to their organisational structure and security requirements.

3 Formalisation of LDAP structures

3.1 LDAP, Schemata and Filters

In the spirit of [WL02] we rephrase the notions of LDAP schemata, directories (instances),

and filters in a formal way, in order to be able to reason about the consistency of replication

later on. We start with an LDAP schema specifying the ontology of an LDAP tree.

Definition 1. An LDAP schema L is a tuple 〈C,A, T , req, opt, type〉 where C is a set of

classes; A is a set of attributes for the classes with {oc, dn} ⊆ A, where oc and dn denote

the “object class” and “distinguished name” of entries, respectively; T is a set of types for

the attributes; type : A → T maps each attribute to its type; req : C → 2A maps each

class to its required attributes such that ∀C ∈ C. {oc, dn} ⊆ req(C); and opt : C → 2A

maps each class to its optional attributes such that ∀C ∈ C. req(C) ∩ opt(C) = ∅.

Definition 2. An LDAP L = 〈NL, EL〉 is a forest where each node N ∈ NL is labelled by

its class CN and a set IN of pairs (a, v) where a ∈ A and v is a value of type type(a).
Each edge in EL is labelled by a DN pair (a, v) such that each node N ∈ NL is uniquely

determined by the sequence (a0, v0) . . . (an, vn) of labels on the path from its root to itself.

Definition 3. An LDAP L complies to an LDAP schema L = 〈C,A, T , req, opt, type〉, or

is an L-LDAP for short, iff for all N ∈ NL it holds that

(i) ∀a ∈ req(CN ). ∃v ∈ type(a). (a, v) ∈ IN , and
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(ii) ∀(a, v) ∈ IN . a ∈ req ∪ opt ∧ v ∈ type(a).

We use filters to define views on a particular LDAP. In particular, each filter consists of a

Boolean expression controlling which parts of the LDAP are visible in the corresponding

view. These Boolean expressions operate on the existence or value of selected attributes

entries and combine them with the help of Boolean junctions to complex expressions. The

following definition specifies the language for building such Boolean expressions.

Definition 4. Let L = 〈C,A, T , req, opt, type〉 be an LDAP schema. The set ExprL of

L-LDAP expressions is the smallest set satisfying

(a = ∗) ∈ ExprL if a ∈ A,

(a op t) ∈ ExprL if a ∈ A, t ∈ type(a) ∧ op ∈ {=, <,>,≤,≥},
F1 R F2 ∈ ExprL if F1, F2 ∈ ExprL ∧R ∈ {∧,∨,→}, and

¬F ∈ ExprL if F ∈ ExprL.

Given the values of some attributes A as a set I of attribute-value pairs, an evaluation

function evalI : ExprL → bool is defined as usually.

In the following we present the formal definition of an LDAP filter. LDAP filters are the

main building blocks to define views on LDAPs and thus to determine those parts of an

LDAP to be replicated and maintained in a restricted master.

Definition 5. Let L = 〈C,A, T , req, opt, type〉 be an LDAP schema. An L-filter is a tuple

〈p, s,A, expr〉 such that p is a sequence of DN-pairs, s ∈ {base, one, sub}, expr ∈ ExprL,

all attributes occurring in expr are contained in A, and for all C ∈ C. req(C) ⊆ A. Given

an L-LDAP L and a L-filter F then a node N ∈ NL is in the focus of F iff

1. p = Path(N) and s = base,

2. ∃(a, v). p ◦ (a, v) = Path(N) and s = one, or

3. ∃p′. p ◦ p′ = Path(N) and s = sub.

A node N ∈ NL is accessible wrt. F iff it is in the focus of F and evalIN (expr) = true.

The application F (N) of a filter to a node N is A if N is accessible and the empty set else.

Definition 6. An L-view is a set V of L-filters. A node N ∈ NL is in the focus of V iff it

is in the focus of some F ∈ V . It is accessible in V iff it is accessible wrt. some F ∈ V .

The view V(N) of a node N is the union of all applications of filters in V to N .

Using LDAP filters to define the visibility of an LDAP in external masters means that

changing the attributes of an object may also change its visibility and thus its accessibility

in the cloud. This results in the problem to evaluate a filter in the cloud but having only

restricted access to attributes of an object. A simple approach is to require that attributes

used in filter expressions have to be a subset of the filter attributes. A more sophisticated

approach would be to simplify the filters with respect to the attributes that are not replicated

to the cloud. In general however, this results in filter rules that are individual to each object

of the replicated LDAP, which is not feasible in practice.
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Definition 7. Let L be an L-LDAP and V be an L-view. Then, V induces an L-LDAP

V(L) on L by

1. an isomorphism ζ : N ′
L → NV(L), where N ′

L = {N ∈ NL|N is accessible wrt. F},

2. there is an edge (a, v) between ζ(N), ζ(N ′) ∈ NV(L) iff there is an edge (a, v)
between N,N ′ ∈ NL, and

3. Cζ(N) = CN and Iζ(N) = {(a.v)|(a.v) ∈ IN | a is accessible in N wrt. V} hold.

3.2 Operations

In this section we are concerned with manipulating an LDAP or one of its views. The main

question is to find appropriate conditions that allow us to relate modifications of the view

on an LDAP to corresponding modifications on the LDAP itself. The main requirements

to this setting are 1. that the modification on the global LDAP is uniquely determined

by the modification on the view and 2. that each modification of the view that results in

a consistent state corresponds to a modification on the global view that also results in a

consistent state. In order to make this precise, we introduce the notion of admissibility of

operations.

Definition 8. A basic operation on an LDAP L is one of the following operations:

1. modify (also add or remove)1 a possibly multi-valued attribute a in a node N ∈ NL

2. insert or delete a node in L, or

3. rename a node N in L.

Definition 9. Let L be an L-LDAP and V be a L-view. A basic operation op is admissible

on V(L) iff V(op(L)) = op(V(L)) holds. A basic operation op with op(L) == L is visible

in V(L) iff V(op(L)) == V(L) holds, and invisible on V(L) otherwise.

For simplicity, we assume that complex operations are broken up into a set of basic op-

erations, such that each basic operation is either completely visible (i.e. admissible) or

completely hidden in a view defined by a view V . In particular, modifications of multiple

attributes of an entry are broken up into operations modifying a single attribute each. The

filtering of an operation then reduces to a binary decision whether the operation is visible

in a view or not, and we avoid having to alter the content of operations when filtering. This

will be useful when we define operation-based selective replication in Section 4.

The modification of an attribute a of a node N is admissible on V(L) if a ∈ V(N). The

deletion of N is admissible on V(L) if N is accessible wrt. some F ∈ V . The insertion

of a node in the V(L) corresponds to the insertion of N in L with the exception that we

allow the further insertion of default attributes, so called I0 for N not accessible to V(L).
In all other attributes N and ζ(N) coincide. The insertion is admissible (wrt. a preset I0)
if N is in the focus of some F ∈ V and ∀a ∈ AN \DOM(I0). a ∈ V(N) and there is no

1We assume that an attribute does not exist in a node if it has no associated value. Hence, insertion and

removal can be regarded as special cases of adding or removing values of an attribute. Also, the replacement of

attributes as defined by the LDAP standard can be modelled by removing all attribute values known at the time

of submission of the operation, and adding the new values.
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other node N ′ in V(L) with the same path as N . The renaming of a node N to a path p′ is

admissible if the insertion of N with its attributes is admissible at path p′.

3.3 LDAP conflicts

Many LDAP operations are commutative, e.g. the modification of different attributes of

a node or the insertion of nodes at different paths. In some cases, however, the concur-

rent submission of operations in a multi-master LDAP system can lead to conflicts. If

we assume that operations refer to nodes using a unique identifier, then two concurrent

operations are in conflict in the following cases:

• both are modifications of an attribute v of the same node N , and there is a value v
that is added by one operation and deleted by the other;

• both are insertions or renamings of nodes at the same path; or

• one is a deletion of a node N and the other refers to N , but is not a deletion.

For these conflicts, we aim to perform immediate automatic resolution in some determin-

istic way so that the repositories are always in a state that is consistent with schema and

application constraints, while at the same time recording conflict so that the conflicts can

be properly resolved manually.

In order to detect conflicts, we first have to determine concurrency of updates. For this

purpose, LDAP masters propagate basic operations enriched with additional metadata.

We denote such an enriched update as (′update′, op,m, t,H) where op is an operation

submitted at master m at (local) time t, and H is the set of all updates known to m at

the time op was submitted.2 An update a = (′update′, op,m, t,H) happened before an

update b = (′update′, op′,m′, t′, H ′), denoted a → b, iff a ∈ H ′. Two updates are

concurrent, denoted a ↔ b, iff a =→ b ∧ b =→ a.

Conflicts are detected by checking if concurrent updates make conflicting changes to an

entry. The typical conflict resolution strategy for the modification of attributes is the “Last

Writer Wins” strategy, where operations are ordered using timestamps and the newest

operation simply overwrites older, conflicting operations. For naming conflicts, we rename

the nodes that are moved or created by operations that are dominated by a conflicting

operation according to a deterministic naming scheme. For conflicts where a deleted node

is concurrently modified, we can either copy the node to a lost-and-found area of the

directory tree, or simply ignore the modification.

Overall, a consequence of deterministic conflict resolution is that all concurrent updates

commute. In [SPBZ11] it has been shown that strong convergence for full replication

easily follows from the commutativity of operations. With selective replication, however,

a master might know only a subset of updates, so if only one of two conflicting updates is

visible to a master, it cannot perform conflict resolution on its own. In the case of LDAP

replication, this affects naming conflicts, as illustrated by the following example.

Example 1. Consider, for example, the insertion of a node N with path (ou, sales),

2In the actual implementation, we use a compact representation for this set, such as version vectors [SS05].
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(cn, john) and attribute (project, A) into an LDAP V(L) with

V = {〈(ou, sales), sub, {ou, cn, project} , (project = A)〉}
If L already contains a node with the same path and attribute (project, B), then the inser-

tion of N causes a conflict that cannot be seen by a master with restricted view V(L).
This means that a master with restricted view cannot, in general, exclude the possibility of

inter-view conflicts for node insertions or renamings. One approach to solve this problem

is to provide restricted masters with additional information about hidden nodes that are in

the focus of one of its filters, e.g. by replicating a dummy node for each hidden node to

the restricted master.

A more general solution is to inform the restricted master about the result of conflict res-

olution by replicating an explicit conflict resolution operation. When a master receives

an update from another master with restricted view V , and it detects that the update is in

conflict with another update that is not admissible for V , then it generates a conflict res-

olution update that contains an operation op′ with the effect of the resolution that can be

propagated back to the restricted master.

Consider again the conflict in Example 1. Assuming we resolve naming conflicts by re-

naming all but one affected nodes to unique and deterministic names, the conflict resolu-

tion operation is in this case the renaming of the relative DN part of N to (cn, john+m+
t), where m is the identifier of the restricted master and t is the timestamp of the insertion

operation of N , and + is a special concatenation symbol that can only be introduced by

LDAP masters, not by users submitting operations. Hence, the new name of N is unique

and deterministic. The renaming update is then propagated to all masters where N is visi-

ble. Masters with insufficient view to resolve the conflict themselves will apply the update

and reach a state consistent with full masters, while for masters that have already resolved

the conflict themselves, the update will have no further effect, because renaming a node to

a name it already has is redundant.

4 Replication mechanism

We now describe in more detail an operation-based replication mechanism that incorpo-

rates our considerations from above. First, we introduce some notation for the state of

a selective multi-master LDAP system. We denote the state of an L-LDAP master m
as a tuple 〈L,H,Q〉 comprising an L-LDAP L, a sequence H of updates that have been

applied already, called the history of the master, and a sequence Q of updates that have

been received by other masters, but not yet applied, called the queue. We assume that

the updates in the queue are additionally annotated with the master from which they were

received. The state of a master evolves as it processes updates submitted by users or re-

ceived by other masters. We denote the state of m at step k (i.e. after the k-th update) as

m(k) = 〈L(k),H(k),Q(k)〉, where m(0) = 〈∅, ∅, ∅〉, i.e. masters are initially empty.

A selective multi-master system then consists of a set of masters that communicate with

each other at possibly irregular intervals. In existing full-replication LDAP systems, even-
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tual delivery of operations is ensured by creating a replication topology in the form of a

connected graph, i.e. there is a communication path between any two master servers. In

the case of selective replication, we have to additionally take into account the views of the

master servers. We have to avoid the loss of information that would occur when all paths

between two masters m and m′ go through masters m′′ with a view that is smaller than

both the views of m and m′. In order to guarantee that there is always at least one path

without information loss, we require that the topology contains a spanning tree such that

views always monotonically increase along a path towards the root:

Definition 10. A selective multi-master system M = 〈M, (Vm)m∈M , G〉 consists of

• a set M of LDAP masters, with at least one full master mroot ∈ M ,

• a family (Vm)m∈M of L-views Vm for every master m, with
⋃

m∈M Vm ⊆ Vroot,

• a replication topology represented as a connected, directed graph G = (M,E) such

that ∀(m,m′) ∈ E. Vm ⊆ Vm′ holds and for all master m ∈ M there is a path from

m to mroot .

We assume that every master m will always eventually propagate relevant updates to every

adjacent master m′, i.e. we assume liveness of communication. The propagated updates

will then eventually appear in the queue of m′ in the correct order, i.e. we assume causal

delivery. An update is relevant for Vm′ either if it is admissible for Vm′ at the time of

submission, or if it becomes admissible for Vm′ afterwards, because the affected node

and attributes have been moved into the view by another operation in the meantime. For

example, if a node N is in the focus of a filter F ∈ Vm′ with attribute set A, and an

operation changes attributes of N such that the filter expression of F becomes true, then

all updates affecting attributes of N in A retroactively become relevant for Vm′ . Formally,

we define the subsequence of updates in a history Hm(k) that are relevant for a view V as

V(Hm(k)) = [u ∈ Hm(k) |admissible(u,V(Lmu
(ku)))∨

∃k′ ≤ k.u ∈ Hm(k′) ∧ admissible(u,V(Lm(k′)))]

where mu is the master where u was submitted and ku the step of mu at which it was

submitted. Such a history filtering is monotonic in the sense that u ∈ V(Hm(k′)) implies

u ∈ V(Hm(k)) for all k ≥ k′, i.e. the history filtering only grows with increasing k.

We consider two history filterings equivalent, denoted V(H) ≡ V(H′), if both contain the

same set of updates, but concurrent updates possibly occur in a different order.

There are two types of local state transitions for a master. Either the state transition is

caused by an operation that has been submitted by a user, or it takes an update coming

from another master out of its queue and applies it to its LDAP. In the second case, it might

also be necessary to generate conflict resolution updates for masters with insufficient view.

The effects of the two kinds of state transitions are as follows:

1. If a user submits an operation op at m at step k and op is admissible for Vm(Lm(k)),
then Lm(k + 1) = op(Lm(k)) and (′update′, op,m, t,Hm(k)) is appended to the

history, where t is a current local timestamp.

2. Otherwise, the master dequeues the first update u = (′update′, op,m′, t′,H) from

its queue. If u is already known to m, i.e. u ∈ Hm(k), or if u is a conflict resolution
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update for a conflict that has already been resolved locally, or if u is not admissible

for the view of the master from which it has been received, then the update is ig-

nored and the state remains unchanged for k+1. Otherwise, the update is appended

to the history and applied to the LDAP, i.e. Lm(k + 1) = op(Lm(k)). If op causes

a conflict, the master then determines whether it is necessary to generate a conflict

resolution update: If there is a master m′ with Vm′ ⊆ Vm and the conflict resolu-

tion is visible but op is not admissible on Vm′(Lm(k)), then m generates a conflict

resolution update r for u and appends it to its history.

We have now defined both the communication behaviour as well as the local state tran-

sitions of masters in a selective multi-master system. In the next section, we discuss the

consistency guarantees that such a system provides.

5 Eventual consistency with respect to views

In [SPBZ11], strong eventual consistency (SEC) for full replication is defined in terms of

eventual delivery, strong convergence, and termination of operations. In this section, we

adapt the definitions of these notions for the case of selective replication. Eventual delivery

then means that an update that is submitted at a master m eventually reaches a master m′ if

and only if it is relevant for Vm′ . The constraints on the replication topology of a selective

multi-master system, combined with liveness, are sufficient to ensure eventual delivery.

Theorem 1. A selective multi-master system M provides eventual delivery with respect to

views, i.e. if an operation op is submitted at a master m at step k, then the corresponding

update u = (′update′, op,m, t,Hm(k)) eventually reaches a master m′ if and only if it is

relevant for Vm′ :

∃Km′ ,Km > k. ∀km > Km, km′ > Km′ . (u ∈ Vm′(Hm(km)) ⇔ u ∈ Hm′(km′))

Proof. This easily follows from the replication topology, liveness of communication, cor-

rect history filtering during communication, and monotonicity of history filtering.

For strong convergence with respect to views, we require that equivalent knowledge of two

masters with respect to a common subview implies equivalent states when filtered for that

view:

Definition 11. A selective multi master system provides strong convergence with respect

to views if for all masters m and m′ and for every view V that is a subview of Vm and Vm′ :

∀k, k′ : (V(Hm(k)) ≡ V(Hm′(k′))) =⇒ V(Lm(k)) ≡ V(Lm′(k))

In order to show that our replication mechanism provides strong convergence, we first

show a lemma establishing that for each individual master, applying the updates it knows

that are relevant for a view to an empty LDAP results in a state equivalent to the master’s

actual state filtered for that view.
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Lemma 1. Let m(k) be the state of a master in a selective multi-master system, V ⊆ Vm

a view, and LV(Hm(k)) the LDAP that results from successively applying the operations in

V(Hm(k)) to an empty LDAP. Then V(Lm(k)) = V(LV(Hm(k))) holds.

Proof. By induction on k. The base case k = 0 trivially holds, as m(0) is initialised with

empty LDAP and history. In the induction step, we perform a case distinction on the type

of local state transition from k to k + 1.

1. Assume a user submits an operation op at step k. If op is invisible on V(Lm(k)), then

the filtered history and state remain unchanged, and the conclusion follows from

the induction hypothesis. If op is admissible on V(Lm(k)), then V(Hm(k + 1))
results from appending an update containing op at the end of the history, and the

conclusion follows from admissibility of op and the induction hypothesis. If op
changes attribute values such that a set A of formerly invisible attributes of the

affected node N are now visible according to the filters in V , then op is admissible on

V(Lm(k+1)), and V(Hm(k+1)) results from V(Hm(k)) by appending an update

containing op and possibly interleaving a sequence U of updates that have been

made admissible by op. The updates in U are exactly those that affect the attributes

A of N and that are not yet contained in V(Hm(k)). They are independent from and

effectively commute with all operations in the filtered history from the previous step

that affect other nodes and attributes, and they happen after or concurrently with

updates affecting attributes A of N in V(Hm(k)) due to causal delivery. Hence,

applying U and op to LV(Hm(t)) leads to a state where the values of the attributes

A of N are consistent with Lm(k + 1), while the consistency of other nodes and

attributes visible in V follows from the induction hypothesis.

2. Assume an update u received from another master is dequeued from Qm(k) and

applied at step k+1. If the update is admissible or invisible on V(Lm(k)) or changes

visibility, then the conclusion follows by the same arguments as in the case of local

submission. In addition, however, it is now possible that u is in conflict with an

update u′ in Hm(k). If the conflict resolution is visible, but u is not admissible

on V(Lm(k)), then m also generates a conflict resolution update that is admissible

on V(Lm(k)) such that V(Lm(k + 1)) includes the visible effects of the conflict

resolution, and the conclusion again follows as above.

Theorem 2. If concurrent operations commute, then a selective multi-master LDAP sys-

tem M provides strong convergence.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 1: For any m, m′, k, and k′, if V(Hm(k)) ≡
V(Hm′(k′)) for V with V ⊆ Vm and V ⊆ Vm′ , then LV(Hm(k)) = LV(H

m′ (k′)) by com-

mutativity of concurrent operations. Hence V(Lm(k)) = V(Lm′(k′)) by Lemma 1.

Overall, our replication mechanism in combination with the restrictions on replication

topology and admissibility of operations provides both eventual delivery and strong con-

vergence with respect to views. Since we assume termination of operations, we can say

that it indeed provides strong convergence in the sense of [SPBZ11], adapted for selective

replication.
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6 Related work

There is a large body of related work on replication, both in theory and practice, in vari-

ous settings and with different performance and consistency guarantees. An overview can

be found in [CBPS10]. Multi-master replication is an instance of optimistic replication

[SS05], where any replica can accept modification operations without waiting for consen-

sus with other replicas. Modifications are propagated from time to time, detecting and

resolving any conflicts due to concurrent conflicting modifications. Existing implementa-

tions of LDAP directory servers typically support selective replication, but only in slave

mode or with limited options for defining which parts of the directory to replicate. To the

best of our knowledge, there is no existing support for selective LDAP multi-master repli-

cation that allows to define the visible parts of the directory using content-based filters.

In [SBKH05], an abstract formalism for consistency in replicated systems is presented.

Partial replication is discussed based on the assumption that the replicated data is par-

titioned into a set of disjoint databases, with every master replicating a subset of these

databases and every database having a primary master. In this paper, we discuss the con-

crete case of selective LDAP replication and the possible dependencies and conflicts be-

tween views. Our definition of eventual consistency includes a notion of eventual delivery

with respect to views, and therefore goes beyond the Mergeability property of [SBKH05].

In [RRT+09] a replication platform is presented where devices can select the items they

replicate (out of a set of independent items) using content-based filters, similar to our

LDAP filter expressions. Also, the Eventual Filter Consistency property of Cimbiosys is

similar to our Eventual delivery with respect to views. However, the paper does not discuss

dependencies between items or conflicts between updates.

An interesting recent development are “Conflict-free Replicated Datatypes” (CRDTs)

[SPBZ11]. These are data types that satisfy certain sufficient conditions for a given def-

inition of eventual consistency. For example, in the case of operation-based replication,

the main condition is that all concurrent operations commute, i.e. there are no conflicts.

The authors of [SPBZ11] give several examples of non-trivial CRDTs for data structures

such as sets, where conflicts are avoided by designing operations for commutativity with

the help of additional metadata. In a sense, our work is both a generalisation of the no-

tion of eventual consistency of [SPBZ11] to the case of partial replication, as well as a

specialisation to LDAP directories as the data type.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a mechanism for selective replication of LDAP directory trees

together with sufficient conditions to guarantee eventual consistency of replicated data.

We are currently working on a prototype implementation of a replication component us-

ing the mechanism described in this paper. It is layered on top of a local LDAP server at

each master in the replication topology, and is responsible for the communication between

masters, enforcing the constraints described above. This includes checking the admissi-
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bility of operations submitted by users, propagating correctly filtered operation histories

to connected masters, and ensuring that the replication topology satisfies the conditions of

Definition 10. The implementation effort also includes work on practical aspects that we

were not able to discuss here due to space constraints, e.g. a garbage collection mechanism

that allows masters to purge old updates from their histories.

We will evaluate our prototype by integrating it with the Univention Corporate Server

(UCS), which is a Debian-based GNU/Linux distribution that allows administrators to

manage infrastructure, services and user accounts using tools based on an underlying

LDAP directory. We plan to release our prototype as open-source software so that it can

be evaluated and applied by others.

Opportunities for further research include the formal verification of correctness and se-

curity properties of our replication mechanism with the help of a theorem prover such as

Isabelle/HOL [NPW02] in the spirit of works such as [IROM06]. Research in this di-

rection might also lead to a more general theory for selective optimistic replication with

eventual consistency for datatypes other than LDAP directory trees.
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Abstract: In this paper we describe our experiences with setting up a single sign-
on enabled intranet with open source software and then making it accessible over
the internet using a reverse proxy. During this process, we encounter several
issues. We describe those, discuss possible solutions and present our final setup.

1 Introduction

Companies today often have a multitude of software systems running in their internal
networks to support their business processes. For employees the ease of use increases,
the more integrated these systems are. However, apart from Microsofts server systems
that provide out-of-the-box single sign-on (SSO) in Windows domain environments, it is
still not common to have even this basic integration, although Gartner called SSO as part
of identity and access management (IAM) solutions a “must have for enterprises of all
sizes and industries” [Wi+03] already in 2003. Especially in open source settings things
seem complex since there are a large number of technological choices and no clear
market leader, so that in many cases only authentication against a central LDAP
directory is configured instead of SSO.

Our goal was to create an SSO-enabled extranet setup, making as few changes to the
software used as possible. In our example, we connected Apache Rave, XWiki, Alfresco
and Zarafa to Jasig CAS in order to provide single sign-on, based on accounts taken
from a local LDAP directory service. This way, users only have one global account and
only need to log in once per session, granting them access to all connected systems
through their web browser. All systems do also share user profile information and report
user activities to Apache Shindig in order to centrally display them in the Rave portal.

Jasig Central Authentication Service (CAS) was chosen as it is a relatively widely
adopted open source authentication system, supporting multiple authentication protocols
and methods. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first describe different
SSO technologies and give an overview of some open source implementations. The we
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present our test setup. Afterwards we discuss general issues with the reverse proxy setup
and specific issues with SSO, before we conclude with a discussion of results.

2 Single sign-on technologies

SSO can be applied in different scenarios that have different levels of complexity. The
probably easiest case is given when all applications are running on the Intranet are
using the same runtime environment like a Java application server and are prepared
for pluggable authentication [Cl02] like using JAAS in Java, or SAP applications
inside the Netweaver Application Server [Bo10]. In this case the container is managing
authentication and authorization anyway, so it is quite easy to switch the container from
the usual LDAP authentication to a central identity provider like CAS. Ideally, you don’t
have to make any changes on the application side. Pseudo SSO, using client-side
technology to store passwords for server applications is not considered here [PM03].
SSO becomes more complicated if you are considering multiple runtime environments
like one application running on Java, another on PHP and a third one on ASP.NET for
example. You have to either find applications supporting authentication standards of the
identity provider (see below) or an identity provider that supports all those (e.g., CAS).
An additional level of complexity is added, if you are running your applications in an
extranet setup [UB09], using a reverse proxy to relay and rewrite client requests that
address a single host, to the multiple machines running the applications (see figure 1).
The reverse proxy could be used to pre-authenticate the requests, so that only
authenticated users are directed to the single applications [Ha+12]. Since CAS does not
support all functionality with Apache Web server1, we chose CAS filters inside Apache
Tomcat running the applications.
A lot of research has been conducted on even more complex federated scenarios that
enable users across organizations to access to access applications without additional
login [CP07], [Ch09]. This requires one identity provider per organization and an
established trust relationship, so that security tokens issued by one identity provider are
trusted by all the others.

SSO can further be achieved using different authentication protocols. These are ideally
transparently managed by the SSO system.
Kerberos is the predominant standard for SSO in Windows environments [Pr11]. In
contrast to NTLM, which is the default authentication protocol for Windows, it is able to
transfer credentials not only from client to server applications, but also down the road to
further systems used by the service provider (e.g. the database). This feature is called
delegated authentication. Kerberos can be used in Linux environments as well, although
it is not trivial to setup the whole stack consisting of DNS (e.g. Bind), a certificate
authority (e.g. OpenSSL), a directory service (e.g. OpenLDAP) and the core component
key distribution center (KDC; e.g. Heimdal).
The Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) is mainly used for authenticating
against Web services. However, version two includes the Web Browser SSO profile

1 https://wiki.jasig.org/display/CASC/Client+Feature+Matrix
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(SAML SSO) designed to authenticate a user against Web applications [Hu+05]. It’s an
XML-based protocol designed to be included in transport means like SOAP over HTTP
and already implemented by some large application providers like Google [Ar+11].
Besides service-oriented architectures (SOA) it is mainly discussed for cloud scenarios
[Ce+10]. More recently, SAML is frequently accompanied by XACML, in order to
provide attribute-based access control, which is a more general form of role-based access
control [VDB07]. Emerging from public Web sites like social networks, OpenID was
proposed as a means to use an identity from one identity provider for accessing other
services [Io12]. However, in the internet OpenID currently suffers from relunctance of
relying parties [Su+10] and lack of trust from end users [Su+11]. For authorization,
OpenID is often accompanied by OAuth 2.0 [SB12]. OpenID connect is a recent
development in this area trying to better harmonize both parts [Bo12].

Finally, in the open source area, a multitude of SSO providers is available, each with
tested compatibility to a number of different open source systems. A selection of well
know open source SSO providers is briefly compared in table 1 and discussed below.

Table 1: comparison matrix for open source SSO solutions

Jasig CAS JOSSO WSO2 Id Server Open AM
Latest
version

3.5.2
(22.02.13)

2.3.0
(31.08.12)

4.1.0
(11.02.13)

10.1.0
(20.02.13)

License Jasigs own open
source license

LGPL APL v2 CDDL 1.0

Protocols CAS, OAuth,
OpenID,
SAML,
Kerberos

SAML,
NTLM

OAuth, OpenID,
XACML,
SAML, …
(18+),

OAuth, SAML,
Kerberos

Authenti-
cation
backends

JAAS, LDAP,
AD, Radius,
JDBC, X.509,
Negotiate
(Kerberos)

JAAS, LDAP
JDBC, two
factor auth
with WiKID,
X.509

LDAP, AD,
JDBC,
Cassandra

LDAP, AD,
two-factor auth
with HOTP,
Negotiate
(Kerberos)

Runtimes Tomcat or other
Servlet 2.4
container

JBoss,
Tomcat,
Websphere,
Geronimo,
Jetty

WSO2 Carbon
server

Tomcat, JBoss

Agents Spring, MS IIS,
JEE, Apache
2.2, PHP, PAM

Apache 2.2,
PHP 4+, MS
IIS, Liferay,
Alfresco,
phpBB,
Coldfusion,
Spring

None found Apache 2.4, MS
IIS, Sun Web
Server, JBoss,
Glassfish,
Tomcat,
Websphere,
Web Logic
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Shibboleth is the implementation of the Internet 2 consortium and specifically designed
for federated scenarios [Ch09]. It uses SAML messages with digital signatures in order
to improve trustworthiness (ibid.). It allows protecting the user’s identity by using
random pseudonyms for every session. Since both federation and anonymity are not
required in our scenario, we did not consider Shibboleth.
Jasig CAS (Central Authentication Service) is a SSO system using its own protocol
(also named CAS). However, it also supports SAML and included support for SAML
version 2.0 in CAS v 3.5.1 dating in October 2012 by updating to OpenSAML 2. It also
includes support for OAuth 2.0 and can act both as an OAuth client and delegate
authentication to other OAuth servers like Facebook or Google, as well as an own
OAuth server to directly authenticate OAuth clients. The basic architecture of CAS is
similar to the Kerberos model [Io12]. The CAS protocol also supports ticket proxying,
which is similar to the Kerberos’ delegated authentication. Starting with CAS version 3,
it does also support single logout [WY10]. We chose CAS due to its direct support of
Liferay, Moodle and Mule.
Other open source SSO systems include JOSSO [AFG06], a completely Java based
identity provider that also supports PHP and dotNET service provider and has a nice
graphical tool to configure SSO scenarios, the WSO2 Identity Server [SFB10], which
is especially interesting when using the family of WSO2 infrastructure products as well
as the successor of the Sun OpenSSO framework Forgerock OpenAM [Th11]. We plan
on testing some of these in future work. Especially OpenAM in conjunction with the
Open Identity Gateway seems a promising alternative for our scenario.

3 Basic setup

Our setup consists of a single machine with an external IP running an Apache web server
that acts as a reverse proxy, a single machine with Jasig CAS and several machines
running our service providers, all of which are accessible through web interfaces. All
machines are located inside a DMZ behind two firewalls, one towards the internet and
one towards our internal network (see figure 1).

In contrast to common patterns [So03], we do not separate the proxy from the other
machines by an additional firewall, but only use it as a gateway for terminating the SSL
connection [Ma99]. The reverse proxy is using a signed certificate, only allowing
HTTPS connections and redirecting any unencrypted calls. The Apache Tomcat instance
running Jasig CAS is also SSL-enabled to allow for secure ticket validation, but is using
a self-signed certificate. We are using AJP for connecting to Tomcat-based applications.
However, that didn’t prove much better than a normal http connection (see section 4.2).
We did also consider nginx as a replacement for Apache httpd since it is optimized for
reverse proxy scenarios and provides an easy to use caching mechanism. Another
alternative worth testing would be to use a specialized SSO gateway like the Forgerock
Open Identity Gateway [BCN12]. It promises to enable SSO for those 30% of typical
Web applications that do not work with the usual SSO filters or agents.

For all connected software systems running inside Apache Tomcat we used the
authentication, validation, request wrapping and single sign-out filters provided by CAS.
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These filters together redirect unauthenticated users to the SSO login page, validate
incoming tickets and store the authenticated user in their respective sessions. The
Apache web server used for the PHP-based Zarafa server is using a CAS authentication
module (mod_auth_cas) which also redirects users, evaluates tickets and sets the logged
in user for requests.

figure 1: system architecture of the extranet scenario

Yet, unless software is prepared for reading the provided session information, an
authentication plugin is required, telling the service provider which user is currently
logged in. Moreover, the first time a user logs in, a new local user account may have to
be created, preferably using user data from the local LDAP server. A random local
password should be set at that point to avoid empty local passwords, especially if local
login cannot be disabled completely. Since we are using open source software
exclusively, we were able to implement suitable plugins for almost all systems we
wanted to include. However, in most cases configuration was enough and no
programming was necessary. All systems are also connected to an LDAP server in order
to retrieve additional user information like full name and email address from it.

We also conducted some tests with Android-based smartphones and tablets and found
out that Chrome on Android behaves in the same way as its Desktop counterpart.
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4 General challenges

Running our services through a reverse proxy and with single sign-on filters caused
several problems, not all of which could be solved completely.

4.1 Platform problems

In general, the whole setup has more layers than a normal intranet setup, reducing
performance noticeably. We addressed this by keeping rewriting to a minimum and only
including paths in the SSO filtering that we were certain needed direct protection or an
automatic redirect to a login page. When applicable we were able to achieve slightly
better performance by using the binary Apache JServ Protocol (AJP) to connect
application servers to the proxying web server, instead of a normal HTTP connection. It
did also enhance performance to use nginx instead of Apache and enable its caching.
However, the login process is not affected by this caching and nginx needs a plug-in for
AJP support instead of supporting it natively.

Some applications had problems with being accessed using HTTPS in their external
URL while the reverse proxy accessed them using HTTP. We were able to fix this by
setting the appropriate parameters in all applications and placing redirects in our web
server configuration. When using an HTTP reverse proxy, CAS' login page displays a
warning message about an unencrypted connection that will not support SSO, but
works anyway. We could eliminate this warning by using even an unencrypted AJP
connection. Supplying all application and web servers with certificates and reconfiguring
the reverse proxy to use SSL may also solve these protocol-related problems, but will
result in a more complex setup with slightly lower performance.

In terms of usability, we found that unless directly connected via Spring Security, the
applications' logout buttons did not work with SSO. They may terminate the
application's own session, but with the SSO session still active, the user is immediately
logged in again. This is especially confusing since CAS provides a dedicated single log-
out (SLO) filter and the client feature matrix states that SLO should work out of the box
for all clients, except Spring [Fr12]. It is also tough to correct this behavior
programmatically. Although most systems provide an interface to create an
authentication plugin, overriding the logout action is usually not available. In any case
the question whether a user only wants to log out of a single application or terminate the
whole SSO session is still open.

Beginning with Java 7, some SSL warnings are treated as errors and cannot be easily
circumvented inside applications. We found that if the name in the certificate and the
URL don't match, an “unrecognized_name” error is detected, which can be fixed by
including all possible external server names as aliases in the web or application server's
configuration. In this context, further problems can be caused by faulty DNS and domain
name configuration, causing further name mismatches on reverse lookups.
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4.2 Rewriting

Depending on which parameters are used for their generation, web pages delivered by
proxied web services can contain incorrect URLs referencing other resources. This is
caused by the Tomcat server detecting its own machine's external address, incorrectly
specified external hosts and contexts differing from the local context inside Tomcat.

Since we were trying to run all services under sub paths of our external host to avoid
URL collisions, we kept experiencing faulty redirects and incorrect links. One of our
approaches was to use the Apache web server's rewriting functionality. It can be used to
correct URLs in headers, links, cookies and references to and within other resources
such as JavaScript and CSS.

As this approach did not produce consistently satisfactory results, we resorted to
replicating the sub path structure on all web and Tomcat application servers. This way,
we solved most problems concerning URLs and redirects and only had to manually
correct some URLs in the applications' resources and configuration and move static
resources to their new location if needed. The drawback of this method is having to
create static contexts in Tomcat, with a hash tag in its name as a delimiter to denote the
sub path. This was still necessary when using AJP instead of http as described below.

While using AJP could largely solve the problem of incorrect links and faulty
redirects, we found that some applications' resources like CSS files and especially links
within JavaScript code were still wrongly referenced. Therefore, additional rewrites or
the sub path replication mentioned above were needed in this setup as well. We
determined that this problem is based on the fact that applications, when started, use
their local context information to generate resource links which are incompatible with
the differing context used by the web server. We correctly configured the proxyName
and proxyPort attributes in the AJP connector but still had those problems. The most
notable benefit of AJP was, that CAS was no longer complaining about the unsecured
connection between the proxy and the service providers when the “secure” option in AJP
is set to true.

Another interesting configuration option in the AJP connector is called
“tomcatAuthentication” and causes the authentication to already be performed on the
reverse proxy instead of the connected tomcat application servers. This configuration
looks similar to the Forgerock Open Identity Gateway solution. However, in our test, we
could not perceive any notable differences compared to authentication using Tomcat,
especially regarding performance. The configuration might become a bit easier though.
Finally, you can configure encrypting the connection between Apache httpd and Tomcat
by configuring a pre-shared key using AJP’s “requireSecret” option.

4.3 Service accessibility

Direct access to applications using their own local administrative accounts, did also
prove to be a challenge. After the initial setup, those accounts are often the only way to
properly configure applications and delegate permissions to other users. However, the
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filters used to protect services by redirecting unauthenticated users to the CAS login
page are blocking access to the applications' own login mechanisms. We found no way
to enable both SSO as a default method and still provide local access for admin users as
a fallback. The only option looking promising in CAS is called gateway mode. This
mode is attaching tickets to the request for already authenticated users and passing
unauthenticated request through to the service provider. However, this mode requires
larger changes to the service providers in order to start the SSO session.

One approach we took was creating users with the same ID in the LDAP directory,
preserving for example the user's administration rights in the application. Alternatively,
one could manually add or override these rights in the applications' account database for
existing LDAP accounts, since the administration interface is unavailable. Of course, this
approach is not necessarily suitable for production environments.

This could be circumvented by storing per-application rights in the LDAP directory,
which some applications offer as an option. But this would require all necessary schemas
to be incorporated into the directory's structure and additionally writing plug-ins for
applications that don't already support this approach. Moreover, we reckon a dedicated
authorization system might be a more elegant solution when dealing with a greater
number of systems. Though, this will require more and possibly more complicated
plugins, for which there is even less predefined support from applications.

Another way around this problem is a more sophisticated authentication chain,
checking several authentication possibilities before redirecting the user and offering an
opt-out functionality for the SSO mechanism. This way at least users knowing their full
URL could still log in. For this to work, the SSO login page would need an additional
opt-out button which redirects the user to the original page with an additional parameter.
This parameter would then be detected by a modified SSO filter and disable or modify
the redirect to allow a login.

Theoretically, one could also disable the automatic redirects altogether, making the
user choose between a button to log in locally and one to log in using SSO, which
triggers the redirect. This modification would be needed for each individual application
and would make the fully automated sign-on procedure semi-automatic. To minizime the
usability trade off made by this approach, at least within the comapny the SSO login
page could be set as the browsers' starting page, offering the user to log in at the
beginning of each session while still leaving the option to opt out.

Furthermore, services will also be used from within a company's network and
concerning performance it would be desirable to access them directly, bypassing the
reverse proxy. But we found that some applications need to have their external URL
specified, which in our example would be pointing to the reverse proxy. Thus accessing
applications directly can cause inconsistent web pages being generated, with resources
being referenced internally as well as externally or possibly with an incorrect URL.
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5 Specific problems

With Jasig CAS we encountered the problem that the certificate used for its Tomcat
server needs to have the subject alternate name set correctly. While we could fix this
for our self-signed certificates by generating them accordingly, CAS would not work
with the existing certificate used by our reverse proxy server, since it lacks this
parameter. To generate a suitable certificate using Java's keytool, Java version 7 is
needed, so one needs to be careful when doing so as still many applications only work
properly when using Java version 6.

When trying to connect our Apache Rave portal to its back-end, Apache Shindig, we
realized that it was not easily possible to authenticate against CAS and maintain a SSO
session, i.e. simulate a user, from Java code, to access the service protected by the CAS
filters. The SSO setup we chose is designed to be used from a web browser and although
the protocol is documented, we could not find or develop a connector that can establish a
usable SSO session from java code. Similar problems will occur when communication
between individual systems is required. Again, this could be resolved using a more
sophisticated authentication chain, allowing other login methods to pass through without
triggering redirects. We should also note that direct login from code using a username
and a password is discouraged by the CAS developers, so our failure to maintain a
session may be the desired behavior.

Otherwise CAS' ticket proxying functionality may provide a solution, also using a
simulated client with a service account. This solution gives applications the possibility to
request a proxy granting ticket for a logged-in user that it can use to request further
tickets to be consumed and validated by other applications. This way, authenticated
server-to-sever communication is possible without impersonating a user, assuming proxy
tickets are accepted.

This is still not fully sufficient in our case as we also need to have server-to-server
communication when there currently is no user logged in and background processes are
firing events. Anyway, ticket proxying is more likely to work in our case since it only
requires a single call to CAS from the user, causing a redirect to the calling service with
the ticket needed to start proxying.

To enable this functionality we would need trusted, encrypted connections between the
servers concerned, further HTTP service endpoints, capable of being validated by CAS
and receiving proxy granting tickets and handling proxy tickets. Especially in case we
wanted to use tickets from a real user session, we would also have to modify the
applications' security systems, storing CAS session information so that it can be used
from any part of the application requiring server-to-server communication.

Lastly, we tried to make some of our services searchable using Apache Solr with an
unmodified ManifoldCF instance as a crawler. This also failed due to problems with the
SSO session. As with our manual approach, we did manage to authenticate against CAS
using built-in functionality but then failed to actually use the session for crawling. The
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crawler was being redirected back to CAS after each request, even though it specifically
supports application server sessions.

6 Conclusion

Our experiences show, that adding only a little more complexity by introducing a reverse
proxy leads to several issues with SSO in a real world scenario. Some of the issues
described are application or SSO system specific, some others are only basic challenges
like specific settings in the SSL certificate and a few are issues by design, like single
sign-out.

We found that the difficulty of including an application into the whole setup depends
strongly on the software design, which frameworks were used in what way and how well
modifying an application's configuration, code and plugin capabilities are documented.
For example using Spring Security offers generic interfaces for adding SSO support,
which make integration rather easy in case you are familiar with Spring configuration.
But we also found that in some cases an individual preparation for SSO plugins can be
more suitable and easier to configure – possibly easier to handle in a more sophisticated
authentication chain.

Our biggest problem with the reverse proxy setup was handling the context switch
between application and web server. Many applications are able to detect requests
through a reverse proxy or can be configured accordingly, dealing with protocol and
external hostname changes. But we found that hardly any application will work normally
when placed under a different path in the web server compared to the application server
it is running on. This must be considered bad code design, since it is no problem to query
the current context information like hostname and context path from the application
server. However, using hard coded paths at least in some areas of the application
(especially JavaScript) seems still the default, based on our tests. Maybe this is a
negative side-effect from the current trend to port application code from the server to
client-side JavaScript.

In general, we can conclude that a basic SSO-enabled extranet with CAS can be created
with a reasonable amount of work, given well-prepared applications. Yet creating a well-
rounded, high quality working environment will require extensive modifications to many
applications' authentication systems and partially to the IT infrastructure around them.
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Abstract: On 4 June 2012, the EU Commission submitted a draft of a regulation
on “electronic identification and trust services for electronic transactions in the
internal market“ [EC12]2. Due to its impact onto the infrastructure of the new
German identity card (nPA) it is subject to fierce criticism, particularly from
Germany. This essay seeks to address that criticism and to discuss potential
approaches, amongst others that of the research project „SkIDentity – Trusted
Identities in the Cloud“ of the „Trusted Cloud“ programme3, whilst also addressing
accompanying questions of law in the context of identity management in cloud
computing.

1 Introduction

Data protection and data security in the sector of information technology – and
especially in cloud computing – have become a continuous issue due to the rapid
technological development and the accompanying variety of applications of IT-systems.
With the constant increase of online-based data processing in nearly all areas of life and
business and the corresponding potential risks, the demands for security have steadily
increased. Driven by that demand, security technology has considerably improved. One
accomplishment of that development in Germany was the introduction of the electronic

1 Stephan Sädtler works as a research assistant at the University of Passau and is a certified specialist lawyer
for IT-Law. The essay was originally written in German. The translation was poduced by Ray Migge, a student
and lecturer for English constitutional law at the University of Passau, to whom the author feels greatly
indepbted. The essay is part of the research project “SkIDentity – Trusted Identities for the Cloud”, sponsored
by the Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology (fundig plan # 01MD11031).
2 Hereafter also reffered to as eIAS-R-D.
3 See http://www.trusted-cloud.de/de/1645.php.
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identification (eID) via the new identity card (nPA), as its underlying infrastructure is
regarded as highly secure and effectively balances the interests of the user including a
high level of data protection and those of the recipient regarding the authenticity of the
data (regarding the eID-concept of the nPA see [RHS08][Bo10][Mö11]). Most of the
member states have also issued electronic identification means that may prove suitable to
strengthen trust in online applications. Currently the implementation of applications
deemed secure often fails due to a lack of acceptance of such technologies, which,
amongst other factors, is often caused by the significant financial and technical costs for
service providers. Mere national approaches to online-applications – often in a cross-
border context – are subject to several disadvantages. In the light of that, the efforts
aiming at harmonizing the framework for electronic identification whilst respecting the
principle of technology neutrality (see [EC12, recital 21]) and specifically the
Commission’s draft regulation on electronic identification and trust services for
electronic transactions in the internal market, appear comprehensible and
reasonable/sensible.

In Germany, however, the draft has been the object of justified criticism rather than
approval (see [Ho12][SpRo13]; for criticism in the area of trust services see [RoJo13]).
Constructive amendments to the proposed regulation are imperative, as calls for
improvements have legitimately been raised. As the regulatory aims of the draft are
deemed predominantly sensible and sound, it cannot stop there: in the interest of a
mutual approach, it is rather necessary to find adequate technical solutions pursuant to
the objectives of the European Union legislation.

This essay seeks to cover valid points of criticism along with a discussion on potential
technological solutions in the context of cloud computing. It will be limited to the
respective provisions on electronic identification in Chapter II, which is independent of
the provisions on trust services in connection with electronic signatures, and the
accompanying general provisions in Chapter I.

2 General Content of the Provisions on Electronic Identification

Central element of the regulation on electronic identification is the requirement for
online service providers in Art. 54 to adhere to the principle of mutual recognition and
acceptance of electronic identification means which will be notified following a notice to
the European Commission in accordance with Art. 7 and the provisions on an
independent procedure in Art. 6. Adherence to the principle of mutual recognition and
acceptance is compulsory only in so far as an electronic identification by electronic
identification means and authentication for an individual online service is required by
domestic law or domestic administrative practice. Whilst the far-reaching implications of
this provision are formulated unambiguously, the requirements as to application and
notification remain largely unclear, as will be shown in the following.

4 Art. without reference to a law or regulation are those of the eIAS-R-D.
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2.1 Scope of Application

2.1.1 National eIDs

The first alternative of Art. 2 (1) restricts the regulation’s applicability to electronic
identification which is provided by, on behalf or under the responsibility of a Member
State. It is complemented by Art. 6 (1)(a), which requires the implementation of
electronic identification means by, on behalf or under the responsibility of an individual
Member State.

Whilst the nPA is within the scope of application as it is issued by the Federal Republic
of Germany, other identification means, e.g. electronic cards of the telematics
infrastructure5 of the health care services or the identification authentication according to
§ 6 De-Mail-G are difficult to define as being within the scope of application. At best,
they could fall within the second and third alternative of Art. 6 (1)(a), i.e. “[…] issued
[…] on behalf of or under the responsibility of the notifying member state […]”.

The application of Art. 6 (1)(a) to the electronic health data card appears reasonable as it
is based on a legal requirement in accordance with § 291a SGB V; however,
responsibility lies not with the state but with health insurance funds and companies,
which in accordance with § 291a (7) and § 291b SGB V have entrusted the German
company “Gesellschaft für Telematikanwendungen der Gesundheitskarte mbH
(gematik)” with their responsibility. Indicative of public responsibility is the supervision
and authorisation by the German Federal Ministry for Health and Social Insurance (e.g.
§ 291b (2)). Furthermore, the shareholders of gematik are largely publically financed.
Including the private sector in the process of the issuance of electronic identification
means does not preclude an assumption of a public responsibility (see [EC12, recital
14]). A serious counter-argument can be found, though, in the wording of the
explanatory memorandum to the regulation: “Most EU Member States have introduced
some form of electronic identification system” (see [EC12, explanatory memorandum,
3.3.2]). It suggests that the underlying presumption of the draft was the existence of a
single national main identification scheme in the context of the regulation per individual
Member State.

Even more questionable is whether the identification verification in accordance with
§ 6 De-Mail-G is within the scope of application of the draft. De-Mail services do not
operate on behalf of the Member States. Although these services are subject to
accreditation pursuant to § 17 De-Mail-G, a responsibility by the state as outlined in the
draft must nonetheless be dismissed, as the accreditation does not entail any liability by
the state. The wording of the draft provides a further argument in favour of such result as
it requires the issuance of identification means as a pre-condition for notification of
electronic identification schemes in Art. 6 (1)(a).

It is fair to conclude, that merely the nPA falls unambiguously within the scope of
application of the eIAS-R-D, whilst it remains questionable whether that is the case for

5 http://www.gematik.de/cms/de/egk_2/egk_3.jsp.
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other German electronic identification schemes. That would be changed by the
amendment proposed in the draft report by the European Parliament Committee on
Industry, Research and Energy on 4 April 2013, which suggested at least a change to the
wording of Art. 6 (1)(a) to “[…] either issued by the Member state, or issued by another
entity as mandated by the Member State or issued independently but recognised by the
notifying Member State […]” [EPC13, p. 12] and Art. 2 (1), thereby covering eID-
schemes which are merely recognised by Member States. Both, the health data card and
the De-Mail verification scheme indubitably fall within that category. However, it would
thwart all efforts to notify merely the main identification scheme of any individual
Member State.

2.1.2 Restriction to Public Services?

The recitals of the regulation give the impression that only public online services shall be
subject to the principle of mutual recognition and acceptance. Recital 11 primarily refers
to “[…] cross-border online services offered by the Member States […]”. Services
provided by the private sector are explicitly excluded as it refers to only those services
provided by Member States. Furthermore, recital 9 manifests the aim to overcome
obstacles in interactions with public authorities. Pursuant to recital 14, the decision on
whether the private sector may be involved in the issuance of electronic identification
means shall be left to the individual Member States. Apart from the imprecise wording
of that provision it seems to contradict the aim, proclaimed in the very same recital, of
diminishing the discrimination between public and private sectors. The wording of Art. 5
itself however does not contain any such restriction as it includes all online services
requiring an electronic identification for access (hence, also private applications, for
which such an identification is required by law). Merely the referral to the
“administrative practice” is directed towards the public sector. Whether that is applicable
also to the first alternative remains unclear. Should the regulation seek to target the
public sector only, a clarification as to that effect is indispensable.

The very same applies to the proposed requirement of an electronic identification by
electronic identification means and authentication. The strict wording would lead to an
applicability of the regulation only where the use of online services without an electronic
identification and authorisation is excepted. The aforementioned draft report by the
European Parliament Committee on Industry, Research and Energy would substitute the
term “required” by “available”. That alteration appears advisable in the light of the
foregoing. However, it would extent the scope of application significantly.

2.2 Conditions for Notification in Art. 6 (1)(d)

Pursuant to sentence 1 and 2 of Art. 6 (1)(d) electronic identification schemes shall be
eligible for notification only on the premise of the notifying Member State guaranteeing
the availability of an authentication possibility online, at any time and free of charge,
enabling the validation of personal identification data whilst refraining from imposing
specific technical requirements on relying parties established outside of the notifying
Member State’s territory. According to recital 15, that provision shall “rule out any
specific national technical rules requiring non-national parties to […] obtain specific
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hardware or software to verify and validate the notified electronic identification.” Such
restrictions of specific technical requirements do not apply to the user (holder) of the
identification means [EC12, explanatory memorandum, 3.3.2].

As suggested previously, the driving force for that approach is the principle of
interoperability of the various existent schemes. Obliging service providers to implement
various differing eID-infrastructures would entail immense technical and financial costs,
the avoidance of which could be achieved only by refraining from cross-border
transactions. Small businesses and minor public authorities would simply not be able
manage these costs.

However, the obligation on Member States to provide possibilities to validate person
identification data free of charge leads to the question of who will assume responsibility
for the costs of that infrastructure. Insofar as it is intended that costs shall be passed on to
the users, the concept might fail due to a lack of acceptance by the users. That problem
could at least theoretically be solved by public funding. However, it appears unlikely
that safe infrastructures could be established without any specific technical requirements
for service providers. In a secure infrastructure, a service provider will only be able to
read received data with an appropriate software. It appears the principle of
interoperability has been given unacceptable precedence over the principle of security.

3 Consequences for the nPA

In the literature, the draft faced fierce criticism for the requirements as the notification in
Art. 6 (1)(d) would basically represent the end for electronic identification of the nPA
[Ho12, p. 634] or would at least be in stark contrast to the data protection friendly
concept of the nPA (critical also [RoJo13, p. 68] [SpRo13, p. 147 et seqq.]). In fact, the
nPA infrastructure involves considerable specific technical requirements and financial
costs for service providers: According to § 18 (4) PAuswG, the specific bilateral
relationship of the nPA-infrastructure requires a service provider according to § 2 (3)
PAuswG, to use a valid authorisation certificate to be able to read the data of the German
identity card. The certificate is issued on the basis of an authorisation by the contracting
authority (Vergabestelle für Berechtigungszertifikate) in the Federal Office of
Administration (Bundesverwaltungsamt). It is to be issued if the requirements in
§ 21 (2) PAuswG are met, which principally serve the principle of data protection and
ties the issuance of the certificate to a pre-validation of the service provider and its
object of business (see in detail [Mö11][Bo10, p. 3365 et seqq.]).

The service provider requires a specific technical infrastructure comprising hard- and
software to be able to read the data. The considerable costs of the infrastructure must be
borne by the service provider. As a service provider aiming at the issuance of an
authorisation certificate is classified as a relying party pursuant to Art 6 (1)(d), the nPA-
infrastructure imposes specific technical requirements on it. The basic concept of the
nPA-infrastructure thereby does not meet neither requirement of the regulation: it does
not provide possibilities of authentication and validation free of charge nor does it
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refrain from imposing specific technical requirements on relying parties. Hence, it is not
notifiable under Art.6 (1)(d).

That leads to the much criticised and contradictory result that institutions that accept the
nPA will also have to accept the electronic IDs of other Member States although they do
not provide the same level of data protection (as those IDs are covered by the principle
of mutual recognition in Art. 5), whilst the nPA would not have to be accepted by other
Member States (as it is not notifiable under Art. 6). The consequence is that the more
secure an ID is, based on specific technical components, the less probable its notifiability
is. That would defeat the proclaimed objective of creating trust in online services.

4 Approaches to the Problem

4.1 “Gateway-Approach” by the STORK-Project6

The contradiction of Art. 6 (1)(d) to the proclaimed aim of enhancing trust in electronic
identification and authentication could be resolved by differentiating between specific
technical requirements on the one and general technical requirements in the sense of
requirements generally applicable on the other hand. Such generally applicable
requirements could be defined by the EU Commission, which would receive the
authority in Art. 8 (3) to pass delegated legislation on technical minimum standards.
That interpretation of the draft and Art. 6 (1)(d) would allow the existence of a
homogeneous scheme based on a high level of protection. The technical harmonisation
of various eID-schemes within the EU will be as difficult, though, as would be a safe
scheme without specific technical requirements.

From a technological perspective, the factually sole solution would be an intermediate
institution independent of any relying party, which would coordinate all schemes and
would make obsolete the utilisation of differing system components by service
providers. This so-called gateway-approach or proxy-approach was developed by the
STORK7 research project, whose main component was a central Gateway in each
member state. Should the draft of the regulation have meant to provide for such system
[Be13], it would have required a more precise wording that would have had to regulate
the specification of general criteria. The aforementioned proposal would provide such
system and would eliminate the provision regarding cost free authentication and
validation possibilities.8

Apart from that though, the approach faces major objections due to data protection
concerns. Technically, it would be possible for the intermediate institution to collect and
store all user identification data and information on its specific use. That would allow a

6 See https://www.eid-stork.eu/; in this context also [Be13].
7 Another approach developed by the STORK-project is the middelware-approach, which would intends the
setup of a middleware-software at the service provider. However, as it would also involve specific technical
requirements, it neiter would be covered by the current requirements of Art. 6 (1)(d).
8 According to [ECP13, p. 16] requirements shall be admissable, which have been defined by the Commission
in a special procedure.
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single institution to create a comprehensive user profile. It must be kept in mind, though,
that the use of external identity providers is not uncommon: Even the technical guideline
on the eID-service of the nPA-infrastructure explicitly allows outsourced eID-services
(see [BSI12, 2.4.2]). The external service provider is responsible for the reading,
authenticating and forwarding of nPA data including the result of the validation process
to the actual service provider. The external provider thereby manages the authentication
certificate of the original service provider. The difference to a central identification
provider is that the external provider is not responsible for the entire identification
management of a Member State. Furthermore, the external service provider is providing
the data processing services pursuant to § 11 BDSG and thereby is subject to a duty to
comply with the controlling service provider’s instructions.

4.2 SkIDentity-Project

The research project SkIDentity could provide some relief as it might assist in ensuring
that the nPA-infrastructure meets the notification requirements whilst overcoming the
disadvantages of a central gateway-approach: The project aims at bridging cloud-
applications and safe electronic identification means, such as the nPA and the German
health data card. It seeks to overcome hurdles for small and medium sized businesses
and local authorities, such as the lack of adjustment of cloud-service infrastructures to
the specific needs of eIDs and the resulting complications, such as technical
compatibility issues, unsolved questions of data protection and questions of law (see
[HH+11, p. 297]). Integral part of the SkIDentity-infrastructure is a so-called identity-
broker, which would connect the various identification services with the cloud-service
providers. Whilst the identity provider would process the actual authentication, the
identity-broker merely bundles these services and makes them available to cloud-service
providers in a single interface, a so-called cloud-connector. Such single interface makes
specific technical requirements in the sense of differing requirements obsolete. The
applicability of the concept is not limited to cloud services but can be extended to any
internet service.

From a legal perspective, the identity-broker is to not be understood as a natural or legal
person. It could be managed by an identity provider as well as by a fourth entity,
independent from user, cloud-service provider and identity provider. Thereby, a system
would be established that could be used by a cloud-service provider as a relying party
without specific technical requirements and free of charge and at the same time remove
all data protection concerns about a centralized identity provider by separating the
identity provider from the institution that communicates with the user and the cloud-
service provider.

5 Questions of Law

Nonetheless, the SkIDentity-project also raises questions of law, which need to be
addressed in the context of technical design that conforms to legal requirements.
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5.1 Personal Identity Card Law

It remains questionable whether the SkIDentity-infrastructure can be reconciled with the
strict requirements of the German personal identity card law. It depends largely on
whether an entity independent of the cloud-service provider and involved in the identity
management process of reading identification data will be able to obtain an
authentication certificate pursuant to § 21 PAuswG for the purpose of identity transfer. It
would need to meet the requirements in § 21 (2) PAuswG and § 29 PAuswV. It is
questionable whether the entity would make business-related transmissions according to
§ 21 (2)(1) Nr. 2 part of its objects of business, as § 21 (2)(1) Nr. 2 PAuswG renders it,
unlawful.

The determination of business-related transmissions as an exclusion characteristic is
based on § 29 BDSG (see [BT08, p. 43]), which by way of example determines
advertisements, the practice of credit agencies and address trading to be such
transmissions and therefore addresses services whose object of business is the
commercialisation of the value of information of data. The exclusion of such
transmissions shall prevent that the electronic identification scheme be used as a tool to
collect data for address pools or other business entities dealing with data, thereby
diminishing the trust of citizens in electronic identification schemes, as the use of such
schemes could, for example, lead to an increase of unwanted promotional mailings (see
[BT08, p. 43]).

Even though it involves the transmission to cloud-service providers, the aim and actions
of a potential identity-broker are different, as the identity-broker would also act in the
interest of the users. The object of the transmission would be authentication and not the
commercialisation of the data, which makes it fundamentally different from § 29 BDSG
and § 21 (2)(1) Nr. 2 PAuswG. Furthermore, § 21 (2) PAuswG must be read in the light
of the right to informational self-determination. As far as the freedom and rights of the
user are duly taken into account within an infrastructure, it must be rendered admissible
as long as it does not compromise the security and safety of the infrastructure.

The same interpretation must be applied to § 29 (1) Nr. 1 PAuswV, according to which
the reading of data performed for third parties is prohibited due to data security and
protection concerns. In the light of the informational self-determination, such restriction
should not be applicable to the provision of data to the owner of IDs. Originally, the
section included such a restriction but recently had been amended to exclude ID owners
from the restriction.9

It follows, that it certainly is possible to design a SkIDentity-infrastructure that would
involve an identity-broker managed by an independent party with the aim of
independently analysing nPA-data, and which would conform to the requirements of the
personal identity card law. As a precondition, the user must retain exclusive control over
his personal data without compromising the safety and reliability of the infrastructure.
Technical assistance by the provider of broker services does not affect the owners’
control. Legal literature proposed an example scenario involving an online data-safe

9 See Art. 2 Nr. 3 PassVuaÄndG of 20.02.2013, BGBl. (2013) I, p. 330 (Nr.10).
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provided by the identity-broker, in which nPA data and the authentication result could be
stored and within which the ID owner could independently manage the stored data (see
[Mö11, § 21, para. 15]). Should data be transferred to cloud-service providers using this
method, the exclusion characteristics of the personal identity card law would not be
applicable. Neither would it be rendered an evasion of the system of authentication
certificates (in a similar context discussed by [Sch10, p. 55]) as the entity responsible for
the management of the data would still require such certificate. The cloud-service
provider would also still be bound to the general data protection law. The legal
relationship between the service provider and the owner of the certificated furthermore
could be subjected to civil agreements, barring the service provider e.g. from § 29 BSGD
activities. This technical approach is not limited to the nPA-infrastructure but could be
applied to a variety of eIDs.

5.2 Further Requirements of the eIAS-R-D

Nonetheless, the imprecise wording of the draft leaves some fundamental questions
regarding the requirements of the eIAS-R-D unanswered: Should the term “specific
technical requirements” be read strictly or should there not follow a clarification to allow
general technical requirements (defined, for example, by the Commission), factually no
eID-scheme would be notifiable.

Further clarification is also needed regarding the “relying parties”. As identity provider
and identity-broker are neither the final recipient nor end-user of the data it would be
reasonable to not classify them as relying parties for the purpose of the regulation.
Should that be seen different – e.g. because an identity provider or broker under certain
circumstance should be liable to the cloud-service provider and therefore must be able to
rely on the hard- and software of the user – the notification requirements would not be
met by the nPA-regulation as it cannot be designed to exclude specific technical
requirements for the identity provider and for the broker provider.

It remains questionable whether that would even sufficiently ensure a possibility for
authentication and validation pursuant to Art. 6 (1)(d). Besides, the provision would
require the cooperation of the ID owner and the owner’s approval of the involvement of
another identity.

5.3 Adequate Level of Confidence

Furthermore, it must be ensured technologically that the level of security of and
confidence in the infrastructure matches that of a bilateral relationship. That could be
accomplished by making the relationship between the owner of the certificate and the
cloud-service provider similar to that between the owner of the certificate and the
external eID-service (see [BSI12, 2.4.2]). That question is of special relevance where the
authentication entails specific legal consequences, e.g. in § 3a (2) VwVfG. The provision
was amended due to the E-Government-Initiative and in its new version provides for a
substitution of the written form by filling out electronic forms (see [BT12, p. 13]). So
far, the written form could only be substituted by using a qualified electronic signature
pursuant to the signature law – as is still the case in civil law transactions pursuant to
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§ 126a BGB. It would have to be evaluated in how far the legal requirements would still
be met in an extended nPA-infrastructure.

5.4 Downside to the Principle of Mutual Acceptance

5.4.1 Lack of Requirements regarding Data Protection and Security

As the aforementioned approach focussed on the notifiability of eID-systems, its
implementation left unsolved existent problems regarding the mutual acceptance of
foreign notified authentication means: Primarily, a lack of requirements for data
protection and security persists. Accepting the nPA in EU-Member States whilst
requiring Germany to accept as equivalent to the nPA such identification means with a
lower level of security does not render German nor European legal transactions any
more secure than they have been so far. However, the approach taken in the regulation
might be helpful: Art. 6 (1)(e) makes Member States liable for the unambiguous
attribution of the person identification data pursuant to Art. 3 (1) (which is a requirement
for notification pursuant to Art. 6 (1)(c)) and for the provision of an authentication
possibility pursuant to Art. 6 (1)(d). Potential liability for failure is a distinct incentive
for Member States to ensure a high level of security as every Member State seeks to
avoid liability (compare also [Bo13]). How effective that approach will be depends on
the interpretation of the provisions on liability. The characteristic of unambiguous
attribution has been construed narrowly (see [SpRo13, p. 144 et seqq.]). That provision
could also, however, be construed in a wider sense, thereby assuming liability for any
data leaks. That interpretation would lead to a significantly higher level of data
protection and security. However, the afore-criticised exclusion of specific technical
requirements for relying parties contradicts an assumption of comprehensive liability.
Nonetheless, the liability approach could prove to be an effective measure. However, it
would require more precision and reconciliation with the requirements of Art. 6 (1)(d).

5.4.2 Other eIDs

Applying the regulation to the identification means used in the telematics infrastructure
of the German health data card would take that infrastructure ad absurdum: Notified
identification means of other Member States would have to be accepted within that
infrastructure. The evidence suggests that it is practical to exclude identification means
used in individual sectors from the scope of application of the regulation. It must also be
considered, that the German health data card, although it does represent a means of
authentication, is an integral part of the telematics infrastructure that was designed to
enhance the use of the electronic health data card. Apart from authentication, the card
can serve the function of storing various other health data. Requiring another
identification means would diminish the health data card’s central role in the telematics
infrastructure – apart from the questions as to data security that would be raised by such
a requirement.
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6 Conclusion

The imprecise and in part contradictory wording of the eIAS-R-D raises various
questions with an impact onto safe identity management in cloud computing by
electronic identification means. They are of particular relevance for the nPA-
infrastructure leading to justified criticism of the draft. The German health data card
scheme is also imperilled by the regulation.

As it appears that the decision on passing the regulation has already been made, it is
imperative to develop solutions that are reconcilable with the intentions and aims of the
regulation. According to the current wording, only the approach of an intermediate entity
for the management of identities appears to be a viable solution. As a central gateway
approach is rendered questionable because of data protection concerns, the
implementation of an eID-broker mediating between various eID-services at least
theoretically appears to be the better option. Although that concept appears reconcilable
with the content and rationale of the regulation, further amendment of the wording is
necessary. The proposal by the European Parliament Commission on Industry, Research
and Energy aiming at the elimination of the requirement to provide said services free of
charge and at the modification of the technical requirements provides a first and valid
starting point. Moreover, further questions must be addressed in the context of designing
technology in conformity with the law. Further, there remain imperfections as to the
security and protection of data, which could generally be addressed by a concept of
Member State liability. It remains to be seen whether the critical voices will be heard
during the forthcoming deliberations.
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Abstract: With the advent of the iPhone AppStore and Google Play, the ’walled gar-
den’ approach of telecommunication companies to supply content to their customers
using standard GSM/UMTS/LTE authentication has failed: Neither Google nor Apple,
nor any other content provider on the mobile internet, uses the SIM card for authen-
tication. This is mainly due to the fact that mobile telecommunication and internet
architectures differ substantially.

In this paper, we propose several bridging technologies to fill this gap. We exem-
plarily show how to use SIM authentication for web-based Single-Sign-On protocols.
Starting from simple password replacement in the authentication between User Agent
(UA) and Identity Provider (IdP), we show how we can achieve strong channel bind-
ings between all TLS channels and SIM based authentication.

1 Introduction

In many ways, today’s smartphones can be regarded as fully operational computer sys-

tems, packing most features of desktop PCs from a few years ago in addition to extended

communication functionality. This makes it possible to run applications similar to those

of desktop PCs on these devices.

Many of these applications require communication with one or several internet servers

providing a certain service (hence called “Service Provider”, or SP). In most cases, these

services require some form of authentication or authorization because certain information

connected to these services may either be privacy restricted (e.g. personal data, the user

does not wish to make publicly available) or legally restricted (e.g. certain company data

which only employees of the corresponding company should have access to).

The most prominent type of authentication method nowadays is the username/password

combination. This method, however, has some significant drawbacks: Passwords can be

∗This project has been partially funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research
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spyed out by an attacker during transmission and weak passwords could even be guessed

easily. Though password policies can be used to force users to choose strong passwords

and data encryption can be used to protect passwords from being spyed upon, there is still

the risk of computer viruses and trojans reading the authentication data directly from the

user’s computer (e.g. by monitoring user input) or mounting Man-in-the-Middle attacks

on security critical connections.

On desktop PCs, antivirus software is relatively common these days. On mobile devices,

however, antivirus software is not yet as common. Also several shortcomings of mobile

devices (e.g. restricted display size or restricted input possibilities) make it even harder

for users to detect malicious behaviour on their devices. Thus, on these devices it is not

advisable to use username/password combinations for login procedures. Instead, we pro-

pose a novel variant of Single Sign-On (SSO) services, where a user authenticates himself

to a trusted entity which in turn authenticates the user towards the desired service. The

proposed procedure makes use of the authentication features already available in every

mobile device, i.e. the authentication features of GSM/UMTS using the SIM card plugged

into mobile devices.

Previous Works The WebSIM approach [GKP00], proposed in 2000 by Guthery, Kehr

and Posegga, shows how to implement web server functionality into a SIM card, thus

rendering the SIM card accessible by internet applications. In [KPS+01], Kehr et al.

enhance this work and define an internet authentication protocol using features of the SIM

Application Toolkit [3GP07a] and WebSIM. However, their approach significantly differs

from the Single Sign-On protocols currently used, thus, it cannot easily be applied to

current SSO scenarios. Also, it does not provide any information on secure TLS bindings

nor any other security against Man-in-the-Middle attacks. Further, their implementation of

WebSIM only took into account regular mobile phones, e.g. mobile phones providing only

basic telephony functionality like phone calls or SMS, and not the nowadays commonly

used smartphones, which are much more powerful and also customizable by the user, e.g.

by installing additional software applications.

The Generic Authentication Architecture (GAA) [3GP13] specified by 3GPP for UMTS

shares some similarities to our approach, but does not take into account current web ar-

chitectures and developments. Instead, it forces service providers to support the interfaces

defined in GAA. Secure TLS bindings are mentioned in this specification, but it is not

explicitely defined how to use them in this context.

In [3GP12b], a framework is defined by 3GPP which allows for the adaption of the afore-

mentioned GAA into actual standardized SSO scenarios. This very closely resembles our

approach, but also does not provide any further information on secure TLS bindings. This

is exactly the gap our work tries to close.
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2 Related Work

For our approach, we mainly combine three existing mechanisms to form a new and secure

authentication method for mobile devices: We make use of the mobile device’s inherent

authentication feature using the SIM card, utilize this feature to enhance a Single Sign-On

login procedure and secure this procedure by applying certain cryptographic bindings.

2.1 SIM card authentication

Each “Subscriber Identity Module”, or SIM for short, features a unique and secret key

KSIM (chosen by the mobile service operator during SIM card creation) which it shares

with the corresponding mobile service operator. Also, several algorithms (e.g. for authen-

tication, key derivation or encryption) are available on the SIM card which make use of

the secret key KSIM and generate corresponding cryptographic responses when triggered

by a certain input. Detailed information on SIM cards can be found in [3GP07b]. For our

purpose, only one algorithm is of interest, namely the authentication algorithm specified

in the UMTS standard [3GP12a].

The standard does not demand a specific cryptographic algorithm to be used as authenti-

cation algorithm, but rather only states its functionality leaving the actual implementation

to the design decisions of the mobile service operators. In short, the algorithm takes as

input a 128 bit random value nonce and uses the secret key KSIM to compute the dis-

tinct corresponding “signed response” SRES, which is also 128 bits in length. Note, that

“signed” in this case is rather a descriptive name and does not pertain to an actual digi-

tal cryptographic signature. The authentication algorithm functions more like a Message

Authentication Code (MAC). As both SIM card and mobile service operator know the se-

cret key KSIM , the algorithm can be used for a challenge/response protocol where the

challenger checks the other party’s response - it computes the expected result XRES (by

computing auth(KSIM , nonce)) and compares it to the received value SRES.

2.2 Single Sign-On

A Single Sign-On scenario is comprised of three parties - a user agent UA wishing to au-

thenticate himself to a service provider SP and a trusted third party called identity provider

IdP. UA and SP do not share any secret information which could be used by UA to authen-

ticate himself to SP. This especially means that UA does not have a username/password

combination for SP. Both parties UA and SP, however, have some sort of trust established

in IdP, i.e. UA has some option to authenticate himself to IdP and SP trusts certain security

assertions issued by IdP.

Figure 1 shows a typical Single Sign-On scenario. First, the user agent UA tries to access

some restricted information on SP (denoted by the “GET” command). Because SP does

not initially know and trust UA, it issues a so called “Authentication Request” Auth Req
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Figure 1: Single-Sign On

to UA containing a redirect to the corresponding identity provider IdP. This authentication

request holds information about the issuer SP and possibly about the authentication meth-

ods accepted by SP to grant access to the requested ressource. UA forwards Auth Req to

IdP, which starts an “Authentication” procedure with UA.

This authentication could be done by a simple username/password combination. Due to the

sensitive nature of an IdP (usually, UA can use the same login information to get access

to multiple service providers) this, however, should be avoided. Some form of strong

authentication should be used between UA and IdP. Examples for strong authentication

include smartcards, one-time passwords or biometric data.

After UA has authenticated himself to IdP, IdP issues a “Token” to UA with a redirect mes-

sage to the service provider who originally issued the authentication request. This Token

must be integrity protected (most times this is done by IdP creating a digital signature over

it) and should include information about the identity of UA.

Once UA has forwarded the Token to SP, SP can validate the signature and then use the

information given in the Token about the identity of UA to grant access to corresponding

resources.

Several frameworks allowing SSO systems to be built currently exist and are already

widely in use (e.g. OpenID [RR06], OAuth [HL10], Facebook Connect [MU11] or the

Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) [CKPM05]). Our approach is very well

suited to be used in conjunction with SAML, but can easily be adopted for any other SSO

framework.

2.3 Secure Bindings

Several attacks are known which allow an adversary to gain Man-in-the-middle access to

certain secure connections between parties or steal authentication Tokens from the user

agent to use them to authenticate himself as UA to SP (examples can be found in [Kam08],

[SSA+09], [Mar09]).

To counter these threats, secure bindings have been proposed, which can be used to cryp-

tographicaly bind certain identity information to specific TLS/SSL connections or specific
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communication partners.
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Figure 2: SSO login procedure with tls-unique binding

2.3.1 TLS-unique

For our purpose the tls-unique binding proposed in RFC 5929 [AWZ10] is of specific

interest. The idea of this binding is to take some information uniquely identifying a certain

TLS/SSL connection and cryptographically bind it to the authentication information. The

Finished messages are the last two messages sent from user agent to server, resp. server

to user agent, during the TLS/SSL connection establishment and the first messages which

are actually encrypted with the key material derived in the connection establishment. They

contain a MAC over all messages previously sent in this connection establishment, thus

uniquely identifying this specific TLS/SSL session (any other TLS/SSL session would be

established with at least differing user agent and/or server nonces, resulting in different

Finished messages). By default, the first Finished message of a connection is used to

uniquely identify it for the purpose of tls-unique bindings.

Figure 2 shows a Single Sign-On login procedure as described in Section 2.2. Before

forwarding the authentication request to IdP, UA extracts the first Finished message from

the TLS/SSL session established between UA and SP (shown in red) and appends it to the

authentication request. If the subsequent authentication procedure between UA and IdP

results in a positive outcome, IdP will include the Finished message it received from UA

into the authentication token (along with all other information for this token as described

above). When SP receives the token and successfully validates its signature, SP also ex-

tracts the first Finished message from the TLS/SSL session established with UA (note that

this must still be the same TLS/SSL session, so the session must be kept alive through-

out the authentication procedure and no renegotiation is allowed). It then compares the

extracted Finished message to the one included in the authentication token. Because an

attacker mounting a Man-in-the-Middle attack on the TLS/SSL session between UA and

SP will have different Finished messages in its connections to UA and SP respectively, SP

will detect any MitM attacker at this point.
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2.3.2 Strong Locked Same Origin Policy

The Same Origin Policy (SOP) implemented in most current web browsers protects user

data by allowing e.g. cookies only to be sent to the same server which has stored the

cookie in the first place. The “same server” is hereby denoted by the triplet of (protocol,

domain name, port). The Strong Locked Same Origin Policy (SLSOP) [KSTW07] en-

hances this concept to cryptographically bind an SSO Token to the public/private key pair

of the intended SP. A detailed analysis of SSO using SLSOP is given in [SKA11].

3 The SIM-ID Protocol

In order to enhance the security of SSO login procedures on mobile devices we include

SIM card functionality into it. As shown in Section 2.2, Figure 1 shows a typical SSO

login procedure between a Client UA (in this case a mobile device) and a Service Provider

SP, utilizing a trusted Identity Provider IdP to establish the authentication between UA

and SP. In our scenario, SP is most likely a web server requiring user authentication to

provide a certain service. SP is assumed to have a public/private key pair pkSP /skSP

along with a corresponding certificate to check the validity of its public key. The user

agent UA in this particular setup is a mobile web browser running on a mobile device. The

web browser does not own any cryptographic keys, but has access to a SIM card sharing a

symmetric secret key KSIM with the corresponding mobile service provider. This mobile

service provider also acts as Identity Provider IdP possessing its own public/private key

pair pkIdP /skIdP together with the shared key KSIM . We assume that this IdP is trusted

by UA and the Service Provider(s) SP associated with it. We also assume that IdP knows

the correct public keys pkSPi
of its associated Service Providers.

3.1 SIM-ID Authentication Towards Mobile Network Provider

In our proposal the mobile network operator will serve as Identity Provider in the SSO

scenario. Thus, the mobile device requires a means to authenticate itself to the mobile

network operator. The GSM/UMTS standards already provide authentication of a mo-

bile device towards a base station, i.e. mobile network operator. In case of UMTS, this

authentication is even mutual. This approach was originally intended for securing com-

munications within GSM/UMTS networks, but can easily be adapted for use in internet

(e.g. WLAN) connection scenarios.

As described in Section 2.1, UMTS authentication between mobile device and base station

is performed by mutually sending a nonce to which the other partner replies with the value

resulting from the authentication algorithm using the symmetric secret key KSIM . As

KSIM is known only to the SIM card and the mobile network operator, this functions as

an implicit authentication between the two parties.

We use exactly this authentication algorithm in conjunction with the tls-unique binding
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described in Section 2.3.
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Figure 3: SIM-ID protocol - Authentication Towards Mobile Network Provider

Figure 3 shows the resulting protocol. First, UA establishes a TLS/SSL connection with

IdP and extracts the first Finished message FIN (according to the tls-unique binding).

UA forwards FIN to the authentication algorithm on its SIM card, which computes and

returns the signed response value RES = auth(KSIM , F IN). UA then sends an authen-

tication request Auth Req, a nonce NUA and the authentication value RES to IdP via the

established TLS/SSL connection.

IdP now verifies the authentication value by also extracting the first Finished message

FIN from the TLS/SSL channel, performing the same computation of auth(KSIM , F IN)
and comparing this value with the received RES. To protect against an attacker imper-

sonating IdP, IdP is also required to perform an authentication by computing the signed

response SRES = auth(KSIM , NUA) and sending the result to UA. UA can now use

the SIM card to check whether the expected response to his nonce NUA equals the one re-

ceived from IdP by computing XRES = auth(KSIM , NUA) and comparing SRES ==
XRES.

3.2 SIM-ID Authentication Towards Service Provider

With authentication between mobile network provider and mobile device already described

in Section 3.1, we now concentrate on how to extend this authentication to a three-party-

scenario.

Figure 4 shows the setup and the enhanced SSO protocol. Note that according to Sec-

tion 3.1 we already assume a mutually authenticated TLS/SSL connection between UA

and IdP, even though this is not explicitly shown in the figure.

We denote by [m]ski a signature over message m created with the secret key ski of party

i which is sent along with the message (thus, [m]ski means we send the message m and

its correponding signature in the same communication phase). Likewise, {m}pki denotes
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Figure 4: SIM-ID protocol

an encryption of message m with public key pki for intended recipient i (of course, in this

case only the encrypted message {m}pki is sent, not the plaintext m).

With the authentication request Auth Req corresponding to the selected SSO scheme, SP

sends a nonce NS (the request, or at least the nonce, should be signed with the private

key skSP of SP to protect integrity and authenticity of the nonce). When forwarding the

authentication request to IdP, UA extracts the nonce NS and sends it to its integrated SIM

module. The SIM module then takes the nonce NS as input and uses the authentication

algorithm to calculate the corresponding response RES = auth(KSIM , NS).

The response s = RES can now be sent back to SP where it can be validated. If for

some reason the value RES should be further used by both parties, e.g., by deriving a

symmetric key from it, the value should obviously not be sent in the clear. Instead, it can

be blinded using a cryptographic one way function g (e.g. a cryptographic hash function),

thus sending s = g(RES).

In the next step UA has to authenticate himself to IdP in order to receive an authentication

token. In Section 3.1 we already described an authentication protocol between a mobile

network operator and a mobile device. Technically, though, every mutual authentication

protocol between UA and IdP could be used here.

After authentication between UA and IdP has been performed, IdP calculates an expected

result XRES = auth(KSIM , NS) using the symmetric key KSIM corresponding to
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the authenticated user. XRES is encrypted with the public key of SP, pkSP , and the

resulting cipher text {XRES}pkSP is included into the authentication token (the format

of this token is dependent on the actual SSO scheme selected, but like the nonce NS in the

authentication request before, this token should at least be signed using the private key of

IdP, skIdP , to ensure integrity and authenticity). IdP sends the token to UA, who forwards

it to SP (the Token and the authentication value s can also be sent together in one single

message).

When SP receives the token, it is validated according to the chosen SSO scheme. Also,

SP decrypts the encrypted value {XRES}pkSP and checks if s == XRES (or checks

if s == g(XRES) instead, if the blinded version is used).

3.2.1 Including Bindings

As we have not yet assumed any TLS/SSL session between UA and SP - apart from the

encryption of XRES with the public key of SP (and of course the authentication proce-

dure between UA and IdP, described in Section 3.1) no encryption is used - the protocol

described thus far is prone to a simple Man-in-the-middle attack between UA and SP: An

attacker could simply read all data sent from UA to SP and then steal the result value s as

well as the token and use both to authenticate himself as UA against SP.

The viability of the proposed protocol becomes visible when SSL/TLS is used for the com-

munication between UA and SP as well. After all, the connection between a mobile web

browser and a corresponding web server providing access to restricted resources should

most likely be encrypted to provide a secure transport of these resources.

Utilizing the idea described in Section 2.3 we can bind the authentication info of UA

to the current TLS/SSL session, again by using the first Finished message FIN from

the TLS/SSL session establishment. Only two minor adjustments have to be done to the

protocol to include this form of session binding:

• When creating the blinded response s, the user agent also includes the first Finished

message FIN by calculating s = g(FIN XOR RES)

• Similarily, SP also takes the Finished message into account by checking if s ==
g(FIN XOR XRES)

In Figure 5, the enhanced protocol is shown.

Note that the actual TLS-unique binding has the Finished message sent from user agent to

IdP, where it is included into the token. The corresponding equivalent in our case would

be to input FIN into the authentication function of the SIM card, providing RES =
auth(KSIM , F IN) and having the IdP also compute this value as XRES = FKSIM

(FIN)
(compare Section 3.1). However, the SP is not able to compute this value himself, and also

there is no possibility for him to extract FIN from XRES. The SP does not gain any

knowledge about the Finished message sent from user agent to IdP and thus it is not pos-

sible for SP to check whether or not the token is really bound to a specific TLS channel.
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Figure 5: SIM-ID protocol with included TLS-unique binding

By using s = g(FIN XOR RES) on UA side and checking if s == g(FIN XOR

XRES) on SP side, SP can be sure that the user agent really is the mobile device which

it claims to be (because XRES is confirmed by the trusted IdP) and also that it shares the

current TLS channel with SP (by providing the correct Finished message).

Also note that by encrypting the value XRES specifically for SP, we effectively included

a server end-point binding of SLSOP type (compare Section 2.3.2).

4 Conclusions and Outlook

We have shown how to adapt the UMTS authentication procedure for use within internet

scenarios. Our proposed solution makes use of secure cryptographic bindings to strengthen

the mutual authentication between a user agent UA and a mobile service provider acting

as identity provider IdP. By using these secure bindings, we can effectively prevent an

attacker from being able to mount a Man-in-the-Middle attack on the communication be-

tween UA and IdP.

We have then extended our protocol to also apply to a three party Single Sign-On scenario,

where UA wants to authenticate to a service provider SP without any prior shared secret

between UA and SP. For this purpose we use a mutually trusted third party IdP to build
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mutual trust between UA and SP. Our protocol is also robust against impersonation attacks

and Man-in-the-Middle attacks between UA and SP.

Our protocol can be used with any existing Single Sign-On scheme. Service providers

which already support Single Sign-On with the tls-unique channel binding, only need

minor adjustments to their authentication procedures. Users can continue to use their

current mobile devices and do not need any additional secure hardware.

The limitations of our protocol become evident when considering mobile malware present

on the user’s device: Though a simple keylogger would no longer be sufficient to spy out

the user’s username/password combination (this type of espionage in our protocol is, in

fact, impossible, as we do not use username/password combinations), a powerful malware

which has gained full control of the mobile device could use the SIM card to authenticate

against arbitrary service providers. Once the user has unlocked use of his SIM card, there

is nothing stopping a malware from obtaining the required authentication values from it,

as the SIM card cannot distinguish between ’legal’ (i.e. invoked by the user) and ’illegal’

(i.e. triggered by the malware) authentication requests. In short, with our protocol, IdP

and SP will be convinced that they both are communicating with a specific mobile device

(or rather, a mobile device using a specific SIM card), but they cannot be sure whether the

communication was conducted by the regular user or a mobile malware.
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Abstract: Identity management faces new challenges of protecting resources that are
aces from different and maybe unknown devices. This is caused by the fact that em-
ployees bring their own mobile devices to their offices and work with them [Gar12].
Consequently users, programmer and companies have to face challenges that arise
from mobile authentication: the need for accessing business application is based on
the employees user identity. This paper describes a methodical analysis and evalua-
tion of the current state of the art authentication methods. The resulting evaluation is
the basis for a prototypical implementation of the best evaluated authentication meth-
ods on mobile devices. To test and confirm the theoretical architectures implemented
on mobile devices a usability test has been made. A conclusion sums up the lessons
learned and recommendations are made.

1 Introduction

Authentication in Business Environments is a vital part in securing business data and busi-

ness processes. Different approaches have been utilized in the past decades; various efforts

in implementing externalized authentication and authorization systems have been made.

However, these approaches are all based on the assumption that the device that requests

access to business application is controlled by the IT department of the companies. With

the success of mobile devices, employees start to bring their own devices to the enterprise

networks to access protected resources. Thus, new challenges in integrating these devices

arise.

Mobile Authentication is an environmental part of working with private devices in a com-

pany and accessing resources that are protected. This creates new challenges for the se-

curity department. How to verify that a user is actually the one he or she claims to be?

Additionally, access via mobile devices emerges the mobility problem to the ubiquitous

used authentication methods that have been discussed [AZEH09, BM02, DYB11, Rae11].
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This article analyzes and evaluates those methods against the background of mobility fo-

cusing the interest on three stakeholders that are involved in IAM: users, company and

programmers.

The analysis used the requirements usability and functionality, security, accuracy, expendi-

ture and implementation effort. Furthermore, a rating matrix that adds the results together

of the analysis generates a ranking. Authentication methods are evaluated by using distinc-

tive criteria. Based on that the best rated authentication methods have been used to create

prototypical implementations. Four functional prototypes on two operating systems (iOS

and Android) were developed. Following this, the prototypes that included seven show-

rooms were tested by a group of 26 testers in a usability test. The conclusive evaluation of

the test was necessary to verify or reject the initial analysis of the authentication methods.

1.1 Distinction

This paper focuses on the process of mobile authentication. Several prerequisites have

been created. The focus for the authentication is set on strong authentication (involving

two factors). The prototypes are fully functional, including front end and back end. The

data distribution is considered to be secure and is not part of that paper.

2 Foundation for Mobile Authentication

For the analysis of the requirements for mobile authentication current authentication meth-

ods were used and taken into account. Biometrics are used to identify an individual by

using certain unique physiological (face, finger, iris, retina, hand) or behavioral (voice,

signature, keystroke) characteristics [vT05]. Knowledge based authentication requests the

knowledge of the user (secret question, username, specified knowledge). The input can

be textual, graphical or made by a gesture. The basis is the challenge-response model.

Property based authentication is not intrinsically linked to an individual but describes the

possession of e.g. a token or an NFC chip that needs to be verified. Location based au-

thentication methods use the physical aspect of location (latitude, longitude and altitude)

that are used by Location Based Services like GPS or WLAN. An additional option to

exchange data for authentication in a secure way is the use of digital certificates, signa-

tures and keys, respectively a public key infrastructure (PKI) that can include encryption.

Mobile authentication can use several different factors to protect a resource. But which

do have a good usability? The specific constraints of mobile devices need to be taken into

consideration when comparing mobile authentication methods, in order to find a balance

between security and usability.
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3 Comparison of Mobile Authentication Methods

The selection of requirements is based on the assumption that there are three stakehold-

ers with different interests that disperse from each other: user (usability, functionality and

accuracy), programmer (implementation effort, accuracy, security) and the company (ex-

penditure, accuracy and security).

To make those requirements understandable and reasonable they are subdivided into char-

acteristics as it is presented in table 1.

Rn Requirement Characteristic 1 Characteristic 2

R1 Usability and Functionality Access Time Acceptability

R2 Security Distinctiveness Resistance to Attacks

R3 Accuracy False Accept Rate False Rejection Rate

R4 Expenditure Purchase Administration

R5 Implementation Effort Software Hardware

Table 1: Requirements and Characteristics

Access Time describes the time that elapses from opening the application until the process

of authentication has been executed.

Acceptability indicates to what extent people are willing to accept an authentication sys-

tem. Attention should be paid to intrusiveness, intuitive handling, overview and perfor-

mance.

Distinctiveness describes the level of uniqueness and the level of differentiation of authen-

tication input.

Resistance to Attacks describes the level of robustness against attacks like fraud, man in

the middle or impersonation.

False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection Rate (FRR) categorized by Moulton

into error types I (FRR) that classify authorized users as imposters and error type II (FAR)

that classify imposters as authorized users [Mou83].

Purchase describes the level of expenditures that must be calculated for acquisition only;

including hardware like fingerprint scanner, smart cards sensors etc.

Administration describes the amount of work that needs to be calculated for creating a

running authentication system with the purchased objects. Reference points are: captur-

ing of data, creation of IDs, managing IDs, maintain the database and solving occurring

problems.

Implementation Effort Software describes the amount of work units for learning the re-

quired skills like programming language, coding, testing, using frameworks and libraries.

Implementation Effort Hardware describes the amount of work units that are required for

implementing hardware (if necessary) like sensors, server and infrastructure to the existing

infrastructure.
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Every characteristic is subdivided into fragmentations. They are rated upon literature. The

ratings are divided into the following essential level: minimal (1), low (2), medium (3) and

high (4). Each level refers to the corresponding mathematical value.

Characteristics are using the mathematical equivalent for generating the appropriate re-

quirement. Following Gartner the combination of characteristics is structured in table 2.

Level of First Characteristic (C1)

High High Medium Low Minimal

High High Medium Low Low

Medium Medium Medium Low Minimal

Low Low Low Low Minimal

Level of Second Characteristic (C2)

Minimal Low Minimal Minimal Minimal

Table 2: Combination of Characteristics

That means that the output is the geometric mean of the two input values. The output is

the square root of the product of the two characteristics.

√
C ∗ C

For example: combining level medium (3) with level low (2), the output is 2,44 and there-

fore low. The mathematical equivalent is:

R = Requirement =
√
C ∗ C =

√
 ∗  = ,  ≈ 

The mathematical results are converted into the connected values. Requirement one, two

and three have a positive scaling, while requirement four and five have a negative scaling.

For that reason a meta scale, shown in table 3, was introduced.

Scaling Level

Positive Scaling (R1, R2, R3) high medium low minimal

Meta Scaling highly advisable (4) advisable (3) satisfactory (2) inadvisable (1)

Negative Scaling (R4, R5) minimal low medium high

Table 3: Scaling System

3.1 Selection of Methods for further Investigation

Rated by the five requirements (R1-R5), and after the transformation of the values the

mathematical results vary from 2,4 to 3,6.
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Methods that reach more than three have been taken into consideration for the prototyp-

ical implementation. Certificates, tokens, signatures, and key exchange form a set and

therefore can be seen as one method. Results are shown in table 4.

Text Based Authentication and Credentials (3,2) are the most widely authentication tech-

nique being used [CDW04]. Due to their ease of implementation, cost and accessibility to

multiple platforms they reach a high level. Graphical Password authentication has a high

acceptance and security level. This authentication method was rated with 3,2.

Method Authentication Usability/Functionality Security Accuracy Expenditure Implementation Effort Result

Biometrics

Physiological Face Recognition satisfactory satisfactory advisable satisfactory highly advisable 2,6

Finger Recognition advisable advisable satisfactory advisable highly advisable 3,0

Iris Recognition advisable advisable highly advisable inadvisable highly advisable 3,0

Retina Recognition satisfactory satisfactory inadvisable satisfactory inadvisable 2,0

Hand Geometry Recognition advisable advisable advisable satisfactory highly advisable 3,0

Behavioral Voice Recognition highly advisable highly advisable advisable highly advisable highly advisable 2,4

Knowledge

Text Based Authentication highly advisable inadvisable highly advisable highly advisable advisable 3,2

Graphical Password Authentication advisable advisable advisable highly advisable advisable 3,2

Gesture Based Authentication satisfactory satisfactory highly advisable advisable advisable 3,0

Property

Hardwaretoken highly advisable highly advisable highly advisable inadvisable highly advisable 3,0

Softwaretoken highly advisable highly advisable highly advisable satisfactory highly advisable 3,4

NFC highly advisable highly advisable highly advisable advisable highly advisable 3,6

Location

GPS satisfactory advisable highly advisable advisable advisable 3,0

WLAN advisable highly advisable highly advisable highly advisable advisable 3,6

Other

Certificates highly advisable advisable highly advisable advisable advisable 3,4

Signatures highly advisable advisable highly advisable advisable advisable 3,4

Key Authentication highly advisable advisable highly advisable advisable highly advisable 3,6

Table 4: Evaluated Rating Matrix

Software Tokens (3,4) are eminently suitable for adding a second channel to the process

of authentication can be created without user interaction. The support of security aspects

is also given. Location based services like WLAN (3,6) and NFC (3,6) reach a high level

due to the fact that they do not require pre-established user-agreement, key, distribution

or communication overhead [Bao08]. Additional acceptability and access time had a high

score. Digital Certificates (3,4), Signatures (3,4) and Key Exchange (3,6) protect confi-

dentiality, authenticity and integrity by using the public key. The exchange of keys (data)

by using certificates and signatures between entities is organized by a PKI. Once installed,

the usability and functionality, security and functionality are high.

4 Prototypical Implementation

4.1 Security in Mobile Operating Systems

This chapter discusses the two major mobile operating systems [The11].
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Android and iOS. Both of them have strong application layer security models. Android

and iOS are generating unique numbers1 for an application during the installation process.

These identifier remain the same until the application is deleted.

Android uses an application UID to enforce the permission for the application. For ex-

ample accessing the camera. The granted permissions are only set during installation and

cannot be changed later.

iOS handles the access to certain resources by using the Mandatory Access Control (MAC).

The user can decide at runtime whether an application has access to a certain resource or

not [Wat12].

Besides the mentioned application layer security, Android and iOS are also isolating ap-

plications from direct hardware access which is called sandboxing [Goo]. Android uses

a service layer called Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) [Tan09] and in comparison to

iOS using a system based on the TrustedBSD project [WFMV03].

4.2 System Components

The components of the system, as shown in figure 1, are divided into three parts, Authen-

tication Back End (ABE), Information Storage (IS) and AuthApp. The ABE comprises

a web server, application server and an authentication agent (AuthAgent). It furthermore

contains the main business logic for the authentication process. The business data are lo-

cated in the IS. In this case a basic directory services are used. The client application,

AuthApp, is the main part where the user interacts with the system. It handles the com-

munication to the ABE and presents different authentication methods to the user.

User Interface

Authentication Logic

Authentication Back End
(Web- / App Server, AuthAgent)

Directory Services

Information Storage

Communication Logic

User Interface

AuthApp

Figure 1: Complete Prototype Ecosystem

1Android: Unique Identifier (UID); iOS: Globally Unique Identifier (GUID)
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4.3 Mobile Key

The Mobile Key showroom combines Near Field Communication (NFC) and credentials

for the user authentication. AuthApp recognizes the NFC tag and reads the data on it. In

case of the NFC authentication, a simple number is used as identification attribute. This

number is stored on the NFC tag and in the users object in the IS. Once the data is read from

the NFC tag, AuthApp requests the validation of the number. It sends an HTTP request to

the ABE and processes the response. On the next step, the user enters his credentials and

AuthApp performs an HTTP request to validate the credentials. Is the result also positive,

the user is now properly authenticated.

4.4 Location Based

The Location Based showroom uses the BSSID from the connected wireless access point

to authenticate the user in the first place. AuthApp gathers the BSSID and constructs a

validation request. This request is send to the back end and is verified. The back end

extracts the BSSID and checks if the BSSID is in the white list. Based on that result

the back end returns âtrueâ or âfalseâ. After a successful BSSID authentication, an OTP

generator is shown which requires a personal PIN to generate a code. This code is used to

log in to a web service.

4.5 Mobile Desk

The Mobile Desk showroom uses certificates and graphical passwords to authenticate the

user. In a previous step a suited device certificate is loaded on the mobile device. AuthApp

uses the certificate and consults the back end service to validate the certificate. The next

step is to enter a graphical password. AuthApp consults the back end server to validate the

entered graphical password. When a positive match is found, AuthApp grants the access.

4.6 Quick Response Code and Credentials via Two Channels

This showroom uses the ability to separate username and password. The user has to use

two physically independent systems. In this case, a desktop computer and a mobile device

with camera.

On the desktop computer, the user types in his name in the Front End and generates a

QR code. Then, he has to scan this QR code with the mobile device. The QR code is

used to encode a URL. This URL is loaded in the mobile browser and the user can enter

his password. If the correct password is entered, the desktop front end recognizes the

successful login and grants access.
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4.7 Front End Implementation

The Front End is where the user gets in touch with the system. It is browser based and

uses the framework jQuery Mobile for the presentation. No device detection was used to

distinguish between a mobile or desktop browser. For that reason, all devices (browsers)

which access the front end will receive the same user interface. The interface is optimized

for touch devices. Desktop user are still able to use the interface as normal due to the fact

that a bigger button can still be clicked by a mouse pointer.

4.8 Back End Implementation

The Back End part of the system uses PHP as server side scripting language. The func-

tionality, such as an authentication agent or communication to the directory services, are

implemented in PHP.

There are several definitions about when a user is authenticated. One definition being

when the credentials of the users returning an positive BIND to the directory service.

Another definition is comparing values, which are gathered as user input, with values

from the directory. For example the showroom Mobile Desk uses a hash value which

is generated in AuthApp by entering a graphical password. This hash is used to send a

request to the Back End, validate the hash and response with a result.

4.9 AuthApp Prototype

AuthApp was developed based on previous analysis of the sufficient authentication meth-

ods on mobile devices. It is the central part of the mobile authentication system from a

user perspective.

AuthApp has several authentication entry points gathering data from the user. The data

is used to create an HTTP request which is send to the authentication back end. After

receiving an HTTP response from the back end, AuthApp reacts by either continuing in

the work flow or displaying an error message to the user.

4.10 Conclusion of Prototypical Implementation

This chapter discusses the implementation of different showrooms on iOS and Android.

Each showroom differs from another, due to the combination of authentication methods.

Thus, the Front End and Back End were basically the same. The Front End implemen-

tation was realized with jQuery Mobile while the Back End implementation uses PHP. A

universal prototype that works with HTTP requests has been developed to combine the

different demands of operating systems and showrooms.
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All authentication methods used by the showrooms are available today. Some of them are

more accepted than other. For example credentials are used by users for decades. On the

other hand public-key authentication is far less common.

Additionally, a systems interface is used by users not by programmers! Due to this fact,

it is vital to think about the users who are operating the system. Therefore, a detailed

analysis of usability and testing is indispensable.

5 Evaluating the Usability of Mobile Authentication

The requirement Usability and Functionality has been selected to be verified by an usabil-

ity test.

McLaughlin and Skinner have defined possible components of usability that have been

used: confidence, ease of use, speed and understanding [MS10]. An additional component

is the aspect of required background. Those components have been transformed into the

following interrogations.

1. Is there a significant difference between the arithmetic average authentication time?

2. Is there a significant difference between the authentication time within the show-

rooms?

3. Is there a significant difference between the different operating systems focusing on

the success quotient?

5.1 Used Methods

To obtain those aspired usability results different methods have been used. In order to

receive a distinctive comparison, the testers filled in a personal questionnaire that also in-

quired their skills. A second method was observation, executed by the interviewer and

the assistant. Problems and needed support were noted. Confidence and ease of use was

verified by the standardized questionnaire AttrakDiff. To evaluate the understanding and

the speed needed for a successful authentication time was measured by using a stopwatch.

The tasks were explained in detail and an illustration was given as help. The task was con-

sidered as completed, when the tester has authenticated himself successfully. The group

of participants amounted to 26 being divided into two groups, the target user group em-

ployees (14) and target user group students (12).

Considering Nielsen that the number of participants is 20 at the minimum the usability test

produced reliable, replicable and applicable results [Nie94].

The testers have been mixed differently. The age ranged from 20 to 51, the tester group

was male dominated and there was a majority of iPhone users present. Twelve of them

were students while 14 of them were employees.
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That corresponds with the described showrooms and therefore the results can be seen as

reliable. Those are the consolidated results of the usability test. The results are subdivided

into arithmetic average authentication time, authentication time showrooms and success

quotient.

5.2 Arithmetic Average Time for Authentication

On average the fastest authentication could be done within 30 seconds using the iPhone and

the showroom QR code. The second fastest authentication could be done with the Android

(iPhone has no NFC) using the showroom Mobile Key (37 seconds). The showrooms Lo-

cation Based enabled both iOS and Android users to authenticate within 39 seconds. The

showroom Mobile Desk could be used to authenticate within 41 seconds, while using the

showroom Mobile Desk (iPhone) the users needed 46 seconds to authenticate and 49 sec-

onds to authenticate with the showroom QR code (Android). A reason for that difference

may be the different frameworks the operating systems use for QR code recognition. This

is displayed in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Arithmetic Average Time for Authentication of all Showrooms
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5.3 Authentication Time Showrooms

The average authentication time shown in figure 3 is independent from the operating sys-

tem and lists each showroom separately. The fastest showroom was Mobile Key (37 sec-

onds), followed by Location Based (39 seconds) and QR code (40 seconds). The slowest

authentication was achieved with the showroom Mobile Desk (44 seconds). It can be as-

sumed that authentication with Mobile Key was possible in 37 seconds, because the user

interaction (place the NFC Card on the mobile device) is minimal. Location Based and QR

code are similar. The time of 44 seconds for the showroom Mobile Desk may be a result

of the unknown graphical password that determined incorrect inputs that let to reentering

the password and a corresponding time.
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Figure 3: Authentication Time Operating Systems

5.4 Success Quotient

Success quotient describes the number of testers, that were able to authenticate themselves

in less than four minutes; retry was possible. The highest success quotient of the show-

rooms (on average and independent from the operating system) was achieved with QR

code, 93 percent.
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That may be caused to the fact that QR codes are ubiquitous and the use of NFC techniques

is quite new to consumers.

Ignoring the individual showrooms the success quotient of the Android was 86 percent,

while the success quotient of the iPhone was 91 percent. The fact that 70 percent of the

testers had prior knowledge of using the iPhone should be consulted here.

6 Conclusion

With the assistance of the usability test the results generated by the rating matrix could be

specified within the requirements usability and functionality. The following showrooms

are advisable (with certain reservations) for a successful mobile authentication with busi-

ness application: QR code, Mobile Desk and Mobile Key. Those showrooms include the

following highly recommended authentication methods: credentials, graphical password,

second channel, QR code , certificates and NFC.

With regards to stakeholder interests the showrooms must be looked at in particular; ar-

rangements may be combined differently. The basis for that redefinition is directly inter-

connected with the standards of usability and functionality, security, accuracy, expenditure

and implementation effort are set by each company itself. The rating matrix that was de-

veloped can be used for that redefinition by rating the significance of each requirement. In

the case of accuracy is being considered as key performance, the results can be multiplied

by two. A less important requirement can be multiplied with the factor 0,5. For this reason

the developed rating matrix is a useful instrument to find the appropriate authentication

methods that match with specific needs to face the challenges of mobile authentication.
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Abstract: In 2012 the two open source projects CESeCore and EJBCA were
Common Criteria certified [CCP], using open source tools and open source
methodologies. As the actual software and its long term evolution is perhaps the
most important result for most users, we will look at how certification, distribution
and maintenance is managed. Can they be done in an open source way, and is
certification always suitable?

The Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation (Common
Criteria) is a standard for IT security certification defined by ISO/IEC 15408
[WP]. The Common Criteria provides trust that processes for specification,
implementation and evaluation has been performed in a rigorous and standardized
way. Recognized world wide and governed by national certification bodies,
Common Criteria is used as requirement for procurement and use of security
software in governments, banks and enterprises.

Common Criteria has been criticized for large costs and potential discrimination
against Open Source Software [DW]. Given the rigorous system that Common
Criteria enforces, how can open source software be certified, and maintained as
certified? Drawbacks and benefits of a Common Criteria certification will be
described, and how certification limits the maintenance of an open source project.

Common Criteria certified open source software – fact or fiction? After this
presentation software developers will be able to determine if their open source
project is suitable for Common Criteria certification, whilst software users will
have a good idea if they should require certification.
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Abstract: The paper reports on the experience of the FutureID project in the
creation and use of an eID terminology so far. A major part of work has reviewed
the state of the art in eID Terminologies. Five existing terminologies have been
compared and analyzed in detail to yield unexpected and surprising results. On
this basis, FutureID has designed its approach for creation and use of an eID
terminology that is currently being implemented in the project. It is hoped that the
terminology, its approach, and the related infrastructure will constitute a general
community resource, well beyond the scope and duration of the project.1 Section
heading

1 Section heading

FutureID1 – Shaping the Future of Electronic Identity – is a Collaborative Project of the
EC’s Seventh Framework Programme and is coordinated by Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft. It
started in November 2012 for a duration of three years. The consortium is composed of
19 partners from 11 European countries, and combines the multi-disciplinary and
complementary competence. The project builds a comprehensive, flexible, privacy-
aware and ubiquitously usable identity management infrastructure for Europe. It
integrates existing eID technology, trust infrastructures, emerging federated identity
management services, and modern credential technologies. It creates a user-centric
system for the trustworthy and accountable management of identity claims.

FutureID faces particularly difficult challenges in respect to terminology. Its work is
often interdisciplinary and combines technical, legal, economical, and societal aspects.
On top of this, FutureID's objective is to reach an unprecedented level of integration that
comprises many different types of eIDs, federation protocols, trust infrastructures,
platforms, and more, each of which often comes with its specific concepts and thus
terms. In comparison, Stork, one of the most prominent eID interoperability projects,

1 www.futureID.eu
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decided to use a single federation technology for its whole infrastructure. This is the
setting in which the terminology work described in the paper is embedded.

2 Purpose of Terminology Work in FutureID

In such an environment, the efficiency with which project partner can discuss, conceive,
and implement various integration concepts depends largely on precise communications
and a common understanding of the involved concepts. A common understanding is
achieved when the meaning associated with words is the same for all participants.
Hence, a well-defined terminology that describes the precise meaning of the most
important concepts is of vital importance for efficiency. When different partners create
components of a whole, different understandings can lead to serious problems when
assembling these. A good terminology can go a long way to avoid such problems.

A terminology identifies and defines the concepts that we use to reason and
communicate in the field of eIDs. eIDs are a young discipline in the process of moving
from a collection of technologies to a more mature science. Our current position in this
process is closely related to the concepts we use, the degree of consensus that exists on
their meaning, and the degree to which concepts are defined by a single technology or
are more general and thus applicable across technologies.

To design a strategy for dealing with terminology in a project such as FutureID, it is
important to first understand what elements of an eID terminology already exist and at
what level of maturity they are.

3 Review of the State of the Art in eID Terminology

To review the state of the art in eID terminology, existing terminologies and glossaries
were identified, loaded on a MediaWiki, and compared and analyzed with ad-hoc scripts.
The description of this work comprises the main part of this paper.

3.1 Previous Work on eID Terminology

First, links to fourteen terminologies were compiled and seven were selected. For each,
an ad-hoc parser was written to extract terms and their definitions from the original
format (mostly PDF) and load them on the MediaWiki. Five were selected since they
were comparable in scope and all focused on technical aspects of eIDs (see Table 1). The
year col. indicates the range between first and last available version.

Terminology Label Year Reference
Modinis-IDM Glossary Modinis 2005 [Mo05]
Identity Management for eGovernment (IDEM) IDEM 2005-2007 [HuAl07]
STORK Glossary Stork 2008-2009 [Pi08]
U.S. IdM Task Force Glossary US [Id05]
ISO/IEC 24769-1 ISO 2011 [Is11]

Table 1: Overview of the Intersection of five Terminologies
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The terminologies that were also parsed and loaded but excluded from this analysis were
the Eurosmart Glossary [Eu13] and the glossary contained in the European Draft
Regulation on Privacy Protection [Eu12].

3.2 Intersection Analysis of Five Existing eID Terminologies

Each of these terminologies was considered to be a set of terms and the intersection of
all five terminologies was computed. Where synonyms were defined, they were treated
like normal terms (see Table 2). It lists the total number of terms (incl. synonyms)
defined by the terminologies, the number of “isolated terms”, i.e., terms that occur only
in a single terminology, and the percentage of isolated terms in each terminology.

Characteristics Stork IDEM Modinis ISO US
Total terms 123 195 45 43 125
Isolated terms 67 132 4 18 72
Percentage 54% 68% 9% 42% 58%

Table 2: Overview of the Intersection of five Terminologies

It is evident, that the percentage of isolated terms is above 50% for all terminologies but
Modinis, which was taken into account by Stork and IDEM, and partly by ISO. These
latter two terminologies are also relatively small. So it is more likely to focus on the
most important concepts that are shared by other terminologies.

Table 3 shows in how many terminologies each unique term is contained. Out of the
377 unique terms, only 10, i.e. a bare 2.7% are contained in all five terminologies. Even
the terms contained in at least three out of the five terminologies are only 36, i.e., less
than 10%. Consequently, 90.5% of all unique terms are contained by at most two
terminologies, and of these 77.7% in only one.

Characteristics No. Terms Perc. accum. No. accum. Perc.
terms contained in all 5 terminologies 10 2.7% 10 2.7%

terms contained in only 4 terminologies 14 3.7% 24 6.4%
terms contained in only 3 terminologies 12 3.2% 36 9.5%
terms contained in only 2 terminologies 48 12.7% 84 22.3%
terms contained in only 1 terminology 293 77.7% 377 100.0%

Table 3: Detailed Intersection of five Terminologies

The terms contained in all terminologies are:
anonymity, attribute, authentication, context, credential, entity, federated identity, identifier,
identity, identity management

The terms that are included in four terminologies are:
identification, pseudonym, enrolment, identity provider, relying party, access control, assertion,
delegation, digital identity, principal, privacy, role, trust, trusted third party

The terms that are included in three terminologies are:
identity federation, verifier, partial identity, verification, personally identifiable information,
characteristic, confidentiality, corroboration, identified entity, profile, registration, token
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This intersection analysis illustrates that there is an unexpectedly low level of agreement
on the key terms/concepts of identity management. This is not what would be expected
from a mature field. It much rather indicates that the field is young and immature and
that its maturation will be measurable in an increasing level of agreement. The
hypothesis that the lack of agreement is caused by cultural differences between a
Europan and a North American view cannot be sustained as shown in Table 4. Here,
only the three European terminologies, that are even linked by their lineage, are
intersected. While the situation improves some, the lack of agreement still subsists.

Characteristics No. Terms Perc. accum. No. accum. Perc.
terms contained in all 3 terminologies 26 9.2% 26 9.2%

terms contained in only 2 terminologies 28 9.9% 54 19.1%
terms contained in only 1 terminology 229 80.9% 283 100.0%

Table 4: Intersection of the three European terminologies

Further evidence for this is given in Table 5 where the agreement between pairs of
terminologies is measured. Through the band, the overlap remains very low.

Terminologies Common Terms Percentage
Modinis-Stork, 30 21.7%
Modinis-IDEM 36 17.6%
Modinis-ISO 45 20.5%
Modinis-US 23 15.6%
Stork-IDEM 40 14.4%
Stork-ISO 15 9.9%
Stork-US 34 15.9%
IDEM-US 36 12.7%
IDEM-ISO 17 7.7%
ISO-US 22 15.1%

Table 5: Overlap between Pairs of Terminologies

With the help of Euler diagrams, graphical representations of intersections are
particularly suited to understand the level of agreement of terminologies. The resulting
diagrams are presented in the following figures 1 through 5. Each set of terms is
represented by an ellipsis. Each subset of the intersection is labeled with the number of
terms it contains. For example, the number under the terminology name represents its
isolated terms.

Figure 1 shows the intersection of the European terminologies Stork, IDEM, and
Modinis. Since Modinis was taken into consideration in both, the creation of the Stork
and IDEM terminologies, it is not surprising that most of its terms were adopted. Only
five terms remained unadopted by the other terminologies; they are:

identity management application, nym, privacy enhancing technology, proxy, unique identity

Since the Modinis Glossary is relatively small and was mostly absorbed in the other two
terminologies (30 and 36 terms out of 45 for Stork and IDEM), it is less relevant than the
other two to understand the relationship with the US and ISO terminologies.
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The intersection in Figure 1 shows further, that apart from the common Modinis
terms, only 14 additionally added terms are in common. This compares to 93 additional
terms in Stork and 159 in IDEM. Surely, this strong divergence after adaptation of a
common core of Modinis term is amazing.

Fig. 2 shows the relation of the two major European terminologies with that of the
U.S. IdM Task Force. Again, a strong divergence of the three terminologies is evident.
The hypothesis of possible cultural differences must be rejected also here, since the
communality between the European terminologies is in all respect comparable to the
communalities with the US terminology.

Fig. 3 shows that the major European terminologies have about the same level of
agreement with the ISO terminology. The level of agreement seems even less that with
the US IdM Task force. This may be partially explained by the smaller size of the ISO
terminology.

Figure 1: Stork-IDEM-Modinis Figure 2: Stork-IDEM-US Figure 3: Stork-IDEM-ISO

Also partially explainable by the size of the ISO terminology is the conclusion from
Figures 4 and 5 that the European terminologies have more communality with the US
IdM Task Force one than with ISO. Also visible is that ISO has only a slightly higher
level of agreement with the US terminology compared to the European ones. Figure 6
compared to Figure 1 illustrate that while Modinis has strongly influenced Stork and
IDEM, it has much less communalities with US and ISO. This is probably explainable
by the fact that the European terminologies have taken Modinis into account.

Figure 4: Stork-ISO-US Figure 5: IDEM-ISO-US Figure 6: Modinis-ISO-US
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3.3 Conclusions on the State of the Art of eID Terminologies

The detailed analysis of communalities of the existing terminologies illustrates, that the
level of agreement is unexpectedly low. Apart from Modinis, whose choice of terms
show a strong overlap with Stork and IDEM, no clusters or families of terminologies
with a higher level of agreement could be found.

This unexpected result has a strong impact on terminology work in the field of
identity management. It is not possible to start from a consolidated set of core terms. A
consensus decision on which the major concepts of identity management are has yet to
be made. This is even more astonishing since the divergence is already present in the
choice of terms, while semantic discrepancies between different definitions of the same
term would have been expected to be more likely. Terminology work has to attempt to
avoid creating yet another diverging glossary defined by a relatively small and closed
group of experts. Therefore, for furthering the field, it is necessary to launch a
collaborative process of consensus building that should attempt to reach out to as many
experts as possible, integrating multiple disciplines and backgrounds.

4 The FutureID Approach to Terminology Creation and Use

A glossary document managed by an editor, as used by most pre-existing projects, is
evidently an ill-suited choice for supporting a large-scale consensus process. FutureID
therefore decided early on to use a collaborative semantic wiki (MediaWiki with a
semantic extension) to support the terminology work.

A wiki-based approach makes it possible to load the existing terminologies, support
analysis as the above, and to more easily see different terminologies side by side in order
to compare them. For example, the current wiki makes it possible to see all related
existing definitions of a given term in order to make more founded decisions about its
semantics. A semantic wiki also allows to model properties and relations that would not
be possible in a paper-based approach. This allows for both a richer expression of
semantics, as also support of processes. For example, it is possible to capture the
technologies for which a concept is relevant, state the community who agrees on a given
definition, or model synonyms. A wiki can also support editorial processes such as
assigning certain terms to certain editors or capture the status of a review process. The
wiki’s capability of easily annotating anything is an important support for discussions
and consensus building.

Another aspect that the FutureID terminology work attempts to address is motivation.
Terminology, surely when managed as a glossary document, is probably “boring” for
most experts. Experience of past projects have demonstrated that is far easier to select
and define terms, than getting them used in a consistent way by all project participants.

A machine readable management is therefore important in order to create tools and
views that confront project partners with terminology and provide useful services. For
example, FutureID has created a tool that automatically creates custom glossaries for
project deliverables. A “motivational design” of the approach seems to be a major
success factor for the creation of a valid terminology.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

While FutureID has managed to set up an initial infrastructure and set of tools for the
creation and use of a terminology within the project, much of the work of deploying to
participants them is only just starting. Social challenges and collecting experiences that
identify new needs for tools and infrastructure are still ahead of us. We hope that
FutureID’s work will make a major step in the maturation of the eID terminology and
thus the “science of eIDs”. We also plan to gradually extend the community beyond the
project itself and create an infrastructure that can remain as a resource beyond
FutureID’s duration.
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1 Executive Summary

CY 1998 the first electronic ID document in the public domain was launched in Europe.
CY 2010 the EU Commission has published the roadmap of the Digital Agenda for
Europe (DAE) and the roadmap for one single market, which should be in place by
2015. In June 2012 the EU Commission has published the proposal for a regulation on
electronic identification as cornerstone for the growing of the European single market.
This speech reviews all 16 existing electronic identity programs based on two factor
authentication and analyses mainstreams on electronic identification, authentication and
signature and these related services.

The content of the speech is related to a white paper of Eurosmart, which was published
in July 2013.

Beside 16 national profiles, the following aspects are highlighted:

- Policies on national ID cards
- Minimum age of the card holder
- Travel function with the card
- Biometric data stored in the card
- Card lifetime and fee
- e-services with the card
- Mobile applications
- e-Signature
- Used technology platform

These 16 states are Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Monaco, Portugal, Spain, Serbia, Sweden and the
Netherlands.
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Abstract: Even after 40 years of IT innovations, passwords are still the most
widely used authentication method. They are inherently insecure. Neither users
nor service providers handle passwords appropriately. On the other hand more
than 1 billion Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs) and more than 150 million secure
elements have been shipped; microphones and cameras are integrated in most
smart phones and fingerprint sensors and Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs)
are on the rise. There are better ways for authentication than passwords or One-
Time-Passwords (OTPs).

The Fast Identity Online (FIDO) Alliance has been founded to define an open,
interoperable set of mechanisms that reduce the reliance on passwords.

We explain how secure hardware in conjunction with a generic protocol can help
overcoming today’s authentication challenges and how this protocol can be used as
a solid basis for federation.

Motivation

Passwords don’t work: In 2007, the average user had 25 accounts, used 6.5 passwords
and performed logins 8 times a day [FlHe07]. Today, things are much worse. An
analysis of 6 million accounts showed that 10,000 common passwords would have
access to 98.8% of the accounts [Trus10]. This basically means that only 1.2% of the
users chose strong passwords. Even when looking at passwords for banking accounts
only, it can be found that 73% of users shared their online banking password with at
least one non-financial site [CSA10], which means that when the non-banking site gets
hacked, the banking account is threatened.
“Account or service hijacking is not new. Attack methods such as phishing, fraud, and
exploitation of software vulnerabilities still achieve results. Credentials and passwords
are often reused, which amplifies the impact of such attacks.” [CSA10]. It’s not only
about security. According to a recent study, more than 45% of the online transactions
fail “Very Frequently” or “Frequently” due to authentication problems [Pone13].

Several proposals to replace passwords have been made. A good analysis can be found
in [BHOS12].
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Silos of Authentication: Current alternative technologies require their respective
proprietary server technology. The current authentication architecture therefore consists
of silos comprising the authentication method, the related client implementation and the
related server technology.

Heterogeneous Authentication Needs: Authentication is used for electronically
initiating high value money transactions and for accessing the personal purchase history
in an online bookshop. The security needs are different.

Not all users are equal. A recent survey shows that more than two thirds of the
participants in the study prefer authentication without sharing personal information,
approx. 50% would accept use of a multi-purpose identity credential and 23% in the US
and 40% in Germany would accept biometrics based authentication [Pone13].

The one authentication method satisfying all needs seems to be out of reach.

The FIDO Approach

We propose to (a) separate the user authentication methods from the authentication
protocol and let an entity called FIDO Authenticator glue both together, and (b) to define
an attestation method in order to attest the identity of the FIDO Authenticator to the
relying party. Given this information, the relying party is able to infer the related
assurance level (e.g. as defined in [BDN+13]). The assurance level can be fed into
internal risk management systems. The relying party can then add implicit
authentication methods as needed.

In the FIDO approach, standardized challenge response based cryptographic
authentication schemes are used between the FIDO Authenticator (controlled by the
user) and the FIDO Server (controlled by the relying party). The FIDO Authenticator
can implement any user authentication method without requiring specific support in the
FIDO Server and hence avoiding “silos” of authentication. Successful user
authentication unlocks the relying party specific cryptographic authentication key.

The FIDO Protocol

The FIDO protocol supports the functions Discovery, Registration, Authentication and
Transaction Confirmation.

The discovery enables relying parties to explore user authentication methods supported
by the user’s computer and hence handle heterogeneous client environments. The
relying party can specify a policy for selecting FIDO Authenticators best suited for the
specific purpose.
As part of the registration operation, the FIDO Authenticator generates a key pair
specific to the relying party. The relying party binds the public key to a specific entity.
This might be an existing user identity already present in the relying party’s system or it
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might be a user identity to be created. Using a dedicated key for each relying party
enhances the user’s privacy as two relying parties cannot link transactions to the same
user. Storing only the public key at the relyiung party makes the FIDO protocol
resililient to leaks from other verifiers.

The Authentication operation supports single or multiple FIDO Authenticators to be
involved. Each FIDO Authenticator might be implemented to represent either simple or
strong authentication / two factor authentication [ECB12]. The Authentication operation
is used to establish an authenticated channel between the Browser / App and the relying
party Web Server.

The Transaction Confirmation allows the user to approve and authenticate a particular
well-defined transaction to the relying party. It is more secure as it doesn’t rely on a
Web Browser / App to not misuse an authenticated session.

This leads to the following reference architecture:

Fig. 1. FIDO Reference Architecture

The FIDO Authenticator is a concept. It might be implemented as a software component
running on the FIDO User Device, it might be implemented as a dedicated hardware
token (e.g. smart card or USB crypto device), it might be implemented as software
leveraging cryptographic capabilities of TPMs or Secure Elements or it might even be
implemented as software running inside a Trusted Execution Environment.

The User Authentication method could leverage any hardware support available on the
FIDO User Device and hence avoid additional costs, e.g. Microphones ( Speaker
Recognition), Cameras ( Face Recognition), Fingerprint Sensors, or behavioral
biometrics [ObSa].

Attestation

The relying party is interested in estimating the risk of a transaction. This risk depends
on the assurance level of the authentication (and other factors). The assurance level
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depends on (a) the authentication method and (b) the certainty that the legitimate user
controls the relevant portions of the client device. In the case of Transaction
Confirmation, this could be limited to the FIDO Authenticator. In the case of
Authentication it will also include the Browser / App or User Agent in general. Risk
based authentication [Will06] methods try to estimate (b). Authenticator attestation
provides a cryptographic proof of the FIDO Authenticator being used to the relying
party, addressing (a). Trusted platform modules already support the concept of (pure)
attestation [TCG08].

The FIDO Authenticator maintaines cryptographic authentication keys and performs the
user authentication. The attestation provides a cryptographic proof of the Authenticator
model to the relying party and hence allows the relying party to infer the assurance level
from it.

FIDO and Federation

From a user’s perspective, Federated Identity Management is a method that allows
accessing privileged information across autonomous security domains after
authenticating once. From an organization’s perspective, it also “… allows
organizations like enterprises and service providers to securely exchange user
information across partners, suppliers and customers.” [LaMo12]. InCommon is one
example of successful real-world federation systems. SAML and OpenID Connect are
examples for popular federation standards.

Federated Identity Management systems expect the user to authenticate to an Identity
Provider (IdP). This user authentication method is relevant to the IdP, but not directly in
the scope of current federation standards. Most IdPs still use password based
authentication.

FIDO addresses this “first mile” authentication of the user to the IdP while leaving the
user vetting up to it. FIDO protocol makes reliable information about the authentication
assurance level available to the IdP ( attestation). Some of the federation standards1
already support sharing this knowledge with the service provider. This enables IdPs to
support heterogeneous authentication methods and it enables service providers to make
informed decisions about the transaction risk.
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Abstract: The German BSI started a project for an open source eID simulator. It
will allow a wide range of personalisation, is more flexible than real cards and is
free to use.

Background and goals

There is a rising need of test cards for developers of eID clients and companies which
want to offer services by using the eID function of the German eID card. Today is
difficult get test cards for new developers who want to evaluate the eID functions in their
systems. Also for improvements and development of new protocols a open
implementation of the eID functions would be helpful. Therefore the German BSI started
a project together with HJP for an implementation of an open source eID simulator
which provides all functionality of the German eID card.

We will implement all functions of the eID functions as described in BSI TR-03110 and
provide all sources of this implementation to interested developers which wants to
participate in improving the simulator or just use it for their development. Part of this
project is also a “virtual card reader driver” which provides direct PC/SC access to the
eID card simulator (see figure 1).

Figure 1: Link between eID client and eID card simulator

Later on we will start to port the simulator to mobile NFC devices (e.g. Android
smartphones). Over the NFC interface the mobile device shall act in card emulation
mode to simulate an eID card with all functions.
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Abstract: The technical guideline TR-03109 divides between the roles of the
SMGW technician and the Gateway administrator whereas the Gateway
administrator gains full access to the SMGW and the service technician has only
very limited access rights. In many scenarios the service technician will also need
full access to the Smart Meter Gateway which means that he must be able to
change its role. Federated identities can help to create a solution that keeps the
strict role enforcement between service technician and Gateway Administrator.
This article presents an approach on the background of the current Smart Grid
development and identity technology adopting approaches used for the German
national ID card. A short discussion pertaining threats and risks completes the
discussion.

1 Smart Grid Infrastructures – German approach

Based on the European Directive 2003/54/EG the EU member states are required to
introduce intelligent measurement devices for electricity. The German government
regulates this requirement in the law on energy industry (Energiewirtschaftsgesetz –
EnWG), especially in §21c, §21d and §21e. The ministry of economics (BMWi)
requested the Federal Agency for Security in Information Technology (Bundesamt für
Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik - BSI) to set up a technical guideline [3109-1] and
Common Criteria protection profile [PP] addressing security and interoperability. The
German smart grid approach requires a gateway component for data collection,
consumption displaying and secure communication with meters, users and external
entities. This component is called “Smart Meter Gateway (SMGW)”. The Smart Meter
Gateway itself is not a measurement device; it is a data aggregation and communication
unit that protects the privacy, integrity and authenticity of the consumer data during local
storage and network communication. A hardware security module is built into the Smart
Meter Gateway for protection of key material and cryptographic operations. Three
logical and physical distinct networks are defined for the Smart Meter Gateway:

• The Wide Area Network (WAN)
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• The Local Metrological Network (LMN)
• The Home Area Network (HAN)

The connection in the Local Metrological Network is required for communication with
external meters. The Smart Meter Gateway itself is not a metering unit for electricity or
gas; it serves a data collection unit that is responsible for the secure transfer of the
collected consumption data to the energy supplier for billing reasons. The connection in
the HAN network provides a report of the values measured by the meter responsible for
his household and also provides a transparent proxy channel into the WAN. This proxy
channel is required for proprietary communication of local power suppliers (e.g. solar
panels) with external entities. At least the WAN connection provides communication
services with external entities (e.g. the power supplier delivering energy to the
household).

Figure 1 Smart Meter Gateway and it‘s environment [PP]

As shown in figure 1, one of the external entities in the WAN is the gateway
administrator (GWA) who is a trustworthy external entity with the ability to control and
configure the SMGW. The gateway administrator is a technical role and responsible for
configuration of tariffing profiles, certificate management on the Smart Meter Gateway,
firmware updates etc. and has also access to several log information. It is clearly stated
that the gateway administrator does not have access to user any measured consumption
data. Figure 1 does also show the Service Technician who has access to the Smart Meter
Gateway from the Home Area Network and is able to access the system log information.
The service technician has no possibility to initiate a firmware update or similar
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operations. Vendors of Smart Meter Gateways must proof the fulfillment of the technical
and security requirements defined in [PP] and [3109-1] of their product by Common
Criteria and technical guideline certifications which also check the strict role separation.

Today’s energy infrastructures use Command and Control Centers which allow the
central administration of devices in the energy network. It is highly probable that these
central communication nodes will also be responsible for the management of the Smart
Meter Gateway in the household. They will act as smart grid management nodes and
execute the gateway administrator role. We claim that the service technician will be
required to perform operations (e.g. configuration, initiation of firmware updates) which
are not foreseen for this technical role. Personal maintenance of a smart device in the
household by a service technician is a cost issue. In case that a problem is encountered
on a Smart Meter Gateway that needs to be solved by trained maintenance personal, this
maintenance personal must possibly be able to gain full access to the Smart Meter
Gateway similar to the gateway administrator. Therefore this article focuses on the
administrative access to the Smart Meter Gateway. We discuss secure authentication of
an administrator on the Command and Control Center and the enrollment of security
policies in order to secure the access to the Smart Meter Gateway via potentially
unsecure wide area networks.

2 Technical Background

2.1 Electronic Identities and Authentication

One approach for authentication with a secure token is the use of the electronic citizen
card (nPA). This electronic citizen card comes with a rich set of innovative
authentication functionality, e.g. PACE (Password Authenticated Connection
Establishment) and EAC (Extended Access Control). These mechanisms have been
widely discussed in publications ([BDFK11], [3110]).

The basic communication model of the German citizen card in order to access identity
information stored on the card contains a trusted remote terminal, typically called eID-
Server. The citizen card is served by a local eID-Client like the AusweisApp or the Open
eCard-App. The communication between the eID-Client and the eID-Server is
standardized in the technical guideline TR-03112-7. Upon this protocol stack several
communication models are used, e.g. SOAP and SAML. The use of the German identity
card in a federated identity environment allows its use in typical scenarios like Single
Sign On (SSO). Research projects like SkIDentity are dedicated to definition of secure
and trusted identity exchange in the cloud and utilize a rich set of different authentication
technologies in one federated identity environment. Especially SkIDentity addresses the
issue of using several identity tokens. The approach of using the electronic citizen card
might face difficulties due to legal reasons but other technologies adopting the EAC-
approach are available [OLSC].
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2.2 Administrative Access to the SMGW

The mutual authentication between the gateway administrator and the smart meter
gateway utilizes digital certificates. A signed UDP packet is sent to the smart meter
gateway by the administrator and the new mutual authenticated TLS channel is
established. The assignment of the administrator role on that new connection is mainly
based on the digital certificate used by the smart grid management node during the TLS
handshake phase. Once authenticated as gateway administrator, the Smart Meter
Gateway allows the full administrative access, e.g. configuration of communication
routes or key management of the built in HSM (hardware security module). The
communication between the gateway administrator and the Smart Meter Gateway is
secured by a mutual authenticated TLS channel using elliptic curve cipher suites. The
smart meter gateway therefore owns a private key which is protected by the built in
HSM, the root anchor of the Smart Meter Gateway PKI and the administrator’s
certificate are also configuration items of the gateway.

3 Electronic Identities in the Smart Grid Infrastructure

The technology of the German citizen card and its adoptions (e.g. the truedentity
technology of OpenLimit) make use of secure communication protocols and provide a
secure and reliable authentication. The authentication process delivers an attested digital
identity. Based on that digital identity the enrolment of security policies is undertaken:
Rights are granted and limitations are enforced. Using this approach the administrative
access to smart grid devices even from untrusted networks is possible: The electronic
identity contains security attributes that are verified and attested by an Identity provider
and the smart grid management node can rely on this information. The communication
between the service technician and the smart grid management node is protected by EAC
and TLS.

3.1 Adoption to Smart Grids

[PP] and [3109-1] define the roles of the gateway administrator and the service
technician with different rights. The gateway administrator is a trustworthy entity that
has full access to the Smart Meter Gateway. This includes the following:

• Configuration for measurement data, their processing and submission of
electronic measurement data to external market entities

• Installation of firmware updates
• Configuration of access rights for external market entities within in the Smart

Meter Gateway
• Configuration of the integrated security module
• Configuration of certificates in the Smart Meter Gateway
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For privacy reasons the gateway administrator is not allowed to view current
measurement data1. The service technician is only allowed to access system log
information and diagnosis information. This enforces a strict separation between both
roles. Beneath this role separation it must be taken into account that the service
technician in person will need to change its role in order to act as a gateway
administrator. This is required in order to install new communication profiles or
firmware updates in case that the Smart Meter Gateway has encountered a problem is no
longer working properly. In this case the service technician needs the possibility to
access the smart grid management node in order to perform service operations that are
only foreseen to be performed by the gateway administrator. Therefore an authentication
method on the smart grid management node is required which enforces a reliable
identification of the service technician in order to change his role. This role of the
natural person is changed from service technician to gateway administrator.

3.2 Solution Concept

The previous chapter with a roughly description of the authentication framework we
explained the technical interface for accessing electronic identity information. The
service technician needs to authenticate itself with a secure token on the smart grid
management node. Based on the authentication data this central system will gain access
rights to the service technician so the service technician will change its role and now act
as gateway administrator.

Figure 2 Solution concept

1 Due to [PP] and [3109-1] this is only allowed for the service provides for billing reasons.
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We introduce an authentication and communication gateway with the responsibility to
authenticate the external entity and is moreover responsible to provide a secure remote
communication channel that offers an appropriate level of security. Therefore an
extension of the communication model described in the technical guideline TR-03112-7
is foreseen. The current standard describes the establishment of a TLS secured channel
from the remote terminal to the client application and provides additional protection for
the communication between the remote terminal and the chip with Secure Messaging
keys agreed by using the elliptic curve version of Diffie-Hellman (ECDH). In our
approach the secured channel (TLS and Secure Messaging Chanel) end in the client
application. The client application makes use of this channel for transmission of
commands and data from the external entity (service technician) to the authentication
and communication gateway. Therefore an alternative token than the nPA is required,
e.g. a chip card providing authentication keys for mutual TLS authentication.

This approach addresses one of the main issues of authentication: Even if the
authentication is secure, the security of the consecutive communication depends on the
provided security of the application utilizing the authentication service. Threat scenarios
like session hijacking etc. are still relevant for web applications if authentication and
communication security are not linked together. The presented approach combines
authentication and offers reuse of the established secure communication channel so the
channel is bound to the authentication based on the electronic identity.

This solution does not involve new exploitable interfaces and communication channels.
The smart grid management node relies on the authenticity of the electronic identity and
applies security policy for transmission of administrative commands initiated from a
potentially untrusted network to the Smart Meter Gateway. The use of the EAC-secured
channel between the service technician and the authentication and communication
gateway in combination with the TLS provides a comprehensible security level.

3.3 Threats and Risks

Threat modeling analyzes the security of a system (hardware, software, networks) by
utilization of assets, objectives, threats, attackers, vulnerabilities and countermeasures.
This methodology is used by different IT-security frameworks, e.g. Common Criteria or
the CORAS approach. The description of the threat model for the smart meter gateway is
part of the protection profile [PP]. One important asset in [PP] is the privacy of the
user’s data. Neither the gateway administrator nor the service technician have permission
to access any data that is specific for the customer. This includes consumption data as
well as any other personal data. From the perspective of the smart meter gateway, our
approach does not introduce any new threats to the smart meter gateway. The
communication model of the smart meter gateway remains the same as required in the
protection profile [PP] and the technical guideline [3109-1]. One of the essential threats
to smart grid infrastructures is the model of central administration: We claim that the
attacker in the network is more interested in manipulation of a smart grid management
node than in attacking a single smart meter gateway. In our approach the authentication
and communication gateway will be the object of interest for an attacker because it
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offers the functionality of acting as a gateway administrator. This is attack scenario
remains relevant even for the approach presented in [3109-1] with the difference that the
smart grid management node would directly be offended. The presented approach does
therefore not introduce a new threat to the smart grid on this level.

We claim that the most relevant threat that must be taken into account is a malicious
service technician. The protection profile does explicitly assume a person in role service
technician as a potential attacker so our solution must also deal with that assumption.
This threat might not be mitigated by a single measure, several measures must be
combined:

• The smart meter gateway must offer self protection of its IT-components (e.g.
check of firmware integrity and authenticity).

• The security policies applied to the service technician with remote
administrative access to the smart meter gateway must ensure that no malicious
operations can be performed and access rights are limited

• The ID management system must offer the possibility of identity revocation in
case that a particular service technician has been identified as attacker

Our ongoing research will be focused on the analysis of the remaining risks resulting
from that approach using CORAS ([BBD+06]), which provides a model based method
for risk assessment. CORAS includes a methodology, a formal language and tool support
for the analysis and assessment of risks and consists of eight steps for the risk
assessment process. We have planned to consider current research activities, e.g. the
DIAMONDS [ITEA2] project with the goal not only to identify risks but also to provide
model of how vulnerability will influence the security of the whole system.

4 Conclusion

We discussed a possible use case for federated identities on the example of accessing a
smart grid administration node through an untrusted network in order to gain
administrative rights to a person in role service technician. Our approach does not utilize
privilege escalation to the role of the service technician; it offers an approach how a
natural person can change its role from service technician to gateway administrator. The
benefit of that solution is the binding of an electronic identity to a secure communication
channel. An authenticated communication channel is established and the authentication
protocol is based on the protocol used for the German citizen card. Therefore a new
component – the authentication and communication gateway – is introduced which is
responsible for provision of the authenticated, secure communication channel. This
article discussed the approach on the example of the smart grid environment but it can
easily be adopted to other scenarios with the same challenges. We identified that no new
threats are introduced pertaining the smart meter gateway and its environment but we
identified that the assumption of the malicious service technician must be taken into
account. Measures will be required that mitigate this scenario. Currently we are working
on the analysis of this scenario in order to provide a full risk assessment of this scenario.
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Abstract: There have been many initiatives around open source identity
and access management, federated authentication standards and products
for the web. All of these products and standards require a user store with
credential information. Most often this is an LDAP directory. The most
common type of credentials still is the combination of a username and a
password.

Even though passwords have downsides and many alternatives to
passwords exist [QRP], passwords are still here and probably will be for a
long time. Passwords are forgotten and lost or expire due to password
policies, requiring actions to reset or update passwords. People forgetting
or losing their passwords is not just a problem for the people themselves,
but also for your organization. Lost passwords result in cost and risk for
your organization.

A password management system can help reducing these risks and cost.
PWM is a feature rich password management web application for LDAP,
written in Java and JavaScript and published under the GNU GPLv2
license.

PWM can help your organization by providing end user self service and
supporting help desks in assisting their end users. The product has many
features, including those that allow for better verification of the user’s
identity, enforcing secure password and detect brute force attacks.

The version currently under development has many new and useful
features and lots of improvements. The presentation will show a short
history of PWM and demonstrate how PWM’s rich featureset can help
your organization improving password management.
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Abstract: A eCampus security shell architecture was developed and deployed to
improve the security of existing university management systems (legacy UMS),
integrating innovative eGovernment Standards e.g. the German Electronic Identity
Card (GeID), the eGovernment Protocol OSCI and qualified Signatures (QES).

1 Problem and requirements

The challenge was to improve the security of an existing university management systems
(legacy UMS/HIS), by satisfying of particular interoperability requirements (INTOP)
and by integrating innovative eGovernment Standards e.g. the German Electronic
Identity Card (GeID), the eGovernment Protocol OSCI [www.xoev.de] and qualified
Signatures (QES). Especially, these security requirements should be satisfied: privacy
and data protection, integrity, (multi factor) authentication. The additional INTOP
requirements included particular boundary conditions and restrictions for the security
implementations as follows: no changes of existing (legacy) UMS interfaces and GUI;
no discrimination of applicants or students without GeID.

2 The eCampus security shell architecture

To achieve the above requirements and conditions, the following eCampus security
components must be integrated in an additional security shell for the legacy UMS (as a
sort of "security satellite systems"): the eCampus registry to store/check additional
security credentials for users (e.g. GeID Pseudonyms, QES certificates, OSCI certifi-
cates); the eCampus Server to host additional eCampus secured applications; the
eCampus Mediator as a trusted Security Gateway between OSCI based secure
communications (incl. signed data) and the legacy http based web interfaces of the
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legacy UMS (incl. OSCI client for signed/encrypted data transfer); a U-M-converter
service to translate between public and confidential user id attributes in a trusted manner.

To achieve the above requirements and conditions, the following eCampus security
components must be integrated in an additional security shell for the legacy UMS (as a
sort of "security satellite systems"): the eCampus registry to store/check additional
security credentials for users (e.g. GeID Pseudonyms, QES certificates, OSCI certifi-
cates); the eCampus Server to host additional eCampus secured applications; the
eCampus Mediator as a trusted Security Gateway between OSCI based secure
communications (incl. signed data) and the legacy http based web interfaces of the
legacy UMS (incl. OSCI client for signed/encrypted data transfer); a U-M-converter
service to translate between public and confidential user id attributes in a trusted manner.

Figure 1: An overview - eCampus architecture, eGov. components, examination data flow (Testat)

Figure 2: The eCampus security shell architecture, integrating GeID, OSCI, QES standards
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Abstract: In November 2010 the German government introduced a new national
ID card. The Bundesdruckerei GmbH was the responsible company for designing
and producing the ID card including its highly sophisticated security features.
Besides traditional means for visual identification, the card contains a wireless
smartcard chip enabling online usage of the ID card. Thus citizens are now able to
prove their identity, age or place of residence to an online service provider, e.g.,
through a web application. Additionally, the chip contains an inactive application
for the generation of digital signatures based on elliptic curve cryptography
(ECDSA) which - upon activation - can be used to digitally sign electronic
documents (online as well as offline).

The Bundesdruckerei GmbH is currently the only party able to perform online
post-issuance personalization of qualified electronic signature certificates on the
ID card. In order to do so, a new web application called “sign-me”1 has been
developed enabling citizens to activate the signature application on the ID card.
In order to diminish the technical challenges for the citizens, “sign-me” takes over
the required steps of

 performing the required online identification of the citizen according to
the German signature law by using the eID-application provided by the
new ID card,

 generating a fresh signature key pair on the ID card,

 exporting the according public key to the certificate service provider
“D-TRUST GmbH”, the trustcenter of the Bundesdruckerei GmbH,
which is then responsible for binding the citizen’s identity to the
generated signature key pair by issuing the according X.509-certificate,
and finally

 storing the issued qualified certificate on the citizen’s ID card.

This invited talk briefly introduces the German eID system and focuses on the
organizational process as well as the infrastructure required for secure online
issuance and management of the certificates. We will introduce the “sign-me” web
application and show how citizens can activate the signature application on their
ID card, how quickly it is possible to issue and store a qualified certificate on the
ID card and how it can be used to finally sign documents. An outlook on
envisioned further extensions of “sign-me” concludes the presentation.

1 http://www.sign-me.de
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Abstract: The OpenID Foundation (OIDF), is an international non-profit
organization of individuals and companies committed to enabling, promoting and
protecting OpenID technologies. Currently OIDF is finalizing the third generation
of OpenID Single Sign-On protocols under the brand name ”OpenID Connect”. In
parallel with this effort OIDF has also launched Working Groups for solving other
problems that arise when users interact with an ecosystem of interoperable service
providers rather than a single service provider.

The presentation will cover the status, features, and benefits of OpenID Connect,
Account Chooser, and the Backplane Protocol supplemented by feedback collected
from various stakeholder groups.

1 Introduction

Formed in June 2007, the OpenID Foundation (“OIDF”) serves as a public trust
organization representing the open community of developers, vendors, and users. OIDF
assists the community by providing standards and support for internet scale identity
management and related technologies. This also entails managing intellectual property
and brand marks as well as fostering viral growth and global participation in the
proliferation of OpenID.

Currently OIDF is finalizing the third generation of OpenID Single Sign-On protocols
under the brand name ”OpenID Connect”. In parallel with this effort OIDF has also
launched the Account Chooser Working Group for solving the usability problems arising
when a relying party supports multiple identity providers, and the Backplane Working
Group which deals with the problems that arise when users interact with an ecosystem of
interoperable service providers rather than a single service provider.

2 OpenID Connect

OpenID Connect is a suite of lightweight specifications that provide a framework for
identity interactions via REST like APIs. A specific goal for OpenID Connect has been
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to make it as easy as possible for relying parties to implement OpenID. The simplest
deployment of OpenID Connect allows for clients of all types including browser-based,
mobile, and JavaScript clients, to request and receive information about identities and
currently authenticated sessions [Sa13a] [Sa13b]. The specification suite is extensible,
allowing participants to optionally support more advanced features and encryption of
identity data [Sa13e] [Sa13f], provider and user discovery [Sa13c], dynamic client
registration [Sa13d], and advanced session management, including logout [Sa13g].

OpenID Connect performs many of the same tasks as OpenID 2.0, but does so in a way
that is API-friendly. OpenID Connect also includes more robust mechanisms for signing
and encryption allowing OpenID Connect to be used in scenarios requiring higher levels
of assurance. Integration of OAuth 1.0a and OpenID 2.0 required an extension (the
OpenID/OAuth hybrid). Being based directly on OAuth 2.0, OAuth capabilities are
inherently built into OpenID Connect.

Additionally OpenID Connect supports propagation of both distributed and aggregated
claims, and specifies a ”self-issued” mode allowing a user to host his/her own Identity
Provider while still being able to present trusted third-party claims to service providers.

3 Account Chooser

Account Chooser is a technique to improve the user experience for logging into a
website. It produces a uniform and standardized UI to handle the use cases where a
device is used by different users, where a single user has more profiles on a particular
website, and in particular it solves the ”Nascar Problem” [Me09] occurring when a new
user wants to sign up at service provider supporting a large number of identity providers.

The Account Chooser will be implemented as a central service operated by OIDF at
accountchooser.com, but may also be implemented locally by a service provider. Each
method has its own distinct advantages and disadvantages.

The model is protocol agnostic and may in some cases improve usability on a website
even if it does not support identity providers, or a website that only supports a single
identity provider.

4 Backplane Protocol

Many websites on the Internet embed JavaScript applications into their web pages to
provide social functionality such as single sign-on, commenting, sharing, polling, and
chatting. As such applications are often developed and hosted by different vendors, they
are effectively silos that cannot communicate with each other. This presents a significant
problem because the user experience is disjointed and broken, which forces website
operators to invest time and money to integrate these services through proprietary APIs.
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The Backplane Protocol is a proposed open standard to solve this problem. Backplane
Protocol is a secure framework for interaction between multiple, independent client- and
server-side parties in the context of a browser session. The Backplane Protocol lets
trusted applications share information. When placed together on a web page, Backplane-
enabled applications share user identity and other information, seamlessly, regardless of
their source. In essence, Backplane Protocol defines a message distribution system
where messages are delivered securely, reliably, in order, and in real-time. When a user
takes action in one app, the other apps will get the news using the Backplane Protocol.

5 Participation and timeline

The vast majority of OIDF's work is done in the Working Groups. A working group is
focused on a specific problem, technology, or opportunity for which the members will
deliver a document or series of documents, after which they may disband or create a
revised charter for further work. The completion of a working group charter and
subsequent disbanding of the group are viewed as a sign of success.

Membership of the Foundation is not required to participate in a working group but
participants must agree to the IPR Policy by executing a Contribution Agreement and
subscribe to the groups' mailing list. This allows anyone to participate in technology
development while ensuring that the specifications remain freely implementable by
anyone.

Each working group has one or more editors and a charter that the group is supposed to
follow. When a specification is considered complete, an approvals process is initiated.
First a review period followed by a vote among the OIDF members is conducted to
approve an ”Implementer's Draft” version of the specification. When sufficient feedback
has been gathered and processed, a second review and vote is conducted to approve the
specification as an official OIDF standard.

The OpenID Connect specification is presently entering the implementers draft review
period and is expected to enter the final review period by fall 2013.

6 General Feedback

OpenID Connect has technically been designed to work in a variety of environments
requiring different levels of security, identity assurance, and privacy. The Account
Chooser proposal is expected to facilitate a smoother transition from local login to login
via one or more identity providers.

Hence OIDF is currently soliciting feedback from both developer and business
communities to determine how the new features of OpenID Connect and Account
Chooser can be promoted to overcome the scepticism associated with current
alternatives to local login, such as the previous OpenID versions, current government
issued ID's, Facebook Connect, and various federation solutions.
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Abstract: Security and privacy have turned out to be major challenges of the further
Internet evolution in general and cloud computing, in particular. This paper proposes
a novel approach to safeguard against previously unimpeded insider attacks, referred
to as Sealed Cloud. A canonical set of technical measures is described, which, in
conjunction, sufficiently complicate and thus economically prevent insider access to
unencrypted data. This paper shows the advantages versus end-to-end encryption rel-
ative to communication services. Another application of the Sealed Cloud, referred
to as Sealed Freeze, provides a seminal solution to privacy issues pertaining to data
retention.

1 Introduction

For a long time, IT security concerns have focused on perimeter security, assuming the

providers of software as a service (SaaS), clouds and cloud-based services to be trustwor-

thy. However, data theft and privacy violation statistics [KKC+05], [HMKF10] reveal

that at least every fourth harmful attack originates from within providing organizations.

This data only confirms what many potential customers of SaaS and cloud based offers

already sense regarding the data’s security. Therefore, mission critical applications are not

outsourced to cloud resources, and privacy preserving services have not been established

on a significant scale, to date [CHP+09]. In other words, integrated security is absolutely

essential as recently postulated by many IT security experts, e.g. [Eck09]. Is data created

outside the cloud, then client encryption of this data provides basic security. However, is

data to be generated within the cloud, the demand for a technical breakthrough protecting

user data processed by providers is imperative.

The present proposal was elaborated within the framework of development of a Web pri-

vacy service [JM09], where, in an SaaS architecture, the data security exigence was ex-

tended to also consistently embrace the server components. Once this condition precedent

was fulfilled, the resulting technical measures proved to equally solve the issue in general

computing infrastructure.
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Outline The remainder of this article is subdivided as follows. Section 2 gives account

of previous work. The Sealed Cloud proposal is presented in Section 3. The advantages of

the novel concept for communications and web privacy services as well as data retention

technologies is elaborated in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusion.

2 Previous Work

In literature, there are several approaches as to how to secure computing infrastructure

by employing Trusted Platform Modules (TPM), e.g. [DTM10] or [SGR09] for improved

software integrity. In [GPC+03], a closed-box execution environment is used to protect the

virtual machines against unauthorized access by an administrator. According to [BMe09],

this method has not been implemented, yet.

These approaches secure the software’s integrity and thus substantially restrict adminis-

trators’ liberty to abuse infrastructure and data but do not fundamentally prevent access to

unencrypted user data during processing. E.g., if the operation kernel of a processor fails

or is provoked to fail, unencryped data is written to core dumps.

Similar ideas to clean up data as the ones presented in this paper, when perimeter security

is surpassed, may be found in literature on tamper-proof hardware, e.g. [DBAS04].

The only somewhat comparable alternative to Sealed Cloud known to the authors to date

is (fully) homomorphic encryption [Pai99], [SV10] and [Gen08]. However, this enabling

technology (still in stage of research) discloses all meta data or connection data (i.e., who

communicates with whom, how much and when) to the operators of these services. This

is also valid for all end-to-end client encrypting services. Even if ”mixing networks” (e.g.

[SRG97]) are used to access an infrastructure, which computes on encrypted data, the

operator can see which operations are dependent on each other. Thus, these alternatives

do not meet secure cloud computing requirements to a sufficient degree.

Hence, in practice, controls as per ISO/IEC 27002, for example, which are integrated into

elaborated information security management systems pursuant, e.g., to ISO/IEC 27001,

are implemented on an organizational (yet not exclusively technical) level.

The following proposal to technically protect against insider attacks is a set of innovative

technical measures yet employs off-the-shelf physical components only. It has been im-

plemented for a concrete Web privacy service, and prototype development for generic use

is ongoing.

3 Proposal

A processing infrastructure is assumed, hosting applications that process sensitive, critical

or personal data.

Sensitive, critical or personal data is considered any data related to users or subject mat-
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ter the users deal with using such applications and deemed worthy of protection against

unauthorized access.

Unauthorized access is specified as any access of a party having no business directly re-

lated to the business logic of an application nor a legally justified access right.

Unauthorized parties are external attackers but may also be internal service or infrastruc-

ture operator staff, provided that no human interaction is needed for an application’s busi-

ness logic. Often, the user of an application and a legal entity are the only persons to have

authorized access within the narrow scope of applicable law.

The following proposes a set of technical measures, aimed at protecting sensitive, critical

or personal data from unauthorized access. It is essential that said protection of sensitive

and mission critical application data be sufficiently effective by technical means only, i.e.,

it is paramount that potential impact of human deviance be minimized.

Basic Idea Due to the fact that current computing is normally only secured via state-

of-the-art perimeter protection and in crucial cases, additionally protected by a compre-

hensive set of measures insuring software integrity, infrastructure administrators and the

administrators of the hosted applications still have access to unencrypted sensitive, critical

or personal data.

Of course, operators of such infrastructure and respectively implemented services are well

aware of this weakness and tend to complement protection of unencrypted processing data

via organizational, non-technical means, i.e., respectively defined processes and staffing

with upright personell they deem trustworthy.

A good example of named full set of procedures is described in [MD08] or in the ISO/IEC

2700X standards. The aforementioned elaborates the best combination of technical, formal

and informal measures, to maximize security.

In contrast, our proposal replaces this non-technical makeshift by commensurate key dis-

tribution and tailored data clean-up procedures.The latter measures, when combined with

perimeter security and software integrity, can close contemplated gaps. Thus, with Sealed

Cloud, no unencrypted processing data is easily accessible to unauthorized parties.

Key Distribution Let’s assume that all data stored on persistent memory is encrypted.

In order to avoid that this encrypted data is accessed by the operator of the infrastructure

or the operator of the services in unencrypted form, it is necessary to either (a) use an

encryption method, in which the operator (once the data is encrypted) is not able, in turn,

to decrypt the information, e.g., asymmetric encryption, or (b) delete the encryption key

from the processors memory, as soon as encryption is completed. The latter method is

appropriate if the encrypted information is to be again used at a later point in time in

unencrypted form.

These methods allow distribution of power among the various parties involved in an appli-

cation’s business logic.

The most straightforward use case consists of user data encryption in the database of the
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service deployed in Sealed Cloud, with a key provided by the client of the application. If

the data is again to be used in the cloud at a later point of time, no asymmetric key is used,

and, consequently, the application has to delete the key, once the session or another unit

representing the interaction with named data is completed.

A further use case comprises an application, which needs to provide access to specific

data for a third party, e.g., when access of a business partner of the client is intentional, to

ensure data access needed for partnership with the client organization. Such data can be

encrypted in the Sealed Cloud with a business partner’s public key, exported in encrypted

form to the partner, and, once there, safely decrypted with the partner’s private key.

Data Clean-up The database of the Sealed Cloud contains no unecrypted data. Pursuant

to business logic, the key to said data is only available for the party owning it. However,

unencrypted data is found in the persistent and volatile memory of the processing infras-

tructure alike. Planned access, i.e. planned maintenance to said memory, is inevitable, if

one is to keep processing upright from an operational perspective. Unplanned access can-

not be excluded either, since perimeter security can, in most cases, set off an alarm when

intrusion is detected but not always prevent it effectively.

Data clean-up, as proposed here, implies that planned or unplanned access to the persistent

or volatile memory is not possible until sensitive, critical or personal data has been deleted

or reliably overwritten. This requires appropriate trigger signals, indicating to the data

clean-up procedure, that planned access is requested, or unplanned access is immanent.

Planned access postulates the creation of new trigger signals, whereas unplanned access

can rely on perimeter security alarms as signals.

Implementation Figure 1 illustrates a sample implementation of the described set of

measures. The cloud user’s personal computers or other electronic devices are connected

to Sealed Cloud, which is run by the cloud operator. The application software executed

in Sealed Cloud was developed and produced by the application operator and has been

examined and certified by one or multiple external auditors, before it was deployed in

Sealed Cloud. All players’ domains of control are indicated in Figure 1 with dashed lines,

respectively. The structure of Sealed Cloud in this sample implementation is depicted in

Figure 1 within the domain of the cloud operator. It consists of a so-called data clean-up

area in the center (emphasized by two boldly printed ”sealing” bows at the bottom and the

top of the area) and the database and encrypted file system, as well as the peripheral seal

and cloud control.

When the user connects to Sealed Cloud, an encrypted communication channel from the

browser or any other application running on the user’s personal computer or device is es-

tablished to one of the application servers in the data clean-up area, pursuant to well-known

standard procedures, e.g., secure socket layer protocol. The selection of the actual applica-

tion server is performed by load distributing mechanisms, implemented within the routers

and servers of the cloud control unit, which also hosts the state-of-the-art mechanisms for

perimeter security, such as firewall and intrusion detection and prevention. It is worthy of

mention that the necessary shared secret or private key for this encrypted connection is (for
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Figure 1: A sample implementation of the canonical set of measures for a Sealed Cloud infrastruc-
ture.

the purposes of the Sealed Cloud) not known to the cloud operator but under the control

of the external auditor, who deployed a non-reverse-engineerable software agent on each

application server. For practial purposes, this can be approximated by code obfuscation

[BGI+01]. Furthermore, each of these agents is individually produced for each respective

application server, so that its execution is possible only on the individual server with the

server’s concrete TPM secrets.

The sensitive, critical or personal data is then processed in unencrypted form in the applica-

tion server. For persistent storage, the data is encrypted with a key derived from the user’s

login credentials at the beginning of the session. The application software deletes these

login credentials the instant the storage key is generated. External auditors focus on this

deletion procedure, in particular. The data is then stored in the database in encrypted form.

In the next session, the key which is necessary to read the data back from the database is

again generated from the login credentials. At the end of each session, this derived key is

also deleted. This procedure is also a main focus of examination through external auditors.

The data encryption keys in the mass storage may be stored in the encrypted data, which,

in turn, is stored in the database.

Access to the unencrypted data during processing within the data clean-up area is pre-
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vented by the data clean-up method. The following illustrates this method as per imple-

mentation example in Figure 1: The sealing control unit monitors a comprehensive set

of sensors and agents running on all system components, to detect access attempts to the

Sealed Cloud infrastructure. In the event the data clean-up area is accessed without au-

thorization, the affected application servers immediately stop operation and delete any

unencrypted data. For the purpose of simplification, the data clean-up area of this imple-

mentation example contains volatile memory only. The deletion procedure is, e.g., brute

forced by power-down of the affected application servers. This applies to both logical and

physical attempts to access the data clean-up area. Such reversal of priorities, that privacy

is ranked even higher than high availability requirements, lead to such system behavior.

In the event of authorized access, e.g. for maintenance purposes, the same data clean-up

mechanism is triggered only once access rights (authorization, system availability require-

ments, et al.) are confirmed by a state-of-the-art access control system.

When starting or restarting the application servers or other components of the Sealed Cloud

system, the integrity of the system must be verified. A chain of trust must be established,

embracing the full stack, from the server hardware to the highest application software

layers, e.g., employing, in this implementation example, the TPMs as roots for the chains

of trust.

Organizational Measures and Audit The user must be able to trust the Sealed Cloud

operator and the application provider, i.e. that the system behaves as claimed and that both

hardware and software in the system are trustworthy and execute only the specified func-

tions. The implementation complexity needs to be limited by hierarchic structuring and

encapsulation of the system modules, so that external auditors are able to understand and

examine all components and, in particular, the critical focal points of an audit. Only then

can external auditors issue certificates, thus providing the user an expert opinion, to justify

trust in the operating parties. To further improve the coverage of examination by external

auditors, they employ software agents, to dynamically observe system behavior and issue

dynamic system integrity attestation for the user. Hence, despite the fact that the technical

measures ’key distribution’ and ’data clean-up’ sufficiently complicate insider access to

unencrypted processing data and therefore protect against insider attacks, organizational

measures are needed, to secure a proper auditing and certification process by external au-

ditors. That means that human integrity and processes are still important for the operation

of the overall Sealed Cloud. However, this set of measures is, as illustrated in Figure 2,

shifted to the second line of defence.

Core Principle The core principle underlying present proposal, is to implement a set

of appropriate technical measures, to enforce the distribution of power between various

parties. Such distribution of power (concerning the access to data), of course, only works,

as long as no malicious coalitions are built between the various parties. The probability

of such coalitions decreases, the less the external auditors depend on the operators and the

more they depend on the users. This stipulates that no monopoly, neither for the operator

nor for the auditor, is acceptable.
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Figure 2: Organizational measures are shifted to the second line of defence.

Canonical Set of Measures The presented set of measures is classified as canonical, be-

cause the entirety of technical measures, serving the purpose of protecting the unencrypted

processing data, can be classified into the presented four categories ”perimeter security”,

”software integrity”, ”key distribution” and ”data-clean-up”. Despite the various mea-

sures’ dependency, each technical measure can be unambiguously categorized into one of

the given groups of measures.

4 Applications

As mentioned in Section 1, the Sealed Cloud concept was elaborated, to develop a Web

service designed to protect user privacy. The properties and a fundamental privacy ad-

vantage of such a service, in particular, compared to end-to-end-encryption, is described

as a first application example in this section. The second application example was also

developed in this connection. For cases with an obligation to court-ordered disclosure of

data, e.g. connection data in telecommunications systems, stipulated the design of Sealed

Freeze.

Web Privacy Services Web privacy services empower the user to enjoy the opportuni-

ties of modern networking technology, while pro-actively maintaining user privacy alike.

Sealed Cloud is an enabling technology, generating trust in web privacy services. The Web

Privacy Service IDGARD [idg13] is the first privacy service to offer Sealed Cloud infras-
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Figure 3: Sealed cloud also ensures connection data privacy

tructure. With a proxy function and additional measures as part of the application on the

application servers, the source address and other identifying parameters of the user device

can be disguised, to allow the user pseudonymous visits of websites. A certain number of

users of such a service is necessary, for the individual user to be hidden among numerous

fellow users. Further, Sealed Cloud can securely host user names and passwords safely,

to provide for convenient and secure online authentication. Finally, shared storage allows

a full range of communication services, such as e-mail, chat, file sharing, etc. The latter

use case is illustrated in Figure 3. On the left-hand side of the figure, communication is

depicted between users A-D via standard communication services. The connection data,

i.e., who is connected with whom, when, and how much data is trafficked, is visible to

the operator of the standard communication service. In contrast, a Sealed Cloud based

communication service, as depicted on the right-hand side of Figure 3, does not disclose

any of this connection data to the service operator.

Sealed Freeze Vis-a-vis legal philosophy, aforementioned web privacy services ulti-

mately ensure free democratic order. However, to prevent these services from degener-

ating to hiding places for criminals or terrorists, a method for authorized persons to be

able to access connection data within a very restricted constitutional framework is imper-
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Figure 4: Sealed Freeze based on Sealed Cloud technology: An approach to resolve privacy issues
regarding data retention.

ative. Yet, the property that the operators, technically, have no access to this data, has to

be held upright. Moreover, the strict rules of the tight constitutional framework of justified

access should be enforced, technically.

Figure 4 depicts the basic concept of Sealed Freeze. Any relevant data acquisition and pro-

cessing system, e.g. telecommunications networks, social networks or video surveillance

systems, to name only a few, feature data acquisition devices and a system to transport

the data to a storage area. With Sealed Freeze, a key store generates pairs of assymmetric

keys, keeps them in volatile memory only, and provides the public key to the data acqui-

sition devices. These encrypt the data to be retained block by block, each with a specific

public key, respectively, and then forward the encrypted data to the storage area. In case

court-ordered or other authorized persons are legally obliged to access the retained data,

they can request the matching private keys from Sealed Freeze. The policy gate in Sealed

Freeze will disclose the matching private keys only if the request fulfils the policy rules,

as defined by lawmakers in advance and as programmed into the policy gate. The policy

cannot be changed with retroactive effect, since all keys are deleted during deployment

of a new policy. The policy can contain rules regarding a four-eyes principle, maximum

storage duration, volume of disclosure, flows of disclosure within a given period of time,

et al. The rule set within the policy can be chosen in a manner that no dragnet investiga-

tion is possible, because the number of private keys to be disclosed is limited. Through

the rule defining that private keys be deleted after a specific amount of time, deadlines can

be enforced, technically. Here, too, Sealed Cloud is the enabling technology that resolves
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privacy issues.

5 Conclusion

The present proposal is a good example of an integrated security approach in information

technology. By technical means, unauthorized access of any kind is effectually compli-

cated and thus prevented efficiently. Unauthorized parties include the service amd infras-

tructure operators. The resultant Sealed Cloud therefore constitutes an unrivaled, trust-

worthy processing infrastructure for clients of hosted applications, as opposed to the user

having to rely on the mere trustworthiness of the provider.

Present paper is a proposal, opening a field of research regarding the suggested measures’

implementation options. Fields of interest are, in particular, software integrity in envi-

ronments with virtual engines and approaches to reliable data clean-up in standard cloud

application interfaces.

The Sealed Cloud prototype infrastructure is pursued by Uniscon GmbH, Fraunhofer In-

stitute of Applied and Integrated Security, and SecureNet GmbH, and is co-funded by

the German Ministry of Economy and Technology within the framework of the so-called

Trusted Cloud initiative [BfWuTB10].
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Schmitt (Hrsg.): Kommunikation in ver-
teilten Systemen

P-62 Federrath, Hannes (Hrsg.): „Sicherheit 
2005“ – Sicherheit – Schutz und Zuver-
lässigkeit

P-63 Roland Kaschek, Heinrich C. Mayr, 
Stephen Liddle (Hrsg.): Information Sys-
tems – Technology and ist Applications
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P-64 Peter Liggesmeyer, Klaus Pohl, Michael 
Goedicke (Hrsg.): Software Engineering 
2005

P-65 Gottfried Vossen, Frank Leymann, Peter 
Lockemann, Wolffried Stucky (Hrsg.): 
Datenbanksysteme in Business, Techno-
logie und Web

P-66 Jörg M. Haake, Ulrike Lucke, Djamshid 
Tavangarian (Hrsg.): DeLFI 2005: 3. 
deutsche e-Learning Fachtagung Infor-
matik

P-67 Armin B. Cremers, Rainer Manthey, 
Peter Martini, Volker Steinhage (Hrsg.): 
INFORMATIK 2005 – Informatik LIVE 
(Band 1)

P-68 Armin B. Cremers, Rainer Manthey, 
Peter Martini, Volker Steinhage (Hrsg.): 
INFORMATIK 2005 – Informatik LIVE 
(Band 2)

P-69 Robert Hirschfeld, Ryszard Kowalcyk, 
Andreas Polze, Matthias Weske (Hrsg.): 
NODe 2005, GSEM 2005

P-70 Klaus Turowski, Johannes-Maria Zaha 
(Hrsg.): Component-oriented Enterprise 
Application (COAE 2005)

P-71 Andrew Torda, Stefan Kurz, Matthias 
Rarey (Hrsg.): German Conference on 
Bioinformatics 2005

P-72 Klaus P. Jantke, Klaus-Peter Fähnrich, 
Wolfgang S. Wittig (Hrsg.): Marktplatz 
Internet: Von e-Learning bis e-Payment

P-73 Jan von Knop, Wilhelm Haverkamp, Eike 
Jessen (Hrsg.): “Heute schon das Morgen 
sehen“

P-74 Christopher Wolf, Stefan Lucks, Po-Wah 
Yau (Hrsg.): WEWoRC 2005 – Western 
European Workshop on Research in 
Cryptology

P-75 Jörg Desel, Ulrich Frank (Hrsg.): Enter-
prise Modelling and Information Systems 
Architecture

P-76 Thomas Kirste, Birgitta König-Riess, Key 
Pousttchi, Klaus Turowski (Hrsg.): Mo-
bile Informationssysteme – Potentiale, 
Hindernisse, Einsatz

P-77 Jana Dittmann (Hrsg.): SICHERHEIT 
2006

P-78 K.-O. Wenkel, P. Wagner, M. Morgens-
tern, K. Luzi, P. Eisermann (Hrsg.): Land- 
und Ernährungswirtschaft im Wandel

P-79 Bettina Biel, Matthias Book, Volker 
Gruhn (Hrsg.): Softwareengineering 2006

P-80 Mareike Schoop, Christian Huemer, 
Michael Rebstock, Martin Bichler 
(Hrsg.): Service-Oriented Electronic 
Commerce

P-81 Wolfgang Karl, Jürgen Becker, Karl-
Erwin Großpietsch, Christian Hochberger, 
Erik Maehle (Hrsg.): ARCS´06

P-82 Heinrich C. Mayr, Ruth Breu (Hrsg.): 
Modellierung 2006

P-83 Daniel Huson, Oliver Kohlbacher, Andrei 
Lupas, Kay Nieselt and Andreas Zell 
(eds.): German Conference on Bioinfor-
matics

P-84 Dimitris Karagiannis, Heinrich C. Mayr, 
(Hrsg.): Information Systems Technology 
and its Applications

P-85 Witold Abramowicz, Heinrich C. Mayr, 
(Hrsg.): Business Information Systems

P-86 Robert Krimmer (Ed.): Electronic Voting 
2006

P-87 Max Mühlhäuser, Guido Rößling, Ralf 
Steinmetz (Hrsg.): DELFI 2006: 4. 
e-Learning Fachtagung Informatik

P-88 Robert Hirschfeld, Andreas Polze, 
Ryszard Kowalczyk (Hrsg.): NODe 2006, 
GSEM 2006

P-90 Joachim Schelp, Robert Winter, Ulrich 
Frank, Bodo Rieger, Klaus Turowski 
(Hrsg.): Integration, Informationslogistik 
und Architektur

P-91 Henrik Stormer, Andreas Meier, Michael 
Schumacher (Eds.): European Conference 
on eHealth 2006

P-92 Fernand Feltz, Benoît Otjacques, Andreas 
Oberweis, Nicolas Poussing (Eds.): AIM 
2006

P-93 Christian Hochberger, Rüdiger Liskowsky 
(Eds.): INFORMATIK 2006 – Informatik 
für Menschen, Band 1

P-94 Christian Hochberger, Rüdiger Liskowsky 
(Eds.): INFORMATIK 2006 – Informatik 
für Menschen, Band 2

P-95 Matthias Weske, Markus Nüttgens (Eds.): 
EMISA 2005: Methoden, Konzepte und 
Technologien für die Entwicklung von 
dienstbasierten Informationssystemen

P-96 Saartje Brockmans, Jürgen Jung, York 
Sure (Eds.): Meta-Modelling and Ontolo-
gies

P-97 Oliver Göbel, Dirk Schadt, Sandra Frings, 
Hardo Hase, Detlef Günther, Jens Nedon 
(Eds.): IT-Incident Mangament & IT-
Forensics – IMF 2006
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P-98 Hans Brandt-Pook, Werner Simonsmeier 
und Thorsten Spitta (Hrsg.): Beratung 
in der Softwareentwicklung – Modelle, 
Methoden, Best Practices

P-99 Andreas Schwill, Carsten Schulte, Marco 
Thomas (Hrsg.): Didaktik der Informatik

P-100 Peter Forbrig, Günter Siegel, Markus 
Schneider (Hrsg.): HDI 2006: Hochschul-
didaktik der Informatik

P-101 Stefan Böttinger, Ludwig Theuvsen,  
Susanne Rank, Marlies Morgenstern (Hrsg.): 
Agrarinformatik im Spannungsfeld 
zwischen Regionalisierung und globalen 
Wertschöpfungsketten

P-102 Otto Spaniol (Eds.): Mobile Services and 
Personalized Environments

P-103 Alfons Kemper, Harald Schöning, Thomas 
Rose, Matthias Jarke, Thomas Seidl, 
Christoph Quix, Christoph Brochhaus 
(Hrsg.): Datenbanksysteme in Business, 
Technologie und Web (BTW 2007)

P-104 Birgitta König-Ries, Franz  Lehner, 
Rainer Malaka, Can Türker (Hrsg.) 
MMS 2007: Mobilität und mobile 
Informationssysteme

P-105 Wolf-Gideon Bleek, Jörg Raasch,  
Heinz Züllighoven (Hrsg.) 
Software Engineering 2007

P-106 Wolf-Gideon Bleek, Henning Schwentner,  
Heinz Züllighoven (Hrsg.) 
Software Engineering 2007 –  
Beiträge zu den Workshops

P-107 Heinrich C. Mayr, 
Dimitris Karagiannis (eds.) 
Information Systems 
Technology and its Applications

P-108 Arslan Brömme, Christoph Busch, 
Detlef Hühnlein (eds.) 
BIOSIG 2007: 
Biometrics and 
Electronic Signatures

P-109 Rainer Koschke, Otthein Herzog, Karl-
Heinz Rödiger, Marc Ronthaler (Hrsg.) 
INFORMATIK 2007 
Informatik trifft Logistik 
Band 1

P-110 Rainer Koschke, Otthein Herzog, Karl-
Heinz Rödiger, Marc Ronthaler (Hrsg.) 
INFORMATIK 2007 
Informatik trifft Logistik 
Band 2

P-111 Christian Eibl, Johannes Magenheim, 
Sigrid Schubert, Martin Wessner (Hrsg.) 
DeLFI 2007: 
5. e-Learning Fachtagung 
Informatik

P-112 Sigrid Schubert (Hrsg.) 
Didaktik der Informatik in  
Theorie und Praxis

P-113 Sören Auer, Christian Bizer, Claudia 
Müller, Anna V. Zhdanova (Eds.) 
The Social Semantic Web 2007  
Proceedings of the 1st Conference on 
Social Semantic Web (CSSW)

P-114 Sandra Frings, Oliver Göbel, Detlef Günther, 
Hardo G. Hase, Jens Nedon, Dirk Schadt, 
Arslan Brömme (Eds.) 
IMF2007 IT-incident 
management & IT-forensics 
Proceedings of the 3rd International 
Conference on IT-Incident Management 
& IT-Forensics

P-115 Claudia Falter, Alexander Schliep, 
Joachim Selbig, Martin Vingron and  
Dirk Walther (Eds.) 
German conference on bioinformatics 
GCB 2007

P-116 Witold Abramowicz, Leszek Maciszek 
(Eds.) 
Business Process and Services Computing 
1st International Working Conference on 
Business Process and Services Computing 
BPSC 2007

P-117 Ryszard Kowalczyk (Ed.) 
Grid service engineering and manegement 
The 4th International Conference on Grid 
Service Engineering and Management 
GSEM 2007

P-118 Andreas Hein, Wilfried Thoben, Hans-
Jürgen Appelrath, Peter Jensch (Eds.) 
European Conference on ehealth 2007

P-119 Manfred Reichert, Stefan Strecker, Klaus 
Turowski (Eds.) 
Enterprise Modelling and Information 
Systems Architectures 
Concepts and Applications

P-120 Adam Pawlak, Kurt Sandkuhl,  
Wojciech Cholewa,  
Leandro Soares Indrusiak (Eds.) 
Coordination of Collaborative 
Engineering - State of the Art and Future 
Challenges 

P-121 Korbinian Herrmann, Bernd Bruegge (Hrsg.)  
Software Engineering 2008 
Fachtagung des GI-Fachbereichs 
Softwaretechnik 

P-122 Walid Maalej, Bernd Bruegge (Hrsg.) 
Software Engineering 2008 - 
Workshopband 
Fachtagung des GI-Fachbereichs 
Softwaretechnik
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P-123 Michael H. Breitner, Martin Breunig, Elgar 
Fleisch, Ley Pousttchi, Klaus Turowski 
(Hrsg.)  
Mobile und Ubiquitäre 
Informationssysteme – Technologien, 
Prozesse, Marktfähigkeit 
Proceedings zur 3. Konferenz Mobile und 
Ubiquitäre Informationssysteme  
(MMS 2008) 

P-124 Wolfgang E. Nagel, Rolf Hoffmann,  
Andreas Koch (Eds.)  
9th Workshop on Parallel Systems and 
Algorithms (PASA) 
Workshop  of the GI/ITG Speciel Interest 
Groups PARS and PARVA 

P-125 Rolf A.E. Müller, Hans-H. Sundermeier,  
Ludwig Theuvsen, Stephanie Schütze,  
Marlies Morgenstern (Hrsg.)  
Unternehmens-IT: 
Führungsinstrument oder 
Verwaltungsbürde 
Referate der 28. GIL Jahrestagung  

P-126 Rainer Gimnich, Uwe Kaiser, Jochen 
Quante, Andreas Winter (Hrsg.)  
10th Workshop Software Reengineering 
(WSR 2008)

P-127 Thomas Kühne, Wolfgang Reisig, 
Friedrich Steimann (Hrsg.)  
Modellierung 2008

P-128 Ammar Alkassar, Jörg Siekmann (Hrsg.) 
Sicherheit 2008 
Sicherheit, Schutz und Zuverlässigkeit 
Beiträge der 4. Jahrestagung des 
Fachbereichs Sicherheit der Gesellschaft 
für Informatik e.V. (GI) 
2.-4. April 2008 
Saarbrücken, Germany

P-129 Wolfgang Hesse, Andreas Oberweis (Eds.) 
Sigsand-Europe 2008 
Proceedings of the Third AIS SIGSAND 
European Symposium on Analysis, 
Design, Use and Societal Impact of 
Information Systems

P-130 Paul Müller, Bernhard Neumair, 
Gabi Dreo Rodosek (Hrsg.)  
1. DFN-Forum Kommunikations-
technologien Beiträge der Fachtagung

P-131 Robert Krimmer, Rüdiger Grimm (Eds.)  
3rd International Conference on Electronic 
Voting 2008 
Co-organized by Council of Europe, 
Gesellschaft für Informatik and E-Voting.
CC

P-132 Silke Seehusen, Ulrike Lucke,  
Stefan Fischer (Hrsg.)  
DeLFI 2008: 
Die 6. e-Learning Fachtagung Informatik

P-133 Heinz-Gerd Hegering, Axel Lehmann, 
Hans Jürgen Ohlbach, Christian 
Scheideler (Hrsg.)  
INFORMATIK 2008 
Beherrschbare Systeme – dank Informatik 
Band 1

P-134 Heinz-Gerd Hegering, Axel Lehmann, 
Hans Jürgen Ohlbach, Christian 
Scheideler (Hrsg.)  
INFORMATIK 2008 
Beherrschbare Systeme – dank Informatik 
Band 2

P-135 Torsten Brinda, Michael Fothe, 
Peter Hubwieser, Kirsten Schlüter (Hrsg.) 
Didaktik der Informatik – 
Aktuelle Forschungsergebnisse

P-136 Andreas Beyer, Michael Schroeder (Eds.)  
German Conference on Bioinformatics 
GCB 2008

P-137 Arslan Brömme, Christoph Busch, Detlef 
Hühnlein (Eds.) 
BIOSIG 2008: Biometrics and Electronic 
Signatures

P-138 Barbara Dinter, Robert Winter, Peter 
Chamoni, Norbert Gronau, Klaus 
Turowski (Hrsg.) 
Synergien durch Integration und 
Informationslogistik 
Proceedings zur DW2008

P-139 Georg Herzwurm, Martin Mikusz (Hrsg.)  
Industrialisierung des Software-
Managements 
Fachtagung des GI-Fachausschusses 
Management der Anwendungs entwick-
lung und -wartung im Fachbereich 
Wirtschaftsinformatik

P-140 Oliver Göbel, Sandra Frings, Detlef 
Günther, Jens Nedon, Dirk Schadt (Eds.)  
IMF 2008 - IT Incident Management & 
IT Forensics

P-141 Peter Loos, Markus Nüttgens,  
Klaus Turowski, Dirk Werth (Hrsg.) 
Modellierung betrieblicher Informations-
systeme (MobIS 2008) 
Modellierung zwischen SOA und 
Compliance Management

P-142 R. Bill, P. Korduan,  L. Theuvsen,  
M. Morgenstern (Hrsg.) 
Anforderungen an die Agrarinformatik 
durch Globalisierung und 
Klimaveränderung

P-143 Peter Liggesmeyer, Gregor Engels,  
Jürgen Münch, Jörg Dörr,  
Norman Riegel  (Hrsg.) 
Software Engineering 2009 
Fachtagung des GI-Fachbereichs 
Softwaretechnik
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P-144 Johann-Christoph Freytag, Thomas Ruf, 
Wolfgang Lehner, Gottfried Vossen  
(Hrsg.) 
Datenbanksysteme in Business, 
Technologie und Web (BTW)

P-145 Knut Hinkelmann, Holger Wache (Eds.) 
WM2009: 5th Conference on Professional 
Knowledge Management

P-146 Markus Bick, Martin Breunig, 
Hagen Höpfner (Hrsg.) 
Mobile und Ubiquitäre 
Informationssysteme – Entwicklung, 
Implementierung und Anwendung 
4. Konferenz Mobile und Ubiquitäre 
Informationssysteme (MMS 2009)

P-147 Witold Abramowicz, Leszek Maciaszek, 
Ryszard Kowalczyk, Andreas Speck (Eds.)  
Business Process, Services Computing 
and Intelligent Service Management 
BPSC 2009 · ISM 2009 · YRW-MBP 
2009

P-148 Christian Erfurth, Gerald Eichler, 
Volkmar Schau (Eds.) 
9th International Conference on Innovative 
Internet Community Systems 
I2CS 2009

P-149 Paul Müller, Bernhard Neumair,  
Gabi Dreo Rodosek (Hrsg.) 
2. DFN-Forum 
Kommunikationstechnologien  
Beiträge der Fachtagung

P-150 Jürgen Münch, Peter Liggesmeyer (Hrsg.) 
Software Engineering  
2009 - Workshopband

P-151 Armin Heinzl, Peter Dadam, Stefan Kirn,  
Peter Lockemann (Eds.) 
PRIMIUM  
Process Innovation for  
Enterprise Software

P-152 Jan Mendling, Stefanie Rinderle-Ma, 
 Werner Esswein (Eds.)
 Enterprise Modelling and Information 

Systems Architectures
 Proceedings of the 3rd Int‘l Workshop 

EMISA 2009
P-153 Andreas Schwill,  

Nicolas Apostolopoulos (Hrsg.) 
Lernen im Digitalen Zeitalter  
DeLFI 2009 – Die 7. E-Learning 
Fachtagung Informatik

P-154 Stefan Fischer, Erik Maehle  
Rüdiger Reischuk (Hrsg.) 
INFORMATIK 2009 
Im Focus das Leben

P-155 Arslan Brömme, Christoph Busch, 
Detlef Hühnlein (Eds.)  
BIOSIG 2009:  
Biometrics and Electronic Signatures 
Proceedings of the Special Interest Group 
on Biometrics and Electronic Signatures

P-156 Bernhard Koerber (Hrsg.) 
Zukunft braucht Herkunft  
25 Jahre »INFOS – Informatik und 
Schule«

P-157 Ivo Grosse, Steffen Neumann,  
Stefan Posch, Falk Schreiber,  
Peter Stadler (Eds.) 
German Conference on Bioinformatics 
2009

P-158 W. Claupein, L. Theuvsen, A. Kämpf, 
M. Morgenstern (Hrsg.) 
Precision Agriculture 
Reloaded – Informationsgestützte 
Landwirtschaft

P-159 Gregor Engels, Markus Luckey, 
Wilhelm Schäfer (Hrsg.) 
Software Engineering 2010

P-160 Gregor Engels, Markus Luckey, 
Alexander Pretschner, Ralf Reussner 
(Hrsg.) 
Software Engineering 2010 – 
Workshopband 
(inkl. Doktorandensymposium)

P-161 Gregor Engels, Dimitris Karagiannis 
Heinrich C. Mayr (Hrsg.) 
Modellierung 2010

P-162 Maria A. Wimmer, Uwe Brinkhoff, 
Siegfried Kaiser, Dagmar Lück-
Schneider, Erich Schweighofer,  
Andreas Wiebe (Hrsg.) 
Vernetzte IT für einen effektiven Staat 
Gemeinsame Fachtagung 
Verwaltungsinformatik (FTVI) und  
Fachtagung Rechtsinformatik (FTRI) 2010

P-163 Markus Bick, Stefan Eulgem,  
Elgar Fleisch, J. Felix Hampe,  
Birgitta König-Ries, Franz Lehner,  
Key Pousttchi, Kai Rannenberg (Hrsg.) 
Mobile und Ubiquitäre 
Informationssysteme 
Technologien, Anwendungen und 
Dienste zur Unterstützung von mobiler 
Kollaboration

P-164 Arslan Brömme, Christoph Busch (Eds.) 
BIOSIG 2010: Biometrics and Electronic 
Signatures Proceedings of the Special 
Interest Group on Biometrics and 
Electronic Signatures
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P-165 Gerald Eichler, Peter Kropf,  
Ulrike Lechner, Phayung Meesad,  
Herwig Unger (Eds.) 
10th International Conference on 
Innovative Internet Community Systems 
(I2CS) – Jubilee Edition 2010 –

P-166 Paul Müller, Bernhard Neumair,  
Gabi Dreo Rodosek (Hrsg.) 
3. DFN-Forum Kommunikationstechnologien 
Beiträge der Fachtagung

P-167 Robert Krimmer, Rüdiger Grimm (Eds.) 
4th International Conference on  
Electronic Voting 2010 
co-organized by the Council of Europe,  
Gesellschaft für Informatik and  
E-Voting.CC

P-168 Ira Diethelm, Christina Dörge, 
Claudia Hildebrandt,  
Carsten Schulte (Hrsg.) 
Didaktik der Informatik 
Möglichkeiten empirischer 
Forschungsmethoden und Perspektiven 
der Fachdidaktik

P-169 Michael Kerres, Nadine Ojstersek 
Ulrik Schroeder, Ulrich Hoppe (Hrsg.) 
DeLFI 2010 - 8. Tagung  
der Fachgruppe E-Learning  
der Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V.

P-170 Felix C. Freiling (Hrsg.) 
Sicherheit 2010 
Sicherheit, Schutz und Zuverlässigkeit

P-171 Werner Esswein, Klaus Turowski,  
Martin Juhrisch (Hrsg.) 
Modellierung betrieblicher 
Informationssysteme (MobIS 2010) 
Modellgestütztes Management

P-172 Stefan Klink, Agnes Koschmider 
Marco Mevius, Andreas Oberweis (Hrsg.) 
EMISA 2010 
Einflussfaktoren auf die Entwicklung
flexibler, integrierter Informationssystem  
Beiträge des Workshops 
der GI-Fachgruppe EMISA 
(Entwicklungsmethoden für Infor- 
mationssysteme und deren Anwendung) 

P-173 Dietmar Schomburg,  
Andreas Grote (Eds.) 
German Conference on Bioinformatics 
2010

P-174 Arslan Brömme, Torsten Eymann, 
Detlef Hühnlein,  Heiko Roßnagel, 
Paul Schmücker (Hrsg.) 
perspeGKtive 2010  
Workshop „Innovative und sichere 
Informationstechnologie für das 
Gesundheitswesen von morgen“

P-175 Klaus-Peter Fähnrich,  
Bogdan Franczyk (Hrsg.) 
INFORMATIK  2010 
Service Science – Neue Perspektiven für 
die Informatik  
Band 1

P-176 Klaus-Peter Fähnrich,  
Bogdan Franczyk (Hrsg.) 
INFORMATIK  2010 
Service Science – Neue Perspektiven für 
die Informatik  
Band 2

P-177 Witold Abramowicz, Rainer Alt,  
Klaus-Peter Fähnrich, Bogdan Franczyk, 
Leszek A. Maciaszek (Eds.) 
INFORMATIK  2010 
Business Process and Service Science – 
Proceedings of ISSS and BPSC

P-178 Wolfram Pietsch, Benedikt Krams (Hrsg.)
 Vom Projekt zum Produkt
 Fachtagung des GI-

Fachausschusses Management der 
Anwendungsentwicklung und -wartung 
im Fachbereich Wirtschafts-informatik 
(WI-MAW), Aachen, 2010

P-179 Stefan Gruner, Bernhard Rumpe (Eds.) 
FM+AM`2010 
Second International Workshop on 
Formal Methods and Agile Methods

P-180 Theo Härder, Wolfgang Lehner,  
Bernhard Mitschang, Harald Schöning,  
Holger Schwarz (Hrsg.) 
Datenbanksysteme für Business, 
Technologie und Web (BTW) 
14. Fachtagung des GI-Fachbereichs 
„Datenbanken und Informationssysteme“ 
(DBIS)

P-181 Michael Clasen, Otto Schätzel,  
Brigitte Theuvsen (Hrsg.) 
Qualität und Effizienz durch
informationsgestützte Landwirtschaft,  
Fokus: Moderne Weinwirtschaft

P-182 Ronald Maier (Hrsg.) 
6th Conference on Professional 
Knowledge Management 
From Knowledge to Action

P-183 Ralf Reussner, Matthias Grund, Andreas 
Oberweis, Walter Tichy (Hrsg.) 
Software Engineering 2011  
Fachtagung des GI-Fachbereichs 
Softwaretechnik

P-184 Ralf Reussner, Alexander Pretschner, 
Stefan Jähnichen (Hrsg.) 
Software Engineering 2011 
Workshopband 
(inkl. Doktorandensymposium)
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P-185 Hagen Höpfner, Günther Specht, 
Thomas Ritz, Christian Bunse (Hrsg.) 
MMS 2011: Mobile und ubiquitäre 
Informationssysteme Proceedings zur  
6. Konferenz Mobile und Ubiquitäre 
Informationssysteme (MMS 2011) 

P-186 Gerald Eichler, Axel Küpper,  
Volkmar Schau, Hacène Fouchal,  
Herwig Unger (Eds.) 
11th International Conference on 
Innovative Internet Community Systems 
(I2CS)

P-187 Paul Müller, Bernhard Neumair, 
Gabi Dreo Rodosek (Hrsg.) 
4. DFN-Forum Kommunikations- 
technologien, Beiträge der Fachtagung 
20. Juni bis 21. Juni 2011 Bonn

P-188 Holger Rohland, Andrea Kienle, 
Steffen Friedrich (Hrsg.) 
DeLFI 2011 – Die 9. e-Learning 
Fachtagung Informatik 
der Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V. 
5.–8. September 2011, Dresden

P-189 Thomas, Marco (Hrsg.) 
Informatik in Bildung und Beruf 
INFOS 2011 
14. GI-Fachtagung Informatik und Schule

P-190 Markus Nüttgens, Oliver Thomas,  
Barbara Weber (Eds.) 
Enterprise Modelling and Information 
Systems Architectures (EMISA 2011)

P-191 Arslan Brömme, Christoph Busch (Eds.) 
BIOSIG 2011  
International Conference of the 
Biometrics Special Interest Group

P-192 Hans-Ulrich Heiß, Peter Pepper, Holger 
Schlingloff, Jörg Schneider (Hrsg.) 
INFORMATIK 2011 
Informatik schafft Communities

P-193 Wolfgang Lehner, Gunther Piller (Hrsg.) 
IMDM 2011

P-194 M. Clasen, G. Fröhlich, H. Bernhardt,  
K. Hildebrand, B. Theuvsen (Hrsg.) 
Informationstechnologie für eine 
nachhaltige Landbewirtschaftung 
Fokus Forstwirtschaft

P-195 Neeraj Suri, Michael Waidner (Hrsg.) 
Sicherheit 2012 
Sicherheit, Schutz und Zuverlässigkeit 
Beiträge der 6. Jahrestagung des 
Fachbereichs Sicherheit der  
Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V. (GI)

P-196 Arslan Brömme, Christoph Busch (Eds.)
BIOSIG 2012 
Proceedings of the 11th International 
Conference of the Biometrics Special 
Interest Group

P-197 Jörn von Lucke, Christian P. Geiger, 
Siegfried Kaiser, Erich Schweighofer, 
Maria A. Wimmer (Hrsg.) 
Auf dem Weg zu einer offenen, smarten 
und vernetzten Verwaltungskultur 
Gemeinsame Fachtagung 
Verwaltungsinformatik (FTVI) und 
Fachtagung Rechtsinformatik (FTRI) 
2012

P-198 Stefan Jähnichen, Axel Küpper,  
Sahin Albayrak (Hrsg.) 
Software Engineering 2012 
Fachtagung des GI-Fachbereichs 
Softwaretechnik

P-199 Stefan Jähnichen, Bernhard Rumpe,  
Holger Schlingloff (Hrsg.) 
Software Engineering 2012 
Workshopband

P-200 Gero Mühl, Jan Richling, Andreas 
Herkersdorf (Hrsg.) 
ARCS 2012 Workshops

P-201 Elmar J. Sinz Andy Schürr (Hrsg.) 
Modellierung 2012

P-202 Andrea Back, Markus Bick,  
Martin Breunig, Key Pousttchi,  
Frédéric Thiesse (Hrsg.) 
MMS 2012:Mobile und Ubiquitäre 
Informationssysteme

P-203 Paul Müller, Bernhard Neumair, 
Helmut Reiser, Gabi Dreo Rodosek (Hrsg.) 
5. DFN-Forum Kommunikations-
technologien 
Beiträge der Fachtagung

P-204 Gerald Eichler, Leendert W. M. 
Wienhofen, Anders Kofod-Petersen, 
Herwig Unger (Eds.) 
12th International Conference on 
Innovative Internet Community Systems 
(I2CS 2012)

P-205 Manuel J. Kripp, Melanie Volkamer, 
Rüdiger Grimm (Eds.) 
5th International Conference on Electronic 
Voting 2012 (EVOTE2012) 
Co-organized by the Council of Europe, 
Gesellschaft für Informatik and E-Voting.CC

P-206 Stefanie Rinderle-Ma,  
Mathias Weske (Hrsg.) 
EMISA 2012  
Der Mensch im Zentrum der Modellierung

P-207 Jörg Desel, Jörg M. Haake,  
Christian Spannagel (Hrsg.) 
DeLFI 2012: Die 10. e-Learning 
Fachtagung Informatik der Gesellschaft 
für Informatik e.V. 
24.–26. September 2012
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P-208 Ursula Goltz, Marcus Magnor, 
Hans-Jürgen Appelrath, Herbert Matthies, 
Wolf-Tilo Balke, Lars Wolf (Hrsg.) 
INFORMATIK 2012

P-209 Hans Brandt-Pook, André Fleer, Thorsten 
Spitta, Malte Wattenberg (Hrsg.) 
Nachhaltiges Software Management

P-210 Erhard Plödereder, Peter Dencker, 
Herbert Klenk, Hubert B. Keller,  
Silke Spitzer (Hrsg.) 
Automotive – Safety & Security 2012 
Sicherheit und Zuverlässigkeit für 
automobile Informationstechnik

P-211 M. Clasen, K. C. Kersebaum, A. 
Meyer-Aurich, B. Theuvsen (Hrsg.)
Massendatenmanagement in der  
Agrar- und Ernährungswirtschaft 
Erhebung - Verarbeitung - Nutzung 
Referate der 33. GIL-Jahrestagung 
20. – 21. Februar 2013, Potsdam

P-212 Arslan Brömme, Christoph Busch (Eds.) 
BIOSIG 2013 
Proceedings of the 12th International 
Conference of the Biometrics                   
Special Interest Group 
04.–06. September 2013 
Darmstadt, Germany

P-213 Stefan Kowalewski, 
Bernhard Rumpe (Hrsg.) 
Software Engineering 2013 
Fachtagung des GI-Fachbereichs 
Softwaretechnik

P-214 Volker Markl, Gunter Saake, Kai-Uwe 
Sattler, Gregor Hackenbroich, Bernhard Mit  
schang, Theo Härder, Veit Köppen (Hrsg.) 
Datenbanksysteme für Business, 
Technologie und Web (BTW) 2013 
13. – 15. März 2013, Magdeburg

P-215 Stefan Wagner, Horst Lichter (Hrsg.)
Software Engineering 2013 
Workshopband 
(inkl. Doktorandensymposium) 
26. Februar – 1. März 2013, Aachen

P-216 Gunter Saake, Andreas Henrich, 
Wolfgang Lehner, Thomas Neumann, 
Veit Köppen (Hrsg.) 
Datenbanksysteme für Business, 
Technologie und Web (BTW) 2013 –
Workshopband 
11. – 12. März 2013, Magdeburg

P-217 Paul Müller, Bernhard Neumair, Helmut 
Reiser, Gabi Dreo Rodosek (Hrsg.) 
6. DFN-Forum Kommunikations- 
technologien 
Beiträge der Fachtagung 
03.–04. Juni 2013, Erlangen

P-218 Andreas Breiter, Christoph Rensing (Hrsg.) 
DeLFI 2013: Die 11 e-Learning 
Fachtagung Informatik der Gesellschaft 
für Informatik e.V. (GI) 
8. – 11. September 2013, Bremen

P-221 Maria A. Wimmer, Marijn Janssen, 
Ann Macintosh, Hans Jochen Scholl,  
Efthimios Tambouris (Eds.) 
Electronic Government and  
Electronic Participation 
Joint Proceedings of Ongoing Research of 
IFIP EGOV and IFIP ePart 2013 
16. – 19. September 2013, Koblenz

P-222 Reinhard Jung, Manfred Reichert (Eds.)
 Enterprise Modelling 

and Information Systems Architectures  
(EMISA 2013)

 St. Gallen, Switzerland  
September 5. – 6. 2013

P-223 Detlef Hühnlein, Heiko Roßnagel (Hrsg.) 
Open Identity Summit 2013 
10. – 11. September 2013 
Kloster Banz, Germany
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